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The purpose of this study was to identify the major 
coping strategies which college students with different 
personality temperament used to deal with their learning 
blocks. 
Students' temperament type was obtained from the pool 
of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator results available at the 
Agricultural College, UN-L. An instrument measuring learning 
blocks was designed and administered in the Fall, 1987. The 
Coping strategy Inventory (CSI) was developed and 
administered in the spring, 1988. One hundred and twenty 
seven agricultural college students responded to the first 
phase of the study, and 230 agricultural college students 
took the CSI. 
The Statistical package for the Social Science (SPSS-X) 
was used in the following data analysis: Spearman-Brown 
correlation, t-test, ANOVA with Fisher LSD Post Hoc Test, 
Kruskal-Wallis one way ANOVA, and descriptive statistics. 
Findings: 
One temperament type significantly differed f~om other 
type(s) with respect to 9 learning blocks. The top 
serious learning blocks for each type were also repor-
ted. 
2. six learning blocks showed significant correlation with 
GPA. 
3. No significant relationships were found between students' 
responses to the learning blocks and their completed 
credit hours. 
4. One temperament type significantly differed from other 
types(s) with respect to 30 coping strategies of the 
CSI. 
5. Students' GPA had a significant relationship with 27 
coping strategies. 
6. There was a significant relationship between students' 
responses toward only 4 coping strategies and their 
completed credit hours. 
7. Male and female students showed significantly different 
responses in utilizing 16 coping strategies. 
8. The students' age was significantly correlated with 
only six coping strategies. 
9. It was found that the CSI had items from the lowest to 
the highest level of contribution to students cognitive 
development. 
Recommendations for practical application were provided 
for advisers, counsellors, administrators, and instructors. 
Recommendations were also suggested for further research 
study. 
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CHAPTER I 
Introduction 
Context of the Problem 
The major purpose of "education" has been recognized as 
fostering individual development. Teachers, teacher educators, 
philosophers, and scientists have tried to identify the 
factors affecting the teaching/learning process in order to 
improve this process. One of the major factors in this 
regard has been recognized as learner's characteristics. 
Keefe(1982) believes that the great educators such as 
Socrates, Rousseau, and Dewey tried to address the needs of 
the individual and focused on the learner as an individual, 
by considering his/her differences and abilities. In recent 
decades, considerable efforts have been invested in the 
above idea, by studying how different learners learn. A new 
body of knowledge is developing around this concept, but the 
outcomes have been differently named. Examples include: 
learning style, cognitive style, learning strategy, and 
others. 
Studying how people learn is not a new concept, and its 
history dates back several thousand years. K. Dunn(1982) 
believes that the roots of learning style studies may be 
traced to the 1890's when studies about learning modalities 
started. The major research efforts have taken place since 
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1960 with Witkin's work on cognitive style (Sinatra, 1983; 
Even, 1978). Several researchers have been working on diffe-
rent aspects of learning styles, but still a number of 
questions have remained unanswered. Fischer (1979) states 
that "research on styles of teaching and learning is still 
in the embryonic stage •.. we are not convinced that there 
is sufficient research to guide the practitioners." 
Although the educators have long accepted the same 
premise that different students have different learning 
styles and abilities (Vigna and Martin, 1982), the studies 
on different aspects of this phenomenon are very diversified 
and sometimes confusing. Some scholars have reviewed several 
studies and works in the area of learning style and have 
found many similarities, contrasts, or overlaping results 
(Kirby, 1979). The theme of most studies on learning style 
has been to match teachers' teaching styles to learners' 
learning styles in hopes of increasing student achievement, 
retention rate and satisfaction with the educational insti-
tution. 
According to Piagetian developental theory, matching is 
nothing more than "assimilation" which has no effect on 
students growth. One of the major missions of universities 
is to provide opportunities for students to reach their 
highest educational objectives and become self-directed 
learners. In this regard one of the most useful suggestions 
3 
has been made by sanford (1967) as the "challenge and 
response system" for student development. This idea has been 
applied in several cognitive developmental programs and the 
results show a significant improvement relative to student 
growth (Stephenson and Hunt, 1977). On the other hand, some 
researchers such as Letteri (1985) have tried to develop 
more comprehensive instruments to measure students' learning 
styles by considering several dimensions of learning styles 
rather than studying only one dimension (i.e, field 
dependent/independent). These comprehensive instruments 
measure several dimensions of learning styles and provide a 
complete picture of the cognitive process. They are called 
cognitive maps or profiles. These profiles or maps help to 
determine the weaknesses and strengths in student learning 
styles. From these instruments educators can provide the 
appropriate "challenge" to develop and improve student 
weaknesses. Letteri(1985) supports this idea by presenting 
the results of several studies and concludes that learning 
style can be changed through training or "augmentation". 
In conclusion, students need and ~ develop their 
repertoire of coping strategies in dealing with academic 
difficulties. They should be provided appropriate 
Counsulting programs based on individual differences. In 
regard the following questions arise: 'What are the 
learning blocks which students confront during their 
4 
college education?', and 'What strategies are used by 
different personality temperament groups in dealing with 
their learning difficulties?'. The aim of this study was to 
investigate these two questions and specifically to 
construct an instrument to measure the students coping 
strategies as they confront challenging academic situations. 
Problem statement 
The purpose of this study was to identify the major 
coping strategies which college students with different 
personality temperament use to deal with their learning 
blocks. 
Objectives 
In this study, the following specific objectives were 
pursued: 
1. To identify the most important learning blocks or tasks 
as perceived by the four different personality tempera-
ment groups. 
2. To find the relationship between each learning block 
and students' success in their college education as 
measured by grade point average. 
3. To measure the relationship between each learning block 
and the students' educational status as indicated by 
their completed number of credit hours. 
4. To identify the most frequent coping or adaptation 
strategies used by each personality temperament group 
to deal with their learning blocks. 
5. To assess the relationship between coping strategies 
and the students grade point average. 
6. To measure the relationship between students coping 
strategy and their completed number of credit hours. 
7. To compare male and female students by their coping 
strategies. 
8. To find the relationship between students' age and 
their coping strategies. 
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9. To identify those coping strategies which contribute to 
the students' cognitive development through accommodation 
Definition of Terms 
The following definitions will be utilized for terms 
used throughout this study: 
1. ADAPTATION - the ability to cope with the problems and 
demands of our environment. (Grasha, 1980) 
2. COGNITIVE STYLE - A person's typical modes of perceiving, 
remembering, thinking and problem solving; or information 
processing habits. 
3. COPING STRATEGY - The conscious and planned effort, or 
pattern of efforts, to handle and deal with problematic 
situations. 
4. JUNGIAN TYPOLOGY - A model of classification of humans 
according to their personality trait differences. 
- Learning problems and difficulties 
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which inhibit or slow the learning process. 
6. LEARNING STYLE - Cognitive, affective, and physiologi-
cal traits that serve as relatively stable indicators 
of how learners perceive, interact with, and respond to 
the learning environment. (Keefe, 1982) 
7. PROBLEMATIC SITUATION - A situation which requires a 
solution to a problem, or some decision for appropriate 
action. (Goldfried and D'Zurilla, 1969). 
8. STRATEGY - Flexible pattern of behavior relative to 
individual responses to different stimuli. 
9. STYLE - Preferred and relatively stable pattern of 
behavior. 
10. TEMPERAMENT - Temperament determines behavior and is 
the result of unique combinations of personality prefe-
rence traits. 
11. TRANSFER SKILLS - Are those more general process 
skills to get us from one situation to the next (Kirby, 
1979). 
Assumptions 
The following assumptions were made with regard to this 
study: 
1. The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator measures the students' 
temperaments appropriately, and the MBTI is a reliabe 
and valid instrument for the measure of psychological 
temperaments. (Myers and McCaully, 1985). 
7 
2. Assessment of coping strategies was accurately measured 
by "Coping strategy Inventory" and this inventory is a 
valid and reliable instrument for the measure of coping 
strategies. 
3. Agricultural college students responded to the MBTI and 
CSI honestly and freely when indicating their preferences 
and coping strategies. 
4. The students participating in this study were 
representative of the entire population from which they 
were selected. 
Limitations 
This study was limited by the following factors: 
1. The sample was limited to the students in the Agricul-
tural College University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Therefore, 
the conclusions of this study would be applicable only 
to that group. 
2. Assessment of temperament was limited to the Jungian 
psychology as measured by the MBTI. 
3. The coping strategies identified by the Coping strategy 
Inventory would be subject to any weaknesses inherent 
in this instrument. 
Significance of Study 
Students who enter higher education have the 
opportunity to develop their own learning potential; and 
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the higher education institutions have been concerned in 
this regard. One of the students potentialities is their 
cognitive system. Research shows that students have 
different learning skills and they can develop their own 
skills (Letteri, 1980). Here, a question arises concerning 
the ways in which students develop their learning skills. A 
review of literature reveals that no previous research 
studies have attempted to determine how different 
temperament groups develop their learning skills. 
Nevertheless, the research shows that each type of student 
is coping with different difficulties and apply different 
adjustment techniques. (Laycock, 1984, and Wilson, 1981). 
McFall(1976) emphasized the need for studies to investigate 
which coping techniques and effective solutions are applied 
by different students. Richards (1981) reviewed self-control 
techniques which help college students to enhance their 
study behavior and concluded that there is a need for more 
research to find out which techniques really work. 
This study addressed different coping strategies of 
different temperament groups which help students to develop 
their cognitive styles. The idea for this research was 
supported by Kirby (1979) who stated that "it is especially 
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important to begin research on (1) how transfer skill 
acquisition or style augmentation may best be accomplished 
at the various life stage as well as in the Peagetian deve-
lopmental stages, and on (2) how the cognitive / learning 
style is used at these stages." 
The first year of college education is crucial to all 
students. They enter a university with a lack of efficient 
learning skills and continually confront new learning tasks 
(Grites, 1982; Mucouski, 1984). They need to develop their 
role, attitudes and skills (Kitchener, 1982). Serious 
attention should be paid to first year students. Gordon and 
Grites (1984) suggested that "it is important to examine the 
ways they (first year students) learn, what they value, and 
how they adjust to the college experience". This study 
attempted to provide information in this regard. 
University administrators, educators, counselors and 
others who are interested in providing orientation or 
developmental programs for students can use the results of 
this study to meet the needs of all temperament groups. 
Brown and Sanstead (1982) mentioned several research 
findings which suggested that academic advising facilitates 
student development. Advisors need to be aware "that they 
may not be effective in advising all types of students" 
(Grites, 1982). Therefore, the academic advisors may want to 
utilize the results of this study to help students succes-
sfully survive in educational institutions. 
Decreasing the attrition rate has been a concern of 
agricultural college administrators at UNL, and the extent 
of studies on drop-out shows this concern (Hood, 1971; 
Domeier, 1973; and Free, 1985). 
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Additionally, the results of this study may help 
students to develop their own cognitive styles and become 
self-directed learners, which is one of the aims of all 
educational systems. Then, students who perceive themselves 
competent of managing circumstances, will sustain coping 
efforts in the face of difficulties in the future (Bandura 
and Gajdose, 1975; Smith, 1982, P16). 
A new instrument was developed and validated to measure 
students coping strategies. This instrument may be useful to 
other researchers and educators to differentiate the 
significant coping strategies of different groups and 
predict both the academic performances of students and their 
retention rate. Other researchers can utilize the same or 
modified instrument (CSI) and research method on other 
learners; adults, elementary or secondary students. 
Consequently, the area of "Coping skills training" (Barrios, 
1979) may receive new information. 
CHAPTER II 
Review of Literature 
A review of literature was conducted to identify, and 
interpret pertinent literature and research studies which 
related to this study. This study attempted to identify how 
people with different temperament types cope (adapt) to new 
educational system and learning difficulties. In this 
regard, literature on 1) learning and cognitive style, 2) 
college student development, and 3) self-control and 
adjustment was reviewed. 
Literature relating to learning and cognitive styles 
will be presented first in this chapter, Learning style as a 
comprehensive term and other related terms will be defined 
and their signifcance in teaching / learning process will be 
addressed. Since the concept of "development" is based on 
the premise of "flexibility", studies and thoughts on 
stability or flexibility of learning style are analyzed. 
Then, an overview of different approaches and models of 
studying learning styles clarifies the scope and concerns in 
this area. 
As the second part of this review, the concept of 
student cognitive development will be discussed; and 
academic problems which challenge students for adaptation 
will also be presented. Thoughts and research findings which 
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reveal the techniques used to cope with those academic 
difficulties will then be addressed. Finally, the chapter 
will summarize the finding and conclusions of the literature 
reviewed. 
Learning and Cognitive Styles 
Learning style studies have tried to demonstrate the 
best ways each individual learner learns. The results should 
help educators as well as learners to improve the teaching -
learning process. Since the 1960's this line of study has 
received a great deal of emphasis by researchers. Some 
studies have found tremendous similarities, contrasts, and 
overlaping. (Keefe, 1979; Kirby, 1979). Each researcher, 
based on personal experience and area of interest, has 
studied one or more dimensions of human personality traits 
believed to be effective in the learning process. 
Consequently, different names, definitions, concepts, 
classifications, and measurements have evolved. In this 
section some of the most important research findings and 
ideas related to the foregoing topics will be presented. 
Definitions & Terms 
Learning style explains the interaction of different 
instructional methods with cognitive or personality 
characteristics of the learners. This term is also referred 
to as "aptitude (or attitude) treatment interaction" (Borg & 
13 
Gall, 1983). Hunt (1982) defined learning style as a formal 
attempt to capture what goes on in effective communication. 
The major emphasis of this definition is on -communication' 
which consists of four parts: the communicator (teacher), 
the audience (learner), the channel, and message (Emery, 
Ault, and Agee 1970). Gregorc (1979) emphasized -learner's 
behavior' in his definition of learning style: "Distinctive 
behaviors developed by individuals for responding to 
environmental demands are learning styles." 
Keefe (1982) defined learning styles as: "cognitive, 
affective, and physiological traits that serve as relatively 
stable indicators of how learners perceive, interact with, 
and respond to the learning environment". This definition 
seems the most comprehensive and was accepted by the 
National Association of Secondary School Principals (NASSP) 
Task Force (Keefe, 1985). This definition reveals three 
major aspects of learning style: cognitive, affective, and 
physiological style. The NASSP Task Force also accepted the 
following definitions originally stated by Keefe. 
"Cognitive styles - information processing habits which 
represent a person's typical modes of perceiving, 
thinking, remembering, and problem solving". 
"Affective style - motivational processes (attention, 
expectancy, incentive) viewed as the learner typical 
modes of arousing, directing, and sustaining behavior." 
"Physiological styles - biologically based modes of 
response founded on sex related differences, personal 
nutrition and health, and accustomed reaction to the 
physical environment". 
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Fuhrmann and Grasha (1983) looked at learning style 
from another perspective as 'Social Interaction'. Social 
interaction styles describe different roles students play in 
the classroom in interaction with their peers, teachers and 
course content. 
All components of learning style (cognitive, affective, 
physiological, social ..• ) work simultaneously and together 
in any students' learning behavior. Jung's "psychological 
type theory" describes individuals behavior including the 
foregoing components of learning styles. Jung (1971) divided 
the psychological types into 'attitude type' and 'function 
type'. He referred to attitude types as those types 
distinguished by the direction of individuals' interest 
(i.e, extraverted - introverted). The 'function types', as 
Jung described, are those types "whose pecularities are due 
to the fact the individual adapts and orients himself 
Chiefly by means of his most differentiated function". Eight 
Psychological types' were identified by Jung. Isabel Myers 
and her mother Katherine Briggs expanded Jung's concepts 
personality types. (Myers and McCaully, 1985). These 
I types have been a source for learning style 
recent years. A detailed description of 
and their practical combinations, temperaments, 
section. 
learning style is misused in place of 
15 
learning strategy. Looking back to the definition of 
learning styles, made by Keefe in the previous page, one can 
find the essence of -style' is its stability. People also 
learn and develop new -strategies' for behavior when their 
preferred style is inappropriate (Even, 1982). Ford (1981) 
described learning strategy clearly: "there is evidence that 
learning at different levels of abstraction correlates with 
adoption of different learning approaches. Such approaches 
can be viewed as strategic reactions to a particular learning 
situation, which might depend on such factors as level of 
interest of anxiety or as more stable styles linked with the 
feature of personality and motivation". Kirby (1979) looked 
at learning style as -structure' and -process'. To her, 
style' is viewed as structure and the focus is on its 
stability over time, while -strategy' is referred to as 
process which is flexible and changing in interaction with 
the environment. The issue of flexibility/stability of 
learning style or learning strategy will be discussed under 
the same title in this chapter. 
Significance of Learning Style Studies 
The significance of learning style studies has been 
revealed through different aspects such as: increasing 
students achievement, improving their attitudes toward 
school, and decreasing the drop-out rates by matching 
teaching strategies to students' learning styles; developing 
students' self-awareness to improve their learning 
performance and cognitive abilities; and consequently, 
increasing the job satisfaction of teachers and expanding 
the productivity of education system. Some supportive 
studies are presented here. 
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Dunn (1983) reviewed several research findings on 
students' learning styles and their achievement at college, 
secondary and elementary school levels. She found when the 
teaching styles were matched with students learning styles 
the students' achievement scores were higher than when there 
were no such considerations. Letteri (1982), Hodges (1982), 
and Dunn (1980,1979) supported this idea. It was also found 
that matching teaching and learning styles increased 
students attendance, attitude toward school and motivation 
for more education (Hodge, 1982); Dunn, 1980; Mamchur, 
1984). 
Knowledge of the individual's learning style is also 
helpful in training the learner for improving his/her 
learning performance (Smith, 1982), and developmental 
programs (Pask, 1976). Perry (1985) summarized the study of 
Knefelkamp that a group of students were given choices among 
six approaches to an assignment centering on the same 
Content. Then he presented the result that "students 
regUlarly choose the style designed for their type and level 
of development". Using Kolb's learning style inventory 
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(LSI), Pigg, Busch, and Lacy (1980) surveyed the cooperative 
extension agents in the state of Kentucky to identify 
learning styles and implications for designing educational 
programs for those individuals. One of their findings 
indicated that the LSI may be useful in helping individuals 
become more sensitive to particular learning behaviors. A 
learning style profile can be utilized to identify and 
differentiate high academic performers from low academic 
performers, as well as to predict the academic performance 
of learners (Letteri, 1980). 
Understanding the existing differences with regard to 
sex, race, age, and culture and their relationship to 
learning style is helpful to educational and developmental 
program planners. Micheal Heikkinen and associates (1985) 
studied the learning styles of elementary, secondary and 
special education student teachers at the University of 
Idaho. They used the "Canfield's Learning Style Inventory" 
when they compared male and female students on sixteen 
variables of that instrument. They found that males differ 
significantly from females on 8 variables. "Males preferred 
the numeric and inanimate variables while females preferred 
the qUalitative and people variables. Males preferred 
competition and authority variables while females preferred 
qrganization and iconic variables ". Cohen (1986) examined 
the relationships between the first four positions in a 
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family, and middle school students' preferred environmental, 
emotional, sociological, and physical learning style traits. 
She found that girls were more 'conforming' and preferred 
lesS formal a 'design' than boys; males required more 
'mobility' than females. Clay (1984) examined the styles of 
college freshmen in an attempt to determine the 
relationships between style and achievement. He found that 
the lower the GPA, the more students preferred music, 
variety of resources and methods, soft lighting, mobility, 
an informal environment, and studying with peers while 
learning. The higher their GPA, the more students wanted a 
quiet, conventional classroom. 
Stability & Flexibility of Learning Style 
The concept of 'academic coping strategy', the primary 
concern of this study, has an essence of 'development'. 
Learners develop their cognitive abilities through 
accommodation (or coping). In supporting this idea it was 
deemed necessary to find answers for questions such as: are 
the individuals' learning style dimensions flexible or 
stable'?, and 'are the personality traits learned or 
inherited'? If they are flexible and can be learned or 
developed, the concept of coping strategy' will be 
meaningful. Literature related to this controversial 
qUestion will be presented here. 
Jung (1971) described the stability of some personality 
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traits as: "the attitude type (extraverted - introverted) is 
a general phenomenon having an apparently random 
distribution, it cannot be a matter of conscious judgement 
or conscious intention, but must be due to some unconscious, 
instinctive cause." The introversion - extraversion 
dimension of personality type has received the most 
attention as a stable pattern of behavior of man. Schmeck 
and Lockhart (1983) discussed the Eysenck's theory which 
places great emphasis on the assumption that there are 
inherited differences bet,veen people in the ways their 
nervous system function: "Introverts are assumed to have 
such weak neural inhibition that stimulation of the senses 
easily prompts activity in the brain, while extraverts have 
strong neural inhibition, which makes it more difficult for 
sensory stimulation to activate the brain." These 
researchers concluded that for those aspects of learning 
styles which are not modifiable (introversion -
extraversion) if we try to change students we will do them a 
great disservice. 
A thought close to inherited learning style is that: 
people try to make adjustment between their stable learning 
style and their environment. This is the concept of 
assimilation in developmental psychology and will be further 
discussed in this chapter. Laurillard (1979) supported this 
idea by stating that "individual differences between the 
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students, if they exist, exist at the level of how the student 
interprets his learning environment rather than at the level 
of choice of learning style." 
Among those who believe learning style is subject to 
change is Letteri. He stated: "If we are to address the 
question of optimal development for all children perhaps we 
should start by assuring that all have appropriate cognitve 
profiles to give direction and force to their own 
development while providing the basis for skillful 
adaptation to, or modification of their environment" 
(Letteri, 1982). Pask (1976) also supported this idea. He 
categorized learning strategies as holism, serialism, and 
versatile. In his research studies he found that students 
who learn about their mental process develop a transfer 
move from the extremes (Holism or Serialism) to 
rsatility. Coop and Brown (1970) studied the effects of 
.~~~,,~tive style and teaching method on categories of each 
students' achievement. They found no significant 
erence between students with an analytic cognitive style 
students with a nonanalytic cognitive style on either 
content achievement or conceptual - generalization 
achievement. One possible reason for this finding, 
authors discussed, is that the cognitive styles of 
students are more malleable and adaptable than those 
1<;1£lger children. "College students may be very adept at 
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acquiescing their perceptual preferences depending on the 
instructional press in which they find themseleves .... It is 
conceiveable that they (students) could have adjusted their 
cognitive styles to the course objectives of their instru-
ctor." 
Those who have believed in the flexibility of the 
individual's learning styles have also looked to the factors 
which influence it. Lawrence (1982) responded to the 
question: "how does a person get to be a type?" by stating 
that a person is marked a specific type by doing well what 
comes naturally. Then he said, based on Jungian typology 
theory, that "we are born with a disposition for one type. 
Environmental factors are very important, since they can 
foster type development, or get in its way". Yeaths and 
Strag (1971) studied the flexibility of elementary students 
toward their cognitive styles and found "students who 
changed cognitive styles performed at a higher level of 
aChievement on the California Achievement Test than the 
students who did not change their cognitive styles". They 
concluded that the "academic performance as being a function 
of the interaction of cognitive style flexibility and 
fluency, and the specific task requirement." 
One factor which clarifies the issue of changes in 
students' learning style is age . Witkin, Goodenough and 
(1967) conducted cross - sectional and longitudinal 
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studies to measure the field dependent - independent styles 
of their subjects. The age range of subjects was 8 - 24 
years. They found a progressive increase in extent of field 
independence up to age 17, with no further change from 17 
to 24. From the results of their study and other studies the 
researchers concluded that at some point between 24 years 
and old age the process of dedifferentiation (or returning 
to field dependence) begins. wilson (1981, P80) agreed that 
certain aspects of individuals are relatively unchanging 
while others are susceptible to quite radical changes. He 
argued that cognitive ability "does appear to change 
qualitatively between early childhood and adolescence and 
this may reflect both interaction with the environment and 
the process of maturity." 
A group of researchers in learning style believe some 
differences between individuals are relatively stable (such 
as introversion - extraversion); while some differences are 
less stable and vary according to circumstances such as 
serialist - holist processing (Beard and Hartley, 1984). 
Dunn (1983), supported the idea that selected style elements 
tend to be stable over time, but others may change. She 
stated: "When an element affects an individual strongly, 
that element tends to be consistent for a longer time. When 
an element is unimportant to an individual, it tends to be 
less consistent, depending on interest, motivation, peer 
orientation, and the effects of those elements that do 
affect him or her strongly". 
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Finally, Kolb (1981) and sinatra and Stah1-Gemake 
(1983) emphasized that learning styles develop as a 
consequence of hereditary factors, previous life experience, 
and demands of the present environment. Keefe (1985) 
supported the same factors (genetic coding, personality 
development, and environment adaptation) but referred to 
style characteristics as relatively persistent qualities in 
the behavior of individual learners. 
Models of Studying Learning Styles 
Learning style has been studied differently by 
different researchers. Some of these studies have had 
stronger theoretical basis than others; some have focused on 
one dimension or element of learning style while others have 
considered several. These differences have produced a variety 
of mOdels. Fuhrmann and Grasha (1983) categorized the learning 
style models into three groups: 
1. Cognitive Models - emphasize those intellectual 
characteristics that function to help us learn. 
Social Interaction Models - try to identify some of the 
important features of the instruction that students 
have and the role they play in learning. 
Instruction Preference Models - try to discover the 
preferences that students have for study methods, 
instructional media, course format, and other 
dimensions of classroom - related learning. 
Another classification of learning style models is 
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based on the number of elements or dimensions used in models 
(Schultz, 1985) as: 
1. Bi-Polar Learning Style Models - deal with only one 
dimension with two opposing poles. Examples of this 
group are: field dependent - field independent; splitter 
- lumper (Smith, 1982); analytical - nonanalytical 
(Coop and Brown, 1970); deep - surface level processing 
(Laurillard, 1979); holist - serialist (Pask, 1976); 
impulsive - reflective; risk taking - caution; 
leveling - sharpening; cognitive complexity -
simplicity; scanning - focusing; constricted - flexible 
control; broad - narrow category width; tolerance -
intolerance for incongruous or unrealistic experience; 
strong - weak automatization; conceptual - perceptual 
motor dominance; and converging - diverging. 
Multiple Bi-Polar Modes - include two or more 
dimensions which each dimension has two opposing poles; 
examples are: Jung's personality type model (measured 
by MBTI) , perceptive - receptive vs systematic -
intuitive; Kolb's learning style inventory; and Gregorc 
style delineator. 
Multiple Dimensional Models - have two or more 
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dimensions; each dimension has one or more variables or 
elements rather than being bi-polar. Examples are: 
learning style inventory by Dunn, Dunn, and Price 
(Dunn, 1983); sensory modality by Bruner, Oliver and 
Greenfield (Kirby, 1979); Fischer and Fischer (1979); 
relational thinking style by Davis and Schwimmer 
(1981); adult learning style identification scale by 
Christenson. 
Another example of multiple dimensional models is 
'social interaction model', Known as Grasha - Riechmann 
model. Tony Grasha and Sherly Riechmann (1983) developed an 
approach to learning style based on the roles students play 
in the classroom. These roles show some of the preferences 
students have for interacting with their peers and the 
teacher,and their approach to course content. The following 
six roles were identified: competitive; collaborative; 
dependent; independent; participant; and avoidant. "No 
student plays anyone of the roles exclusively. Instead, 
people are seen as having a learning style profile composed 
of all roles, with some used more often than others. 
Students with different learning styles find that different 
methOds and different aspects of the course help them to 
learn" , 
Tamir (1985) reviewed forty studies on cognitive 
ferences, a model suggested by Heath, by meta analysis. 
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He described this approach of studying learning style as: 
"cognitive preference constitutes a kind of cognitive style 
which deals with attributes of special relevance to the 
learning of science and science - related subject matter. 
cognitive preferences are believed to represent modes used 
by students in dealing with scientific information. These 
modes are acquired as a result of certain life and learning 
experiences. In turn they interact with other individual 
characteristics, such as abilities, thereby influencing 
further outcomes in subsequent learning and information 
processing situations. Four such modes have been identifed 
by Heath (Tamir, 1964). They are: 
1. Recall (R) Acceptance of information without 
consideration of implication, applications, or 
limitation. 
2. Principles (P) - Acceptance of information because it 
exemplifies or illuminates a fundamental scientific 
principle, concept, or relationship. 
3. 
·4. 
QUestioning (Q) - critical questioning of information 
regarding its completeness, generalizability or 
limitations. 
Application (A) - Emphasis on the usefulness and 
applicability of information in a general, social, or 
sCientific context." 
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Inability of unidimensional models (bi-polar) to 
present a complete picture of learner's learning style 
resulted in severe criticisms (Laurillard, 1979; Letteri, 
1980). An alternative to these models are learning style 
maps or cognitive profiles. Letteri (1980, 1985), based on 
-information processing theory', developed a cognitive 
profile. He studied different instruments and literature and 
found the following seven dimensions can make a complete 
profile of learners' learning style: analytical (field 
dependent - independent); focusing - scanning; breadth -
narrow of categorization; cognitive complexity - simplicity; 
reflectiveness - impulsiveness; leveling - sharpening; and 
tolerant - intolerant. The NASSP Task Force also developed a 
learning style profile consisting of thirty one cognitive, 
affective, and physiological style variables (Keefe, 1985). 
Another critique of learning style studies or models 
was made by Saylor and his colleagues (1981). They believed 
matching teaching and learning styles as four or six 
categories, for example, would be erroneous. 
They presented their reasons as: "The methods for 
determining learning styles and teaching styles do not have 
sUfficient research base to support their application in 
classroom. Second, neither learning styles nor teaching 
cluster neatly into packages. Third, there may be 
for students to be exposed to different teaching 
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styles." 
Hunt (1982) proposed three criteria for evaluating 
learning style models, as: logical argument, experimental 
evidence, and intiutive experience. Based on these criteria, 
Jungian typology and specifically the temperament types 
model was selected for present study. 
Jung's Psychological Types 
The essence of the Jung's type theory is that much 
seemingly random variation in behavior is actually quite 
orderly and consistent, being due to basic differences in 
the way individuals prefer to use their perception and 
judgement. (Myers and McCaully, 1985 PI). 
Jung (1971) presented his psychological types in 1920's 
by looking at personality of man as either 'introverted' (1) 
or extraverted' (E). These basic types were called 
attitude types' which are distinguished by the direction of 
people's interest, or of "the movement of Libido" (Jung, 
1971). He focused his works on other aspects of personality 
differences, too. Jung called the other group of types 
fUnction types' and described them as "those more special 
tYpes whose peculiarities are due to the fact that the 
ind' , ~v~dual adapts and orients himself chiefly by means of 
his most differentiated function". These function types were 
also described in bi - polar dimensions: the perceiving 
consists of sensing (S) and intuitive (N); and the 
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judging function includes thinking (T) and feeling (F).The 
combination of these three sources of personality 
differences resulted in eight types. Jung's psychological 
types were forgotten until the 1950's when Isabel Myers and 
her mother Katheryn Briggs reviewed Jung's works (Keirsey 
and Bates, 1984). They extended the type theory by including 
the judging - perceiving dimension as the way people deal 
with the world around them. Sixteen different psychological 
types were the result of this consideration. (Myers with 
Myers 1980). They also devised an instrument, Myers-Briggs 
Type Indicator (MBTI), to identify the sixteen types, and 
its recent version (form G) has 126 forced choice items. 
Combination of personality dimension into pairs has been 
called temperament. Temperament governs behavior and "by 
knowing a person's temperament we can predict what he will 
do most of the time." (Golay, 1982). According to Schultz 
(1985) the following grouping of temperaments have been 
recognized: 
l. NT , NF , ST SF (suggested by Jung) 
2. IN , EN , IS ES (suggested by Charlton, 1980) 
3. NT NF SP SJ (suggested by Keirsey and Bates, 1984). , , 
Keirsey and Bates (1984, P30) explained temperament as 
a term which determines behavior "because behavior is the 
for getting us what we must have, satisfying our 
for that one thing we live for." 
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The temperaments suggested by Keirsey and Bates was 
used in this study primarily because they have been used 
extensively and more applicable in education. The four 
Keirseian temperament types are: 
SP (Sensing - Perceiving) - The SP temperament group is 
known as the super realist, perferring action more than any 
other group. sps are unmotivated by long-term goals and are 
driven by a need to be free. 
SJ (Sensing - Judging)- The SJ temperament group is known as 
being responsible, dependable, organized, conservative, 
tolerant of routine, and contributing to the needs of 
others. SJs create and preserve social harmony. 
NT (Intuitive - Thinking) - The NT temperament group is 
interested in possibilities. NTs are competent, logical, 
ingenious, consistent, and firm-minded. 
~ (Intuitive - Feeling) - The NF temperament group is less 
interested in facts than in possibilities, and judges with 
personal warmth. NFs are enthusiastic and insightful and 
have good communication skills. 
Cognitive Development 
Professional and vocational training is not the only 
sion of universities. universities should produce 
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-educated persons' by providing students with best 
opportunities for growth and development. Several variables 
or vectors of college students growth have been under 
investigation: ethical I moral; social; interpersonal; 
intellectual I cognitive, and others. Since the concern of 
this study is to investigate academic coping strategies, 
which is a matter of "cognitive development", related 
literature was reviewed and is presented in this section. 
The foremost cognitive theorist is Jean Piaget (1896 -
1980). The major theme of his developmental theory, as 
applies to this study, covers the following concepts: 
Eguilibration: is a form of self-regulation that individual 
uses to bring coherence and stability to his or her 
conception of the world (Fitch, 1985). When students face 
some conflicts or problems they sense Diseguilibrium which 
cause them to engage in Adaptational behavior. (Good and 
Brophy, 1980). Adaptation has two mechanisms: Accommodation 
and Assimilation. Accommodation involves changing in 
response to environmental demands; or more precisely is "the 
modification of thought to account for discrepant 
eXperience". But Assimilation refers to "the interpretation 
of experience in accordance with pre-existing categories of 
thought" (Gilligan, 1985). Keefe (1985) made the following 
comment in this regard which clarifies these concepts more: 
"e ognitive growth can result from matching the environment 
'i! 
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to the existing skills of the learner (assimilation) or 
helping the learner adapt to the new demands of the 
environment (accommodation)." 
The concern of cognitive development is to improve "how 
we reason, think or make meaning of our experiences" 
(Rodgers, 1980). Letteri (1985) in his article presented 
-Information Processing Model' and learning styles (or 
cognitive controls as his definition) functioning across the 
model. Then he supported the idea of modification of 
learner's learning style by ~tating: "Group studies in 
schools as well as clinical studies of students indicates 
that any of the controls can be changed through augmentation." 
-Cognitive Style Development' is getting more attention 
now in the field of learning style studies. As letteri 
(1985) said, it is believed that this development and growth 
of how people learn is necessary, possible and beneficial. 
The essence of cognitive style development is that the 
learners should not be restricted only to some specific ways 
which they naturally prefer to learn, but they should be 
helped to learn in more comprehensive ways and be able to 
utilize their full potentialities. Among those who support 
the idea of cognitive style development is Patricia Kirby, 
who stated this concept in terms of "transfer skill" 
deliberately. In this regard Kirby (1979) said that: 
"The idea here is that transfer skills help people 
adapt, cognitively or otherwise, in going from a 
, 
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learning situation to a new situation where they will 
have to make the adaptation by using their transfer 
skills . ... A person acquiring transfer skills would 
need to use a generalizing learning set in order to 
find meaning in the learning situation and thus be 
ready to use that meaning again later. A 
particularizing style might lock the person into 
learning for 'here and now' content mastery". 
Gibbs (1983) questioned the value and effect of 
training students in study skill on their success. He 
believed that effective learners learn in a bewildering 
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variety of different ways; learning techniques do not have a 
long term effect on outcomes, but improving the students' 
approach to learning will have strong effect. Miller and 
McCaffrey (1982) presented the following statement as the 
developmental principles: 
1. Human development is continuous in nature. 
2. Human development is cumulative in nature; one's 
history becomes the foundation for future growth and 
change. 
3. Human development follows a simple to complex continuum. 
4. Human development tends to be orderly and stage related. 
Sanford (1980) suggested a system for student 
development and called it 'challenge and response'. He 
described this system as: " ... people do not change unless 
they encounter a situation to which they cannot adapt with 
the Use of devices already present." 
Sanford presented some situations which use extremes in 
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developmental programs - using an overwhelming pressure or 
doing nothing to take care of any risk - then he recommended: 
" ... the institution which would lead an individual 
toward greater development must, then, present him 
strong challenges, appraise accurately his ability to 
cope with these challenges, and offer him support when 
they become overwhelming." 
Grasha and Kirschenbaum (1980) described the four most 
popular approaches in adaptation as: 
1. The medical approach - uses the 'symptoms' that people 
show to classify them according to the severity of 
their problems. 
2. The learning approach - teaches us our problems in 
terms of appropriate and inappropiate responses we have 
learned. 
3. The community and group approach - in which various 
groups, institutions, and environments affect our 
adaptation. 
4. The self actualization approach - examines our ability 
to maintain to enhance our strengths and move beyond 
our current circumstances. 
Academic Challenge or Learning Blocks 
College students have a variety of problems such as 
SOcial and interpersonal, financial, family crises, career 
direction, situational (health), and academic problems 
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(Mucowski, 1984). Most college students, in these difficult 
situations, do not have any "behavior immediately available 
which will reduce the deprivation or provide escape from 
eversive situation" (Skinner, 1953). The intention of this 
section is to present some literature reviewed on academic 
problems as far as the student learning style is concerned. 
Gordon and Grites (1984) presented the following 
statement to show the importance of paying attention to the 
college students: 
"Higher education will experience many changes in the 
future in the divesity of students and the complexity 
of institutions. Student populations are changing from 
academicallY skilled, middle - class youths to students 
with a more complicated mix of academic preparation, 
age, socioeconomic backgrounds, and reasons for 
enrolling in college .... More than ever before, new 
students need help during the transition from high 
school or work to the college environment. In most 
institutions there are numerous and diverse academic 
options from which to choose . ... They (students) are 
involved in developmental tasks such as becoming 
independent, developing physical and intellectual 
competence, and developing impersonal skills. As they 
confront these adjustment tasks they need assistance in 
the form of developmental advising. Without assistance 
many students will be included in the attrition 
statistics that are a concern to most institutions 
today. These data have continually shown that the 
greatest attrition occurs between the freshman and 
sophomore years." 
Powell (1981) stated that "the earlier experience of 
students has rendered almost all of them totally unprepared 
to exercise independent thought and action .in handling their 
own learning needs. Accustomed to being passive consumers of 
Courses designed, presented and assessed by others they are 
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bewildered and often resented when it is suggested that they 
assume more responsibility of their own learning •••• Lack of 
confidence, inability to respond constructively to criticism 
from others, and unrealistic appraisal of their own 
abilities and intellectual products often combine to lock 
students into endless fealty to their teachers." 
Baker and Siryk (1986) examined the practical 
usefulness of their "Measuring Adjustment to College Scale" 
in an interview to find out the consequences of this 
intervention. They found that the low scores on students 
academic adjustment scale reflected problems with goal -
setting; personal motivation for being in college or choice 
of major; dissatisfaction with course program, particular 
courses or professors; level of difficulty of the work or, 
conversely for some, lack of challenge by coursework or lack 
of intellectual stimulation by peers. 
Collea (1982) By referring to several research findings 
believed that typical college freshmen function at the level 
of concrete experience on Piagetian developmental theory: 
"They (students) come to college with inadequate skills to 
argue logically about the importance of a given principle 
when the contexct in which it is used is slightly altered. 
Many times they are unable to think logically, even about 
the simplest kind of problem." 
Through a personal contact with Dr. Delivee L. Wright, 
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Director of the Teaching / Learning Center at UN-L, the 
following learning blocks were identified. She believed that 
the majority of college students experienced these 
difficulties in some extent: difficulty in understanding the 
teacher's organization of work, fear to ask questions, and a 
mismatch of teaching methods to students' learning styles. 
Beard and Hartley (1984, P97) summarized the results of 
three research studies on freshman problems. They found the 
following main difficulties which most students have in 
their studies in higher education: 
1. Students are commonly said to have a poor understanding 
of important basic concepts, 
2. Many students seem to expect a greater degree of 
accuracy than is possible, 
3. Students may believe in the "truth" of theories and the 
infallibility of authorities, and 
4. Students have difficulty in handling evidence. 
Domeier (1973) conducted a survey among students who 
had not completed their degree within a period of five years 
and left the college of agriculture, UN-L. He found the 
fOllowing reasons and statements for how 'inactive' students 
felt about college after they had left: The major reason for 
being dissatisfied with the college included the lack of 
adequate counseling and advising services and their 
PerCeption that farm related material studied was 
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impractical. Minor reasons for being dissatisfied included 
having a need for more personalized treatment, having to 
take prerequisites or basic courses, and experiencing rigid 
student - teacher relationship. He also found that 30% of 
all students left ag college because of poor performance 
(low grades). 
Some scholars have investigated the causes of blocking. 
The following major causes were found by Kronsky (1979): 
1. Negative self - attitudes. 
2. Fear of one's own energy and excitement. 
3. A holding attitude where the anxiety of grasping 
towards life becomes a worse problem than the anxiety 
it tries to avoid. 
Bellack and Schwartz (1976) emphasized that lack of 
"will power" is the core of becoming blocked. Students can 
Use a variety of techniques or strategies to deal with their 
learning blocks; the related literature will be presented in 
the next section. 
Self-Control & Coping Strategies 
This chapter started with a review of literature on 
Cognitive and learning styles. It was continued by 
preSentation of literature related to cognitive development 
and students' learning difficulties. In this section, the 
I , 
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literature pertinent to students' coping strategies toward 
their academic difficulties will be presented. Inasmuch as 
students often cope with learning difficulties on their own 
the literature related to area of self-control represents a 
dynamic continuum wherein the person alters the external 
environment as well as his own internal environment to 
promote meaningful changes (Thoresen & Mahoney, 1974). Se1f-
control deals with various aspects of human behavior, but 
our concern is to present those major techniques used in 
academic situations. College students may avoid problematic 
conditions or they may try to challenge that situation and 
resolve their learning problems. Through avoidance or 
defense mechanism, temporary relief from stress will be 
provided. The defense machanism consists of : denial, 
displacement, projection, regression, rationalizeation, 
reaction formation and repression (Grasha and Kirschenbaum, 
1980). But, when students consciously and delibrately try to 
take actions to overcome their difficulties they are 
applying coping or adjustment strategies. (Goldfried and 
Merbaum, 1973). D,Zurilla & Goldfried (1973) listed the 
results of applying self-control strategies as: greater 
independence and self-determination, greater flexibility and 
action, and feeling of competence and mastery. Borow (1947), 
one of pioneers in these area, found the following six 
academic adjustment categories: 1) curricular adjustment, 2) 
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maturity of goals and level of aspiration, 3) personal 
efficiency (planning and use of time), 4) study skills and 
practices, 5) mental health, and 6) personal relation with 
faculty and associates. He also developed a measurement test 
and called it "College Inventory of Academic Adjustment". 
This inventory and other tests such as Baker's "Student 
Adaptation to College Questionnaire" (see Baker, 1984,1986) 
measure only the extent that students adapt themselves to 
the learning environment. 
Scholars have presented various self - modification or 
coping strategies in different ways. Richards (1981) grouped 
the major self - control techniques introduced to enhance 
college students' study behaviors as "self - monitoring; 
self - reinforcement; stimulus control; problem solving; and 
other minor techniques. Rosenbaum (1980) categorized self -
control behavior into the following groups: 
1. Use of cognitions and self -statement to control 
emotional and physiological responses. 
2. The application of problem solving strategies. 
3. The ability to delay immediate gratification. 
4. Perceived self - efficacy. 
Mahoney and Thoresen (1974) grouped the self - control 
behaviors as 1) self - observation, 2) environmental 
Planning, and 3) behavioral programing. Their work has been 
Widely used in research and self - control training 
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programs. (Workman, 1982; Barrios and Shigetomi, 1979). 
Others have suggested different categorization of self 
- control behaviors or coping techniques such as: Skinner 
(1973), Heffernan (1981), Goldfried & Merbaum (1973), 
Laycock(1984), and Collins et al. (1981). 
The major self - control techniques are listed below 
and the readers are advised to refer to the following 
sources for detail explanation of each technique: Watson & 
Tharp (1985), Mahoney & Thoresen (1974), Perri & Richards 
(1977), Richards (1981), Goldfried et al. (1978), Goldiamond 
(1965), and Hamilton (1980). Self - control techniques are: 
self - observation (or self - monitoring ), shaping, 
stimulus control, self - instruction, self - criticism, 
behavioral contracting, punishment (positive or negative), 
relaxation, rational restructuring, reinforcement (negative 
or positive), modeling, problem solving, extinction (or 
fading), premack principle, imagined rehearsal, 
desensitization, isolation, self - efficacy belief, and so 
on. 
In conclusion, the effectiveness of these self -
Control techniques largely depend upon the willingness of 
person who try to perform the planned behavior. Richards 
(1981) reviewed the attempts which have taken place to help 
College students with their academic difficulties. He 
concluded that "even the more thoughtful attempts at 
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environment manipulation were doomed to fail, however, 
because they did not address the central problem confronting 
most college students who exhibit academic underachievement 
and ineffective study behavior." Then he suggested: "these 
students must learn to cope with an ever - changing array of 
academic difficulties, intellectual challenges, and 
environmental constraints. In short, these students must 
learn to become their own counselors." 
Another important point was presented by Rosenbaum 
(1980). He believed that the assessment of individual 
differences in the ability to employ self - control 
procedures has been given only scant attention in the 
literature. He elaborated this concept by stating: "since 
all major theoretical conceptualizations assume that self -
control is learned, and since individuals differ in their 
learning histories, one can assume that there would be 
substantial individual differences in self-control behavior." 
This author also could not find any significant 
research on individual differences as far as students coping 
strategies are concerned. The main purpose of this research 
study was to provide such information and seek how different 
personality types cope with academic difficulties. 
Summary and Conclusion 
Since this study is essentially concerned in cognitive 
style development, pertinent literature to fields of 
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"cognitive style", "cognitive development" and "self -
control" was reviewed. From this review, the following are 
concluded: 
1. The primary aim of any educational system is not only 
to educate learners professionally, but also is to help 
them to develop their own potentialities, 
2. Understanding how students learn will facilitate the 
teaching I learning process and will improve students' 
achievement and attitude as well as the efficiency of 
the educational system, 
3. Students learn differently and their psychological 
differences are determined through genetic heritage, 
through environmental and cultural shaping, and through 
learned preferences confined by pleasure and reward, 
4. Cognitive development takes place through "adaptation" 
which consists of "assimilation" and "accommodation", 
5. Accommodation is a process which help students to cope 
with environmental demands, 
6. Coping with a new educational environment is most crucial 
to the college students, 
Students need to cope and adjust themselves to the 
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educational environment; this adjustment is possible as 
well as beneficial to them. 
In conclusion, this review of literature revealed that 
no attempt has taken place to study the specific coping 
strategies for each personality types of the college 
students. This study addressed this matter and tried to 
identify different strategies used by different temperament 
groups in dealing with their learning blocks which 
consequently will enhance their cognitive style development 
processes. 
CHAPTER III 
Methodology and Design 
The primary purpose of this research was to identify 
the coping strategies of different temperament student 
groupS which enable them to deal with learning blocks at the 
agicultural college, UN-L. Following the research hypotheses 
and design in this chapter, the sample selection, and 
instrumentation which includes data collection and data 
analysis for each stage of test construction will be 
addressed. Finally, data collection and data analysis will 
be presented. 
Research Hypotheses 
In order to address the research objectives presented in 
chapter 1, the following null hypotheses and research ques-
tion were generated. 
Null Hypothesis One 
There are no significant differences among four 
temperament types for the most important learning blocks of 
each group. 
~Ull Hypothesis Two 
There is no significant relationship between each 
learning block and students' success as measured by their 
grade point average. 
~ull Hypothesis Three 
There is no significant relationship between each 
learning block and the students' status based on their 
completed number of credit hours. 
Null Hypothesis Four 
There are no significant differences among the four 
temperament types as indicated by their most important 
coping strategies. 
Null Hypothesis Five 
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There is no significant relationship between students' 
coping strategies and their grade point average. 
Null Hypothesis Six 
There is no significant relationship between students' 
Coping strategies and their completed number of credit 
hours. 
~Ull Hypothesis Seven 
There are no significant differences between male and 
female students as measured by their coping strategies. 
There is no significant relationship between 
~~uents'age and their coping strategies. 
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Research Question 
What is the relative position of each coping strategy in 
the hierarchy of contribution to cognitive development? 
Research Design 
This study was designed to investigate the coping 
strategies of different temperament groups of students 
within the agricultural college, UN-L. In order to identify 
the coping strategies and to examine the research 
hypotheses, the researcher utilized an -Ex Post Facto' 
research design. In addition to demographic questions that 
were constructed specifically for this study, three other 
instruments were administered for collection of data. In 
order to determine the students' temperament type the Myers-
Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) was used (Myers & McCaulley, 
1985). The second instrument was designed to measure the 
major learning blocks of students at the Agricultural Col-
lege. Finally, another instrument was developed and called 
"Coping Strategies Inventory" (CSI). This instrument was 
utilized to measure the students' coping strategies. 
Population 
The population selected for this study consisted of all 
agricultural students enrolled in the 1987 - 1988 school 
Year. At UNL, according to Dr. Hartung, Dean of the College 
of Agriculture, 1170 students were enrolled in 1987 - 1988. 
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Free (1985) compared persistent and non-persistent students 
(drop-outs) at the UN-L, College of Agriculture. He found 
466 non-persistents from 1980 to 1984 which confirms the 30% 
drop-out rate. This figure also was expected to be true in 
the 1987 - 1988 school year. Barrett (1985) reported the 
distribution of temperament types at the college of 
agriculture, UN-L, as: SF (32%), SJ (51%), NT (9%), AND NF 
(8%). These data were used as guides in selecting subjects 
for each experimental group. The sample selection for each 
stage of CSI development will be presented in the related 
section in this chapter. 
Instrumentation 
Three different instruments were used in this study: 1) 
MYers - Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) Form G, 2) Coping 
Strategy Inventory (CSI), and 3) an instrument which 
measured student learning blocks. In addition, demographic 
information were gathered on age, gender, GPA, and completed 
number of credit hours. 
~yers - Briggs Type Indicator 
Isabel Briggs Myers and Katheryn C. Briggs developed an 
based on Jungian typology, to identify 
vidual's personal preferences of four dichotomous 
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dimensions of personality. This instrument was called the 
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator - MBTI. The four dimensions are: 
Extraversion (E) vs. Introversion (I) ; Sensation (S) vs. 
Intuition (N) ; Thinking (T) vs. Feeling (F) ; and Judging 
(J) vs. Perception (P). The MBTI sorts people into groups. 
At present time, the MBTI is published in three forms - Form 
F (166 items), From G (126 items), and Form AV or 
Abbreviated Version which is self scoring (50 items). Form 
G, which is a standard form of the MBTI, was used in this 
study. 
Myers and McCaulley in the manual of MBTI (1985, P176 -
223) reported the validity of the MBTI as measured by its 
correlation with other scales. This correlation was 0.40 to 
0.77 for (E); 0.40 to 0.75 for (I); 0.40 to 0.67 for (S); 
0.40 to 0.62 for (N); 0.40 to 0.57 for (T); 0.40 to 0.55 for 
(F); 0.40 to 0.57 for (P); and 0.40 to 0.59 for (J). 
The MBTI is highly reliable, also. Myers & McCaulley 
(1985) presented various measures of the MBTI's reliability. 
The reliability of the MBTI as measured by consistency 
derived from product-moment correlations of X and Y 
continuous scores with Spearman-Brown Prophecy formula 
correction was between 0.82 for EI; 0.84 for SN; 0.83 for 
0.86 for JP dicotomous. (Myers and McCaulley, 1985 
The four temperament types which will be used in this 
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study are: SP, SJ, NT, and NF. Detailed description of the 
MBTI dimensions, their combinations and temperament groups 
are found in chapter II. According to Dr. Barrett, a faculty 
member at the UNL agricultural college, 75% of agricultural 
students take the MBTI during their college education. This 
source of data was used in this study to measure the 
students' temperament types. 
Development of "Learning Block Measurement" & "Coping 
Strategy Inventory" 
An appropriate instrument was needed to measure 
students' coping strategy. In reviewing the literature it 
was found that such an instrument did not exist. Baker and 
Siryk (1984) reviewed several instruments designed to 
measure student adjustment to college. These measurements 
focus on different aspects of student adjustment; academic, 
social, interpersonal or combinations of these criteria. 
These researchers concluded that most of such studies have 
been interested in adjustment as a predictor of attrition. 
However, the concern of this study was to find "how" college 
students try to cope (adapt) with new academic situations. 
a result, this researcher developed an instrument to 
coping strategies. 
In this study, the researcher followed the test 
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development strategy suggested by Go1dfried and D'Zuri11a's 
(1969) "behavioral-analytic assessment model." This approach 
to assessing coping strategies consists of five stages: 
1. An emprical survey of problematic stimulus situations. 
2. A systematic sampling of potential responses to the 
stimulus situations. 
3. An evaluation of the effectiveness of potential 
responses. 
4. Construction of an appropriate test format. 
5. An evaluation of psychometric properties of the 
measuring instrument. 
The behavioral-analysis assessment model has been 
extensively utilized in developing assessment instruments 
for evaluating interpersonal skills (Perri & Richards, 
1979) . 
These five stages of test construction will be elabo-
rated briefly as they were pursued in this study. 
§tage I: Situational Analysis 
Basic to this model of test construction is a 
comprehensive survey of the relevant situations in the 
environment with which the student must cope. In this regard, 
the researcher followed a modified Delphi technique to 
Collect a large sample of learning blocks typically 
by college students. The Delphi technique was 
I 
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originally used to help make predications about the future 
(Gross, 1981). It has been used extensively in designing 
educational inventories and tests. Gross described the 
following -rounds' in using Delphi procedure: 
"1. Participants are asked to list their oplnlon on a 
specific topic, such as recommended activities or 
predictions about the future. 
2. Participants are then asked to evaluate the list of 
opinions against some criteria, such as importance, 
chance of success. 
3. Each participant receives the list and a summary of 
responses to the items, and, if in the minority, is 
asked to revise his/her opinion or indicate his/her 
reason for remaining in the minority. 
4. Each participant again receives the list, an updated 
summary of responses, a summary of minority opinion, 
and a final chance to revise his/her opinion." 
The following procedure was used in regard to collec-
tion of significant learning blocks. Through a review of 
literature (i.e.: Schmeck, Ribich and Ramanaiah, 1977; 
Baker's "student adaptation to college questionnaire", 1984; 
and Smith, 1982), a list of 21 major learning blocks was 
constructed. This list was sent to 15 faculty members at the 
College of Agriculture, University of Nebraska - Lincoln. 
These judges were selected based on their experience of 
teaching undergraduate courses in recent years. A copy of the 
cover letter and original list of learning blocks is 
presented at the Appendix(A). These faculty members reviewed 
learning block statements and based on their personal 
eXPerience identified and listed those serious learning 
which they perceived agricultural students have had. 
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By virtue of their responses a new list of learning blocks 
was designed. This list with another list of "learning 
styles by temperaments" were sent to five experts in the 
Agricultural Education and Educational Psychology 
Departments. Please see Appendix (B). The experts were asked 
to evaluate each item as it 1) describes a situation that 
could be experienced by one or more of the four temperament 
types, and 2) its comprehensibility. The experts also were 
asked to respond to the question of whether the list 
presented at least three different learning blocks for each 
temperament type. Four rounds of reviewing the list, by 
staff and one conference were needed. As a result the final 
copy of the "Learning Blocks Measurement" was designed. 
Please see Appendix c. 
Subjects & Procedure. The "Learning Blocks Measure-
ment" was administered in three large classes to 127 Agricu-
ltural College students in Fall, 1987. It was intended to 
get at least 10 subjects' response from each temperament 
group. Of the total number of administered instruments 6 
Were almost blank, and the remaining 121 were used in diffe-
rent data analysis. Thirty seven subjects had not taken the 
MBTI; while the distribution of temperament type of others 
showed 10 NTs, 13 NFs, 20 SPs, and 41 SJs in the sample. 
Analysis: The data were analyzed by computer. The 
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Kruskal - Wallis one-way analysis of variance was applied to 
determine whether the perception of the four temperament 
groUPS toward each learning block differed significantly. 
This test is used to compare several sets of ranked data 
(Edwards, 1961). Since this test can not show the place of 
significant differences between temperament groups, one way 
analysis of variance with LSD Post Hoc Test was used. The 
alpha level was set at .05. The relationship between each 
learning block, as ranked by students, with the students' 
grade point average was found by the Spearman-Brown correla-
tion coefficient test. The same test was used to find, the 
relationship between ranked learning blocks and the number 
of credit hours the student had completed. 
In conclusion, at the first stage of test construction 
(situation analysis) the major learning blocks for each 
temperament group were recognized. A list of 20 new learning 
blocks which individual students expressed as additional 
difficulties also was found and is presented in the Appendix 
(D). The results of the data analysis will be presented in 
the next chapter. 
By having specific and meaningful learning blocks, it 
possible to gather potential responses and build a 
of coping strategies. 
In order to gather a sample of possible coping 
I 
strategies the following procedure was pursued. The same 
subjects who participated in the previous stage were asked 
to choose their three most serious learning blocks - as 
Laurillard (1979) recommended. 
Subjects were asked to describe how they coped with 
each of these learning blocks and how they would go about 
each in future. This stage resulted in the listing of 130 
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different coping strategies. A list of these possible coping 
strategies is available at Appendix E. 
Stage III: Response Evaluation 
The goal of this stage was to derive a set of criteria 
that would serve as guides in item selection. In this regard 
the following steps were taken: 
1. The qualitative analysis method, as suggested by 
Worthen & Sanders (1987), was used to search for 
patterns and categorization of the obtained coping 
strategies. Briefly, this method consists of: a) 
exploring and forming impressions; b) identifying 
themes; c)focusing and concentrating, using "working 
hypothesis" as focal points for further observation and 
documentation; d) verification; and e) assimilation or 
conclusion. As a result, 54 items or coping strategies 
were recognized. These 54 items were selected based on 
the following criteria suggested by Thoresen & Mahoney 
(1974, P24): the item was specific, testable, and re-
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liable. 
2. Through a review of literature a theoretical framework 
was constructed to help in the selection of appropriate 
items among the obtained coping strategies from stage 
II. The major sources for the construction of this 
framework were: Watson & Tharp (1985); Mahoney & 
Thoresen (1974); Hamilton (1980); Houston (1987); 
Pearlin & Schooler (1978); and Richards (1981). In this 
framework, the coping strategies were grouped into two 
major categories: avoidance and confrontation. Each 
category consisted of some subcategories and patterns. 
A copy of this guideline is presented at the Appendix 
(F) • 
The outcomes of steps one and two were matched. It was 
decided to locate the grouped coping strategies under 
related theoretical headings of the framework. 
Consequently, 54 items were divided into 2 major 
categories. A copy of this categorization is available 
at the Appendix (G). 
A group of five experts, familiar with concept of 
coping strategy, was provided a list of coping 
strategies generated by students, a copy of theoretical 
framework, and a copy of categorized coping strategies 
developed in step 3. They were asked to evaluate each 
coping strategy as it projected a sound example of any 
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pattern of the framework. Based on their recommendation 
the necessary changes were made. This action confirmed 
the "Content Validity" of the test. 
As the result of this stage of test construction, 52 
items of coping strategies were recognized as the most 
frequent techniques used by college students. 
stage IV: Test Construction Format 
In previous stages, 1) the learning blocks as the 
problematic situation were analyzed; 2) the potential coping 
strategies, as responses to the serious learning blocks, 
were obtained; and 3) the responses were evaluated and 
appropriate items among them were selected. At the fourth 
stage, by virtue of the 52 selected items, the format of 
Coping Strategy Inventory (CSI) was developed. The "Face 
Validity" of the Coping Strategy Inventory was obtained 
through an experts' appraisal. A group of six faculty 
members from the Agricultural Education and Educational 
Psychology Departments were sent a letter and a copy of the 
Coping Strategy Inventory. They were asked to evaluate each 
item as it 1) describes a situation that could be 
experienced by a wide range of students, 2) is comprehensib-
and 3) reflects an effective use of coping strategy. A 
of that letter and the form for evaluation of CSI are 
ented at the Appendix (H). The experts' recommendations 
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were reviewed, one weak item was eliminated and other neces-
sary changes and revisions were made. As a result, a new 
version of CSI with 51 items was developed. A Likert scale 
with five choices was added for each item. 
The CSI was then tested. Twenty agricultural college 
students participated in the pilot study, and nineteen 
completed CSI were received. When the subjects were finished 
with the CSI, a group of them were interviewed and asked: 
"was the instruction on the instrument clear", and "did they 
feel comfortable in responding to the CSI?". In response, a 
few subjects made some minor comments; and their overall 
reaction toward the above questions was positive. The data 
of the pilot study were analyzed by computer. The reliabili-
ty or internal consistency of items of the CSI, in terms of 
Cronbach's alpha, was .78. 
The weak items of CSI were eliminated as: 1) their 
responses were set at one location of the Likert scale; 2) 
they had low a standard deviation; 3) they showed low 
contribution to the internal consistency of the items; and 
there were other coping strategies representing the same 
tern from the theoretical framework. Consequently two 
items were deleted, some minor changes on the remaining 
were made, and final version of the CSI was developed. 
of CSI, with 49 randomly sequenced items,is presented 
Appendix (I). 
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stage V: Evaluation of CSI Properties 
The CSI was evaluated at the final stage of this test 
development. One of the objectives of this study was to 
determine the value of each item of the CSI as far as its 
contribution to the cognitive development is concerned. This 
criterion was considered as an important property of the 
test. To measure this property, a copy of the coping 
strategies with a letter was sent to five experts in the area 
of cognitive development at the Educational Psychology 
Department (Appendix J). These experts rated each item as 
they perceived its contribution to the students' cognitive 
development on a Likert scale of five points. The experts' 
responses were summarized and supported that the Coping 
strategy Inventory consists of a distribution of items from 
very low to very high level of cognitive development 
hierarchy. The coping strategies were ranked, based on the 
experts' rating, and a list of them will be presented in the 
next chapter. 
Goldfried and D,Zurilla (1969) have suggested that the 
measuring instrument be evaluated according to the "American 
PSYChological Association's Standards for educational and 
PSYchological testing" (1985). In light of the 
recommendations of the above standards the, following tests 
procedures were applied to evaluate the psychometric 
es of the CSI. 
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Reliability. The reliability of the Coping Strategy 
Inventory as its internal consistency of the items was 
measured from the data collected from 222 Agricultural 
college students at University of Nebraska - Lincoln. The 
subjects who participated in the study will be defined later 
in the same chapter. The Cronbach's alpha was 0.82 which 
shows an increase of .04 as compared to the reliability of 
the pilot study. 
Validity. The face validity and content validity of the 
coping Strategy Inventory were confirmed and reported in the 
previous stages. At this stage, the predictive validity of 
the test was measured. The predictive validity is the degree 
to which predictions made by the test are confirmed by the 
behavior or characteristic of the subjects (Borg and Gall, 
1983 P 277). Goldfried & Sprafkin (1976) reported the 
construction of several psychological tests which their 
validity were indicated by their correlation with 
students'grade point average (GPA). The following procedure 
,was pursued to measure the predictive validity of the CSI. 
It was as summed that those coping strategies which have 
'f/reater contribution to the students' cognitive development 
applied by high achiever students (with higher GPA) more 
by low achiever students; and reverse case would result 
opposite responses. The correlation of GPA with each item 
calculated. This correlation was compared with the value 
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of each item, in terms of its contribution to the students 
cognitive development. This latter factor was explained at 
the begining of this section. As a result, a correlation 
coeficient of (0.68) was computed which supports the 
prediction validity of the CSI. 
Data Collection 
Five large classes at the College of Agriculture - UNL 
were selected in the Spring, 1988. These classes met at the 
same time of the day (Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 11 
- 12 a.m.); so it was assured that the same students could 
not take the test twice, as well as the sample would provide 
a better representation of all agricultural college 
students. The instructors of these classes were contacted 
and informed about the purpose of the study; and their 
agreement to administer the Coping strategy Inventory at one 
of the class sessions was obtained. A total of two hundred 
and thirty students participated in the study. Eight 
responses were incomplete or belonged to the graduate or non-
agriculture students, and were not used. The remaining 222 
~esponses were used in the data analysis. 
The students' personality types, as measured by the 
, were checked with the available list at the Agricultu-
College. The temperament types of 111 of students were 
.eC'OGrnized. The students' gender, GPA, age, and number of 
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completed credit hours for students who did not respond 
toward these factors, were obtained from the office of the 
Agricultural college Dean. 
Data Analysis 
All raw data were transferred to, and processed by 
computer at the University of Nebraska - Lincoln. The 
analysis was accomplished through the application of 
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS-x) on the 
CDC mainframe computer system. Descriptive statistics were 
applied to provide frequency counts, means, percentages, and 
standard deviations. In order to determine the relationships 
of rated items, of either the learning blocks surveyor the 
Coping Strategy Inventory, with their demographic factors, 
Spearman - Brown correlation statistic was used. 
To choose the most important learning blocks and coping 
strategies for each temperament groups 'exploratory data 
analysis' (Borg and Gall, 1983 P 387) was applied. This 
method is used to discover patterns in the data. The raw 
data was transferred to mean ranks through the following 
Procedure- by applying the Kruska1-Wallis one-way ANOVA: 1) 
All responses toward an item are ranked, 2) The rank orders 
for each group are summed and called rank-sum, and 3) The 
rank-sum of each type is divided by the number of subjects 
the group who responded to that item. The result is mean 
(Leach, 1979). This 'mean rank' was than displayed and 
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the top items were selected. 
To test the significant differences between four 
temperament types, as far as their learning blocks or coping 
strategies are concerned, Kruskal - Wallis one way analysis 
of variance was employed. In order to find out which groups 
differed significantly with each other, ANOVA with Fisher 
LSD Post Hoc Test was applied. 
A T-test was applied to test the null hypothesis seven. 
This test was conducted to find those coping strategies 
which significantly differed for male and female students. 
The alpha level was set at 0.1 for selection of the top 
items of either learning blocks or coping strategies. This 
level of alpha is reasonable because of the exploratory 
of the study. In the analysis of the other null 
.h,'pc1th.eses, the alpha level was set at 0.05. 
Finally, the reliability of CSI was computed by Kuder -
chardson formula 20 in terms of Cronbach's coefficient 
CHAPTER IV 
Presentation of the Results 
The purpose of this research study was to identify the 
coping strategies of college students with different 
temperaments which enable them to deal with their learning 
blocks. The background and significant of the study, along 
with the design and procedure of the study have already been 
discussed in previous chapters. To address the purpose of 
the study eight null hypothesis and one research question 
were generated and processed. The research took place in two 
different phases; in the first phase the learning blocks were 
investigated, while the second phase focused on the coping 
strategies. 
In this chapter, the demographic data and the results 
of data analysis relative to each Null hypotheses and the 
research question for each phase of study will be presented 
separately. The chapter will end with a summary of findings. 
Demographic Data in 
The First Phase of Study - Learning Blocks 
The first phase of this study on learning blocks was 
'~'k''llOlucted and the related data were collected in the Fall, 
A total of 127 students received the questionnaire on 
blocks. As Table 1 shows, 101 male and 20 female 
nts returned usable questionnaires. 
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Table 1 
Distribution of Male and Female Students in the Study of 
Learning Blocks 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Incomplete Survey 
TOTAL 
Frequency 
101 
20 
6 
127 
Percentage 
83.48 
16.52 
100% 
65 
Table 2 presents the distribution of students with four 
temperament types who participated in this phase of the 
study. Of 121 subjects, 37 had not taken the Myers- Briggs 
Type Indicator (MBTI). The result was close to the distribu-
tion that Barrett (1985) found at the Agricultural College, 
UN-L. He found that agricultural students were 51% SJs, 32% 
SPs, 8% NFs, and 9% NTs. While, the distribution of students 
with temperament types who participated in the study was 
48.8% SJs, 23.8% SPs, 15.5% NFs, and 11.9% NTs. 
The students had been asked about the total number of 
t hours they would have passed by the end of the fall 
,0~,enlester, 1987. Since the minimum requirement for graduation 
128 credit hours for Agricultural College students at UN-
the following criteria were used to group the students. 
c_~'~u,cs with 0-32, 33-64, 65-96, and more than 97 completed 
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Table 2 
Distribution of Four Temperament Types of Students Who 
farticipated in the Study of Learning Blocks 
Temperament Frequency percentage 
Sensing - Judging(SJ) 41 48.80 
Sensing - Perceiving(SP) 20 23.80 
Intuitive - Feeling(NF) 13 15.50 
Intuitive - Thinking(NT) 10 11. 90 
Subjects without MBTI 37 
TOTAL 121 100% 
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credit hours were grouped into freshman, sophomore, junior, 
and senior grades respectively. Table 3 presents the 
distribution of students by grade level, who participated in 
study of learning blocks. As this Table shows, the 
jority of students were in the sophomore and junior years; 
was assumed that these groups could respond to the lear-
blocks based on their experience better than freshman 
LUClents. 
The students' grade point average (GPA) showed a mean 
2.98, standard deviation of 0.56, median of 3.00, and a 
from 1.40 to 4.00 for all students who participated in 
phase of the study. 
i 
I 
I ;1 
Table 3 
Qistribution by Grade Levels of students Who Participated 
in the Study of Learning Blocks 
-Grade 
Freshman 
sophomore 
Junior 
Senior 
Unknown 
TOTAL 
Frequency percentage 
10 
41 
35 
21 
14 
121 
Statistical Analysis of the Hypotheses 
Related to the Learning Blocks 
9.30 
38.40 
32.70 
19.60 
100.00 
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The first three null hypotheses, which were presented in 
previous chapter, are addressed in this section. Each 
hypothesis is restated, followed by data analysis, 
discussion, and presentation of the results. 
There are no significant differences among the four 
temperament types for the most important learning 
blocks of each group. 
All subjects rated a list of fifteen learning blocks in 
of the most, moderate and least important learning 
which they had confronted. These fifteen 
blocks, as were responded to by all subjects, 
in Table 4. The rank order of learning blocks 
.~ ! !-,., 
I ' I i 
i 
I 
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was computed in terms of total mean ranks of each item. A 
complete list of all learning blocks rated by each tempera-
ment type with related mean ranks is presented at the Appen-
dix K-1. From this list, the Tables 5 to 8 were constructed 
to show the top most serious learning blocks for each tempe-
rament type. The null hypothesis one was tested by ANOVA and 
Fisher's Post Hoc test for each learning block and the 
results are presented in last column of the above mentioned 
Tables. The Appendix K-2 shows the complete results of ANOVA 
of temperament types scores for each learning block. 
The top five serious learning blocks for sensing-
judging (SJ) students are depicted in the Table 5. The last 
column of this Table shows those temperament types which 
responded significantly different from SJs on these five 
learning blocks. The intuitive-feeling (NF) types showed 
significantly lower concern, as compared with SJs, toward 
dealing with questions which have no clear-cut answer' , 
and 'handling questions requiring comparison of different 
concepts' (p = 0.05, and p = 0.1 respectively). 
The Table 6 shows the top six serious learning blocks 
for sensing-perceiving (SPs) students. Since the last three 
learning blocks received equal mean rank, all three are 
As this Table shows, SPs differed significantly 
& NTs (P = 0.05) for 'implementing good study 
and with NTs for 'asking questions or assistance'. 
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Table 4 
Learning Blocks Rated by all Students in the Study. N = 84 
Rank Learning Block 
order 
1 To forget those academic activities 
which were not required but I was 
interested in doing them 
2 To remember facts 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
To cope with courses which I was not 
interested in 
To attend classes regularly 
To deal with courses with overwhelming 
details 
To know what to do with the materials I 
did not understand 
To set a reasonable expectation from myself 
To manage or allocate my time on different 
learning activities 
To implement good study habits 
To look for reasons behind the facts 
To draw conclusions. If the answer was not 
in the book, it became very difficult for 
me to accept it 
Total Mean 
Rank 
155 
158 
158 
161 
161 
164 
167 
168 
169 
174 
176 
To communicate effectively, either verbally 177 
or in the written form 
To ask questions or assistance 177 
To handle questions requiring comparison of 179 
different concepts 
To deal with questions which have no clear- 179 
cut answer 
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Table 5 
The Top Learning Blocks Rated by Sensing-Judging (SJ) 
§tudents in the Study. N = 41. 
Rank 
order 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Learning Block 
To deal with questions 
which have no clear-cut 
answer 
To handle questions 
requiring comparison 
of different concepts 
To communicate effectively, 
either verbally or in the 
written form 
To look for reasons behind 
the facts 
To draw conclusions. If the 
answer was not in the book, 
it became very difficult for 
me to accept it 
-,-uwe"t mean 
Mean 
Rank 
38 
39 
39 
41 
42 
Rated Less 
Important by 
** NFs 
* NFs 
< .10. ** P < .05. 
The most serious learning blocks to the intuitive-
types (NFs) are depicted in Table 7. As this Table 
, NF students responded to 'forgetting academic 
not required but they were interested 
them', and 'remembering facts' as their serious 
blocks significantly higher than other temperament 
Their responses to 'dealing with courses with 
i ' 
I 
I 
I: ' 
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Table 6 
!he Top Learning Blocks Rated by Sensing-Perceiving (SP) 
students in the Study. N = 20. 
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Rank Learning Block 
order 
Mean 
Rank 
Rated less 
Important by 
1 To implement good study 
habits 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
To ask questions or 
assistance 
To draw conclusions. 
If the answer was not 
in the book, it became 
very difficult for me 
to accept it 
To deal with courses 
with overwhelming 
details 
To attend classes regularly 
To forget those academic 
activities which were not 
required but I was 
interested in doing them 
31 SJs & NTs** 
** 
34 NTs 
39 
41 
41 
41 
Note. The lowest mean rank implies the most serious learning 
block. 
*.1:.<.10. ** P < .05.* 
overwhelming details' and -implementing good study habits' 
significantly higher than what SJs and NTs responded. 
The top five important learning blocks to the 
tive-thinking (NTs) students are arranged in Table 
This Table shows that NTs significantly differed with SJs 
coping with courses which they were not interested in' 
attending classes regularly' (P= .05). 
Table 7 
!he Top Learning Blocks Rated by Intuitive-Feeling (NF) 
students in the Study. N = 13 
Rank Learning Block 
order 
Mean 
Rank 
Rated Less 
Important by 
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1 To remember facts 26 
26 
SJs & SPs**, NTs* 
2 
3 
4 
5 
To forget those academic 
activities which were not 
required but I was 
interested in doing them 
To deal with courses with 
overwhelming details 
To know what to do with 
the materials I did not 
understand 
To implement good study 
habits 
30 
34 
37 
** * 
SJs & SPs NTs 
** 
SJs 
* 
NTs 
lowest mean rank implies the most serious learning 
< .10. ** P < .05. 
In summary, null hypothesis one was rejected for 9 
15 learning blocks. Nine of the learning blocks were 
-··~".~ficantly different for one temperament group as com-
with other(s). The comparison of the Tables 5 to 8 
that only the following two items were included in 
of the lists of learning blocks for all temperament 
1) 'allocating time on different learning activi-
, and 2) setting a reasonable expectation from myself. I 
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Table 8 
!he Top Learning Blocks Rated by Intuitive-Thinking (NT) 
?tudents in the Study. N = 10 
Rank 
order 
Learning Blocks 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
To cope with courses which 
I was not interested in 
To attend classes regularly 
To forget those academic 
activities which were not 
required but I was 
interested in doing them 
To know what to do with 
the materials I did not 
understand 
To remember facts 
Mean 
Rank 
30 
32 
38 
39 
41 
Rated Less 
Important by 
** SJs 
** * SJs ,SPs 
Note. The lowest mean rank implies the most serious 
learning block. 
* R < .10. ** p < .05. 
Null Hypothesis Two 
There is no significant relationship between each 
learning block and students' success as measured by 
their grade point average. 
This null hypothesis was tested by Spearman-Brown cor-
onal statistics and rejected for 6 of the original 
of fifteen learning blocks. Table 9 shows those lear-
blocks which had negative significant relationships 
students grade point average. Students with higher GPA 
I 
i 
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rated significantly lower these six learning blocks as com-
pared to the students with lower GPA. These six learning 
blocks are more important to students with lower GPA than to 
those with higher GPA. Appendix L presents the Spearman-
Brown correlation coefficients for relationships of learning 
blocks with students' GPA. 
Table 9 
The Learning Blocks Which Were Significantly Correlated With 
the Students' GPA. N = 117 
NO. Learning Block 
1 To implement good study 
habits 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
-0.42 
2 To manage or allocate my time -0.34 
on different learning activities 
3 To communicate effectively, -0.25 
either verbally or in the 
written form 
4 To set a reasonable expectation -0.21 
from myself 
5 To cope with courses which I -0.20 
was not interested in 
6 To handle questions requiring -0.19 
comparison of different concepts 
HYpothesis Three 
Significance 
Level 
0.000 
0.000 
0.01 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
There is no relationship between each learning block 
and the students' status based on their completed 
number of credit hours. 
The results of the Spearman-Brown correlation analysis 
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indicated no significant relationships existed between 
students completed credit hours and each item of the 
learning block (p= 0.05). Therefore, null hypothesis three 
was accepted. Each learning block was as serious to freshmen 
as it was to seniors; or, it was as unimportant to a new 
student as it was to a junior. The statistical correlation 
coefficients of all learning blocks with number of completed 
credit hours are presented in Appendix M. 
Demographic Data Pertinent to the 
Second Phase of the Study - Coping Strategies 
The second phase of the study, investigating students' 
coping strategies, took place in the Spring, 1988. This 
section will include the result of the pilot study on the 
Coping strategy Inventory (CSI), followed by descriptive 
data related to the main purpose of the research, and 
finally the results of testing the null hypotheses 4 to 8 
and the research question. 
Reliability of CSI in Pilot Study. The first version of 
the Coping strategy Inventory was given to a pilot group of 
20 students. The inter-item consistency of the CSI was 
dbrnputed by Kuder-Richardson formula 20 in terms of 
v"~ach's alpha. The alpha level was 0.78 which was judged 
satisfactory by the researcher. 
'.1 I 
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Demographic Data of the study. A total of 230 
agricultural students received the CSI in the Spring, 1988. 
Eight responses were incomplete, and the remaining 222 
responses were used in data analysis. As Table 10 shows, 80% 
of the subjects in the study were male and 20% were female. 
Table 10 
Percentage and Frequency of Male & Female Students Who 
Participated in the CSI Study 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Unknown 
TOTAL 
Frequency 
174 
44 
4 
222 
Percentage 
80.00 
20.00 
100.00 
The distribution of subjects into the 4 undergraduate 
levels is depicted in Table 11. The majority of students 
Were freshmen (33%); and the distribution shows a reasonable 
representation of all four college student classes in the 
. The mean of completed credit hours for all partici-
was 67.6 with a range from 6 to 142 credit hours. 
iM 
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Table 11 
Distribution by Grade Levels of Students Who Participated 
in the Study of Coping Strategies 
Grade 
Freshman 
sophomore 
Junior 
Senior 
Unknown 
TOTAL 
Frequency 
73 
41 
47 
60 
1 
222 
Percentage 
33.00 
18.60 
21. 30 
27.10 
100.00 
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The students' grade point average (GPA) was considered 
in this study. The descriptive analysis of GPA shows a mean 
of 2.92 for all participants with a standard deviation of 
0.59. The median of students' GPA was 2.90 with a range from 
0.25 to 4.00. 
Analysis of students'age shows that the average age of 
Subjects in the study was 20.88 or 21 years, and its 
tandard deviation was 2.99. The mode was 19 years, while 
median was 20. The range of students' age covered from 
to 41 years. 
The analysis of data showed that the personality types 
'about fifty percent of the students, as measured by 
-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), were identified. As it 
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was predicted, the majority of subjects were SJ type, while 
the NTs and NFs were lower in number. This finding is 
consistant with what Barrett (1985) found. The distribution 
of temperament types of subjects is shown in the Table 12. 
Table 12 
Freguency and Percentage of Students' Temperament Types in 
the study of Coping Strategies 
Temperament Frequency 
Sensing-Judging (SJ) 50 
Sensing-Perceiving (SP) 34 
Intuitive-Feeling (NF) 18 
Intuitive-Thinking (NT) 15 
MBTI 105 
222 
Percentage 
42.70 
29.10 
15.40 
12.80 
100.00 
Finally, 212 cases which had complete responses toward 
49 items of the Coping Strategy Inventory (CSI) were 
in the measurement of its reliability. The inter-
consistency was calculated by Kuder-Richardson formula 
stated in terms of Cronbach's alpha. This alpha level 
.82, which shows an increase of 0.04 as compared to 
~~J"~~ty of the pilot study. This increase occured as a 
of 2 weak items from the first version of 
taking into account other necessary changes. 
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Table 13 
coping Strategies Rated by all Students in the Study. 
N = 117 
Rank 
Order 
Coping Strategy 
1 Treat myself with something I like 
(candy, movie, •.• ) 
2 I easily get away from friends when 
they distract my concentration on a 
certain learning activitiy 
3 Observe and evaluate my own progress 
in overcoming the learning problems 
4 Do the shortest things first, then I 
start with the things which take me 
more time 
5 Obser\i'e s,uccessful students to learn 
how they deal with their learning 
difficulties 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Rely on my own experience and ability 
in dealing with the difficulty 
Sit at a specific place in the classroom 
to be able to concentrate better 
Tell myself not to worry about others' 
reactions to the question I ask the 
instructor 
Make a calendar of responsibilities and 
due date to succeed in learning activities 
Reinforce myself verbally (i.e. good job •.• ) 
Approach a solution systematically 
Postpone unpleasant or difficult learning 
tasks even if I could perform them 
immediately 
<COntinued on Next Page) 
Total Mean 
Rank 
246 
245 
245 
244 
244 
243 
242 
242 
242 
241 
241 
241 
! 
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Table 13, Continued 
Rank 
order 
Coping Strategy 
13 When I find a solution for a learning 
problem, I use that solution over and 
over to master the behavior 
14 When I cannot solve my learning problems, 
I admit to myself that I cannot deal with 
the problems 
15 Talk to the teaching assistant rather than 
going directly to the instructor 
16 Talk with the instructor on a one-to-one 
basis 
17 Not give up but to study even more 
18 Even when I cannot do anything about my 
learning activities, I prefer to not 
complain 
19 Get to know the people (instructor, 
peer students, ••. ) of whom I want to 
ask questions or to go for help 
20 Speak up in the classroom when something 
needs to be clarified 
21 Define exactly what my learning difficulty 
is 
22 When a learning problem is bothering me, 
I try to do something pleasant such as 
sleeping or going to the movies 
Motivate myself by thinking about the 
reward that I receive once I am finished 
(good grade or a better job in future .•. ) 
Pray to have my problem solved 
Ignore the difficult learning task 
on 
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Total Mean 
Rank 
241 
240 
240 
240 
240 
239 
239 
239 
239 
239 
238 
238 
237 
I . 
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Table 13, Continued 
Rank 
order 
Coping strategy Total Mean 
Rank 
26 Improve my study habits, for example, 237 
by listening more carefully or visualizing 
the content, or underlining 
27 Get the most urgent assignments done first 237 
28 Work through problems, read through notes 237 
or rewrite course material, as a repetition 
method to cope with learning difficulties 
29 prefer somebody (instructor, parents, ••. ) 
praise me for my efforts 
30 start as early as possible to study and 
work on my learning tasks 
31 set goals and expectations for myself 
in dealing with learning difficulties 
32 Study on a regular basis 
33 Need outside help to get rid of difficult 
problems in my learning activities 
34 Get more rest, exercise, or perform 
relaxation techniques 
35 When I am faced with a boring or difficult 
course I try to take the course another 
time such as summer 
36 Cram before tests 
Sometimes I see that the scheduled time 
of learning activities causes me problems, 
so r try to change the time r study 
236 
236 
236 
234 
234 
234 
233 
232 
232 
Enroll in small classes for difficult courses 232 
Skipping class causes difficulties, so I 231 
try to attend classes regularly 
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Table 13, continued 
Rank 
order 
Coping strategy Total Mean 
Rank 
40 Set aside enough time to deal with the 231 
difficulty 
41 Get help from friends or classmates rather 230 
than from the instructor or TA 
42 Keep myself in good physical shape to 230 
deal better with learning problems 
43 Study in the library to get rid of distractions 230 
44 Drop the courses in which I am not interested 229 
45 Use a variety of resources or possibilities 228 
(books, journals, or human resources) 
46 Work with one or more friends to overcome 227 
the diffiqulty 
47 Tell myself not to hesitate in solving my 227 
problem 
48 Develop a plan to overcome the difficulty 226 
49 Reduce my extracurricular activities 226 
Note. Total mean rank was computed by adding the mean ranks 
for each coping strategy rated by all respondents. The 
highest total mean rank implies the most frequently used 
Coping strategy. 
To address null hypothesis four, a one-way ANOVA with 
FiSher LSD as Post Hoc Test was applied. As a result, the 
nUll hYPothesis was rejected for thirty items but not for 
the remaining nineteen items. The Appendix N-1 presents the 
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Table 14 
The Top Coping Strategies Performed by Sensing-Judging (SJ) 
students in the Study. N = 50 
order Coping strategy 
1 Motivate myself by thinking 
about the reward that I receive 
once I am finished (good grade 
or a better job in future .. ) 
2 Study in the library to get 
rid of distractions 
3 Develop a plan to overcome the 
difficulty 
4 Reduce my extracurricular 
activities 
5 Define exactly what my learning 
difficulties is 
6 Skipping class causes difficul-
ties, so I try to attend classes 
regularly 
Mean 
Rank 
66 
66 
66 
65 
65 
64 
7 Keep myself in good physical shape 64 
to deal better with learning 
problems 
8 Use a variety of resources or 
possibilities (books, journals, 
or human resources) 
9 Talk with the instructor on a 
one-to-one basis 
64 
64 
10 Need outside help to get rid 64 
11 
of difficult problems in my 
learning activities 
Start as early as possible to 64 
study and work on my learning tasks 
.LUl1t:::>t mean r 
ng strategies. 
< .10. ** P < .05. 
Less Frequent 
Use By 
Sp** 
* 
SP 
* 
SP 
* 
NT 
** SP 
* SP 
* 
NF 
** SP 
i! 
,I 
I! 
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Table 15 
The TOp coping Strategies Performed by Sensing-Perceptive 
(SP) students in the Study. N = 34 
- Order Coping strategy 
1 I drop the courses in which 
I am not interested 
2 I tend to postpone unpleasant or 
difficult learning tasks even if 
I could perform them immediately 
3 Get help from friends or 
classmates rather than from 
instructor or TA 
4 When a learning problem is 
bothering me, I try to do 
something pleasant such as 
sleeping or going to the movies 
5 Ignore the difficult learning 
task 
Mean 
Rank 
74 
68 
68 
67 
66 
6 When I am faced with a boring or 65 
difficult course, I try to take 
the course another time such as 
summer 
7 Do the shortest th'ings first, 
then I start with the things 
which take me more time 
8 I cram before tests 
9 
10 
Treat myself with something I 
like (candy, movie, ... ) 
When I cannot solve my learning 
problems, I admit to myself that 
I cannot deal with the problems 
63 
62 
61 
61 
Less Frequent 
Use By 
** 
SJ, NT 
** 
SJ 
* 
NT 
* 
SJ 
* 
SJ 
** 
NF 
** 
NF 
The highest mean rank implies the most frequently used 
'-~'~Ila strategies. 
< .10. ** P < .05. 
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The top 10 most frequent coping strategies used by NFs 
are arranged in Table 16. As this Table represents, NFs 
significantly differed with at least one other type in all 
their first choices of the coping strategies. These 
differences were more conspicuous for, 'making a calendar of 
responsibilities', and 'admitting that I cannot deal with 
problems' which NFs used significantly more than all other 
temperament types. 
Table 17 depicts the most frequent coping strategies 
applied by NTs. NTs significantly complain less than other 
three temperament types. This Table also shows that NTs 
'observe successful students to learn how they deal with 
their learning difficulties', 'observe and evaluate their 
own progress in overcoming the learning difficulties', and 
talk with the instructor on a one-to-one basis' 
significantly (p=O.OS) more than SPs. NTs also cram before 
tests more than NFs. 
In summary, null hypothesis four was rejected for 30 
items out of 49 items of the CSI. In another words, one 
temperament type differed significantly with one to three 
other temperament types when their responses toward 30 co-
~ing strategies were compared. All temperament types use 
~imilarly the other 19 coping strategies. 
I I 
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Table 16 
~he Top Coping Strategies Performed by Intuitive-Feeling 
JNFJ Students in the Study. N = 18 
Order Coping strategy 
1 To treat myself with something I 
like (candy, movie, .. , J 
Mean 
Rank 
77 
2 Make a calendar of responsibilities 77 
and due date to succeed in learning 
activities 
3 Define exactly what my learning 
difficulty is 
4 When I cannot solve my learning 
problems,I admit to myself that 
I cannot deal with the problems 
76 
75 
5 sit at a specific place in the 73 
classroom to be able to concentrate 
better 
6 Approach a solution systematically 
7 Reinforce myself verbally (i.e. 
good job ••. J 
8 Get away from friends when they 
distract my concentration on a 
certain learning activity 
9 Do not give up but ~o study even 
more 
10 Talk to the teaching assistant 
rather than going directly to the 
instructor 
72 
72 
70 
69 
69 
Less Frequent 
Use by 
SJ & NT** 
* * 
SP & NT , SJ 
** * 
SP ,NT 
** * 
SP & NT ,SJ 
* * 
SP ,SJ 
** 
SP 
** 
SP 
* 
SJ 
* 
SP 
* 
SP 
~. The highest mean rank implies the most frequently used 
COping strategies. 
* p 
_ < .10. ** P < .05. 
;a 
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Table 17 
The Top Coping Strategies Performed by Intuitive-Thinking 
(NT) Students in the Study. N = 15 
Order Coping Strategy Mean Less Frequent 
Rank Use by 
1 Even when I cannot do anything 
about my learning activities 
I prefer to not complain 
2 Observe successful students to 
learn how they deal with their 
learning difficulties 
3 Observe and evaluate my own 
progress in overcoming the 
learning difficulties 
77 
73 
70 
4 Tell myself not to worry about 69 
others' reactions to the question 
I ask the instuctor 
5 Speak up in the classroom when 68 
something needs to be clarified 
6 Get the most urgent assignments 67 
done first 
7 Do the shortest things first, 67 
then I start with the things 
which take me more time 
8 Cram before test 
Talk with the instructor on a 
one-to-one basis 
Rely on my own experience and 
ability in dealing with the 
difficulty 
67 
66 
65 
** * 
SP & NF ,SJ 
SP ** 
** 
SP 
* 
NF 
** 
SP 
. The highest mean rank implies the most frequently used 
ng strategies. 
< .10. ** P < .05. 
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Null Hypothesis Five 
There is no significant relationship between students' 
coping strategies and their grade point average. 
This null hypothesis was rejected for 27 items of the 
CSI when Spearman-Brown Correlation statistic was applied. 
These 27 coping strategies each had significant relationship 
with students' GPA. The results of the Spearman-Brown 
correlation coefficients for these 27 items are depicted in 
Tables 18 and 19. Students with a higher grade point average 
tended to perform the coping strategies listed in Table 
18 significantly more than students with lower GPA. For 
example, students with higher GPA showed that they have a 
higher attitude to not give up in dealing with learning 
blocks than low achiever students (r=0.43). Or, high 
achiever students had a tendency to make a calendar of 
resopnsibilities ... ' and 'talk with instructors' more than 
students with lower GPA. A complete list of Spearman-Brown 
Correlation coefficient for all itmes of CSI is available in 
the Appendix o. 
Table 19 presents those coping strategies which 
students with lower grade point average tended to apply 
significantly more than students with higher GPA. When 
comparing these items with the theoretical framework, which 
was eXplained in the previous chapter and is available at 
Appendix F, it was found that these coping strategies are 
related to either avoidance or lack of self-efficacy 
1 
i 
I 
i , ~
I:: 
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Table 18 
The Coping Strategies Which Were Positively Correlated With 
students' GPA. N = 213 
Number coping Strategy 
1 Do not give up but to study 
even more 
2 Set goals and expectations for 
myself in dealing with learning 
difficulties 
3 Start as early as possible to 
study and work on my learning 
tasks 
4 Study on a regular basis 
5 Set aside enough time to deal 
with the difficulty 
6 Use a variety of resources or 
possibilities (books, journals, 
or human resources) 
Develop a plan to overcome the 
difficulty 
Reduce my extracurricular 
activities 
Define exactly what my learning 
difficulty is 
Improve my study habits, for 
example, by listening more 
carefully or visualizing the 
content, or underlinging 
Tell myself not to hesitate in 
Solving my problem 
on Next Page 
Correlation Significance 
Coefficient Level 
.43 
.23 
.23 
.24 
.24 
.14 
.21 
.14 
.15 
.25 
.17 
.001 
.001 
.001 
.001 
.001 
.05 
.005 
.05 
.05 
.001 
.05 
4 
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Table 18, continued 
Number Coping Strategy Correlation 
Coefficient 
Significance 
Level 
12 Get to know the people 
(instructor, peer students, •.. ) 
of whom I want to ask questions 
or to go for help 
13 Approach a solution systemati-
cally 
14 Make a calendar of responsibi-
lities and due date to succeed 
in learning activities 
15 Observe and evaluate my own 
progress in overcoming the 
learning difficulties 
16 Talk with the instructor on a 
one-to-one basis 
17 Study in the library to get 
rid of distractions 
18 Skipping class causes difficul-
ties, so I try to attend classes 
regularly 
.23 
.24 
.27 
.25 
.26 
.19 
.20 
19 When I find a solution for a .20 
learning problem, I use that 
solution over and over to master 
the behavior 
20 I work through problems, read .17 
through notes or rewrite course 
material, as a repetition method 
to cope with learning difficulties 
.001 
.001 
.001 
.001 
.001 
.01 
.005 
.005 
.01 
For example, 'postponing difficult tasks ... ' which 
achiever students use more than high achievers, is 
ted under the avoidance category of coping strategies. 
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Table 19 
The coping strategies Which Were Negatively Correlated with 
the Students' GPA. N = 213 
Number Coping strategy 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
1 I tend to postpone unpleasant -.27 
or difficult learning tasks 
even if I could perform then 
immediately 
2 Get help from friends or -.27 
classmates rather than from 
the instructor or TA 
3 Ignore the difficult learning -.26 
tasks 
4 Need outside help to get rid -.23 
of difficult problems in my 
learning activities 
5 Drop the courses in which I am -.17 
not interested 
6 When I cannot solve my learning -.17 
problems, I admit to myself that 
I cannot deal with the problems 
7 When a learning problem is bothering -.16 
me, I try to do something pleasant 
as sleeping or going to the movies 
liUll Hypothesis six 
Significance 
Level 
.001 
.001 
.001 
.001 
.05 
.05 
.05 
There is no significant relationship between students' 
Coping strategies and their completed number of credit 
hours. 
This null hypothesis was analyzed on 49 items of CSI by 
Spearman-Brown Correlation statistic, and it 
rejected for four of the 49 items at alpha equal or 
than 0.05. Table 20 presents those coping strategies 
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had a significant relationship with the students' completed 
number of credit hours. These findings state that more 
experienced students 'talk with their instructor .... ' when 
they have a learning problem, as compared with students at 
lower grades. They also have learned to be more persistent 
than other students, approach a solution for their learning 
problems more systematically, or follow repetition in their 
study habits. A complete list of correlation coefficients 
for relationship of all coping strategies with the students' 
completed number of credit hours is presented in the Appen-
dix P. 
Table 20 
The-Coping Strategies Which Were Significantly Correlated 
With the Students' Completed Number of Credit Hours. 
N = 220 
Number Coping Strategy 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
Talk with the instructor on .30 
a one-to-one basis 
Approach a solution systematically .18 
Do not give up but to study even .17 
more 
I work through problems, read .15 
through notes or rewrite course 
material, as a repetition method 
to cope with learning difficulties 
Significance 
Level 
.001 
.01 
.05 
.05 I 
, ' , 
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Null Hypothesis Seven 
There are no significant differences between male and 
female students as measured by their coping strategies. 
This null hypothesis was tested for 49 items of the 
CSI. The result of the T-test showed that on 16 coping 
strategies male and female students significantly differed 
from each other, and the null hypothesis in these cases was 
rejected. The results of T-test for these coping strategies 
are depicted in the Table 21. Female students tried more 'to 
make a calendar of responsibilities and due date' or 'talk 
with the instructors on a one-to-one basis' than male 
students. But, male students tended to 'ignore the difficult 
learning tasks', 'study in the library', or 'drop the 
courses in which not interested ' significantly more than 
female students. Other significant differences between male 
and female students are shown in the same Table. Appendix Q 
presents the means, standard deviations, and t-values of 
male and female students' scores on all coping strategies of 
the CSI. 
There is no significant relationship between 
students' age and their coping strategies. 
The Spearman-Brown correlation statistic was applied to 
this null hypothesis. In six cases (coping 
'~dLpnies) this null Hypothesis was rejected. Those coping 
had a significant relationship with age are 
Table 21 
Means, and t-Values of Scores of Those Coping Strategies 
Which Significantly Differed for Male and Female Students. 
173 Male, 44 Female. 
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No. Coping Strategy Sex Mean T-Value Significance 
Level 
1 Make a calendar of res- M 
ponsibilities and due F 
date to succeed in 
learning difficulties 
2 Talk with the instructor M 
on a one-to-one basis F 
3 Do not give up but to M 
study even more F 
4 Prefer somebody (instru- M 
ctor, parents, ... ) praise F 
me for my efforts 
Reinforce myself with M 
something I like (candy, F 
movie, ... ) 
Pray to have my problem M 
solved F 
Develop a plan to over- M 
come the difficulty F 
Define exactly what my M 
learning difficulty is F 
Improve my study habits, M 
for example, by listen- F 
more carefully or 
sualizing the content, 
underling 
on Next Page 
3.25 
4.34 
3.02 
3.55 
3.38 
3.79 
2.97 
3.43 
2.90 
3.25 
2.75 
3.25 
3.32 
3.61 
3.01 
3.43 
3.61 
3.91 
-7.32 .001 
-3.18 .01 
-3.04 .01 
-2.69 .01 
-1. 98 .05 
-2.67 .01 
-2.18 .05 
-2.69 .01 
-2.27 .05 
Table 21, Continued 
No. Coping Strategy Sex 
10 Get to know the people M 
(instructor, peer stu- F 
dents, .•. ) of whom I 
want to ask questions 
or to go for help 
11 Motivate myself by M 
thinking about the F 
reward that I receive 
once I am finished 
(good grade or a better 
job in future .•• ) 
12 When I cannot solve my M 
learning problems, I F 
admit to myself that I 
cannot deal with the 
problems 
13 Work through problems, M 
read through notes or F 
rewrite course material, 
as repetition method to 
cope with learning diffi-
cUlties 
14 Ignore the difficult M 
learning task F 
15 Study in the library M 
to get rid of distr- F 
actions 
I drop the courses in 
Which I am not inter-
ested 
were 
M 
F 
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Mean T-Value Significance 
Level 
3.46 
3.91 
3.62 
3.96 
2.43 
3.00 
3.32 
3.75 
2.30 
1.96 
2.82 
2.32 
2.23 
1. 93 
0.82 .01 
0.92 .05 
0.89 .001 
1. 06 .05 
0.88 .05 
1.19 .01 
0.91 .05 
, and 5=Always used the coping strategy.M=male; 
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depicted in the Table 22. These findings are consistant 
with what were presented in the Table 21 as the correlation 
between students' completed number of credit hours and their 
coping strategies. The older students tended to deal with 
their learning blocks by -talking to their instructors' (r= 
D.33); -attending classes regularly' (r=D.2D); or, for 
example, 'approach a solution systematically' (r= .17). The 
older students were more reluctant -to get help from friends 
or classmates .•. ' than younger students (r= -.14). The 
Appendix R shows Spearman-Brown Correlation coefficients for 
relationship between all coping strategies of the CSI and 
students' age. 
The Research Question 
What is the relative position of each coping strategy 
in the hierarchy of contribution to cognitive 
development? 
This question was addressed by descriptive analysis. 
Five experts rated each item of CSI. Their ratings were 
summed, ranked, and displayed. The results are presented in 
Table 23, which shows that the CSI includes items from 
lowest value to highest possible value of contribution 
students cognitive development. 
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Table 22 
The correlation Coefficients of Those Coping Strategies 
Which Had Significant Relationship With Students' Age. 
N = 221 
No. Coping Strategy 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
Significant 
Level 
1 Talk with the instructor on a 
one-to-one basis 
2 Skipping class causes difficul-
ties so I try to attend classes 
regularly 
.33 
.20 
3 Approach a solution systematically .17 
4 I work through problems, read .16 
through notes or rewrite course 
material, as a repetition method 
to cope with learning difficulties 
5 Reduce my extracurricular .14 
activities 
6 Get help from friends or -.14 
classmates rather than from the 
instructor or teaching Assistant 
Summary of Findings 
.001 
.005 
.05 
.05 
.05 
.05 
Chapter IV presented the results of two phases of the 
research study. The first phase of the study focused on the 
learning blocks'. Demographic data pertaining to the this 
study were reported. The participants were 83.48% 
and 16.52% female; 48.80% SJs, 23.80% SPs, 15.50% NFs, 
11.90% NTs; 9.30% freshmen, 38.40% sophomores, 32.70% 
ors, and 19.60% seniors; and the grand mean of all 
:Uclen,r~' GPA was 2.98. 
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Table 23 
The Rank Order of Coping Strategies Based on Their 
Contribution to Cognitive Development as Rated by Experts. 
Rank 
Order 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Sum of Coping Strategy 
Ratings 
20 I often define my own learning difficulties 
in clear terms 
19 I usually plan to overcome the difficulties 
which arise in my learning activities 
19 I usually observe and evaluate my own 
progress in overcoming the learning 
difficulties 
19 
18 
18 
18 
17 
17 
17 
I usually speak up in the classroom when I 
believe something needs to be clarified for 
me 
When I am faced with a difficult learning 
task, I try to approach its solution in a 
systematic way 
I suggest to myself to not worry about 
others'reactions if I ask questions of 
instructors 
I prefer small classes for difficult courses 
Skipping the class causes me learning 
problems, so I try to attend more classes 
regularly 
When I am faced with a learning difficulty, 
I try to improve my study habits, for 
example, by listening more carefully or 
visualizing the content or underlining 
I easly get away from friends when they 
distract (disturb) my concentration) on a 
certain learning activity 
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Table 23, Continued 
Rank 
Order 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
Sum of 
Ratings 
Coping Strategy 
17 
17 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
15 
15 
15 
Sometimes I see that the scheduled time of 
learning activies causes me problems, so I 
try to change the time I study 
When a learning task is boring, I try to use 
a variety of resources or possibilities 
(books, journals, or human resources ... J 
I always set goals and expectations for 
myself in dealing with learning problems 
I usually start as early as possible to 
study and work on my learning tasks 
I usually allocate enough time to deal with 
difficult learning tasks 
When I find a solution for a learning 
problem, I use that solution over and over 
to master the behavior 
I rely on my own experiences and ability in 
dealing with learning problems 
I usually go to the library to get rid of 
distracting factors 
Studying on a regular basis has helped me to 
overcome the difficulties in my learning 
tasks 
Whenever I have a difficult problem, I try 
to overcome it by getting more rest, 
exercising, or performing relaxation 
techniques 
I tell myself to not hesitate with any 
problem and this technique works well for me 
15 When I have a learning problem, I try to get 
to know the people (instructor, peer 
students, ... J who I wnat to ask questions 
or to go for help 
on Next Page 
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Table 23, Continued 
Rank 
Order 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
Sum of 
Ratings 
Coping Strategy 
15 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
13 
13 
13 
13 
When I need help I talk to the instructor on 
a one to one basis (mostly out of the 
classroom) 
I usually make a calendar of 
responsibilities and due dates to succeed in 
learning activities 
When I am faced with a learning problem, I 
reduce my exteracurricular activities 
I work through problems, read through notes 
or rewrite course material, as a repetition 
method to cope with learning problems 
I usually try to keep myself physically in 
good shape to deal better with learning 
problems 
When there is a difficult learning task, I 
do not give up; I drill myself over the 
material and work harder 
I usually reinforce myself verbally for 
being able to deal with learning problems 
I usually get the most urgent assignments 
done first 
When I am faced with a difficult learning 
problem, I usually observe the successful 
students and try to get some hints and lessons 
from them 
When I have to do a boring learning 
activity, I motivate myself by thinking about 
the reward that I will receive once I am 
finished. (the reward might be a good grade 
or a better job in future ..• ) 
I try to work with one or more friends to 
overcome my learning problems 
(Continued on Next Page) 
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Table 23, Continued 
Rank 
Order 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
Sum of Coping Strategy 
Ratings 
12 I usually sit at a specific place in the 
classroom to be able to concentrate more 
11 First of all I prefer to do the shortest 
things them start with the things which 
take me more time 
11 
11 
11 
10 
10 
10 
8 
8 
8 
I treat myself with something (candy, movie, 
••• J whenever I overcome a difficult 
learning problem 
I usually need outside help to get rid of 
difficult problems in my learning activities 
I prefer to talk to the Teaching Assistant 
rather than going directly to the instructor 
When I cannot solve my learning problems, I 
frankly confess that I cannot deal with them 
I usually pray when I want to have my 
learning problems solved 
I try to work with one or more friends to 
overcome my learning problems 
When a learning problem is bothering me, I 
try to do something pleasant to me such as 
sleeping or going to the movie 
I tend to postpone unpleasant or difficult 
learning tasks even if I could perform them 
immediately 
When I am faced with a boring or difficult 
course, I try to take it in another time 
such as summer 
7 Even when I cannot do anything about my 
learning activities, I prefer to not 
complain 
7 I always cram before tests 
on Next Page 
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Table 23 Continued 
Rank 
Order 
Sum of 
Rating 
Coping Strategy 
47 7 
48 6 
49 5 
When I overcome a difficulty in my studies, 
I expect somebody else (instructor, parents 
or ... J to praise my effort 
I eas1y drop the courses which I am not 
interested in 
When I am faced with a difficulty in my 
learning task, I try to forget the task 
Note. Ratings were coded: O=not applicable, l=poor, 2=fair, 
3=good, and 4=excellent coping stragegy which contributes 
to the students' cognitive development. 
The first null hypothesis was tested and rejected for 9 
learning blocks. This implies that the four temperament 
types significantly differed from each other as their 
responses toward these 9 learning blocks were compared. The 
top five serious learning blocks for each temperament type 
were dipicted separately. 
The correlation between each learning block and GPA was 
computed to test the second null hypothesis. As a result, 
cases the null hypothesis was rejected. For 
e, 'implementing a good study habit' was recognized as 
serious learning problem for students with lower GPA than 
students with higher GPA. 
Null hypothesis three was accepted, which implies that 
students regardless of their year of education at the 
college have the same learning blocks. 
The demographic data pertinent to the second phase of 
the study, investigating coping strategies, were reported. 
The reliability of the CSI was 0.82. In this part of the 
study, 80% male and 20% female; 33% freshmen, 18.6% 
sophomores, 21.30% juniors, and 27.1% seniors; and 42.7% 
SJs, 29.1% SPs, 15.4% NFs, and 12.8% NTs participated. 
The coping strategies for all students, regardless of 
their personality types, were ranked; and the 10 top most 
frequent coping strategies for each temperament type were 
reported. When the tempertament groups were compared for 
'each item of CSI, in 30 cases null hypothesis four was 
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In another words, temperament types differed sig-
ficantly from each other on applying 30 coping strategies 
the list of 49 items of CSI. 
Students' GPA had a significant relationship with 27 
of CSI, and in these cases null hypothesis five was 
ted. It was noted, for example, that students with 
GPA were more presistent than students with lower 
with lower GPA tended to apply coping 
the avoidance category more than students with 
who completed more credit hours showed 
differences with students with lower completed 
'hours in 4 cases. The related null hypothesis was 
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rejected only on four items of CSI. students with higher 
credit hours, when they confront a learning block, talk with 
instructor, approach a solution systematically, do not give 
up, or apply repetition technique in their learning 
activities significantly more than do students with lower 
credit hours. 
The results of this study showed that male and female 
students significantly differed from each other with respect 
to 16 items of the CSI. For example, female students 'make a 
calendar of responsibilities' or 'talk with the instructor' 
more often when they have learning difficulty than male 
students. While, male students tended to 'drop the courses 
in which not interested' more easily than female students. 
The relationship between age and students'responses to 
coping strategies was tested, null hypothesis eight. In six 
cases of the CSI this null hypothesis was rejected. As age 
goes up, for example, students tend to talk to their 
instructor more; or they try to attend classes more 
regUlarly. 
Finally, all items of the CSI, based on their 
COntribution to the student cognitive development were 
ranked. The result showed that the CSI has an even 
distribution of all levels of contribution to cognitive 
~~upment. 
Q 
I' 
CHAPTER V 
Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations 
Introduction 
Universities provide educational programs to not only 
train students vocationally, but also to help them to 
develop their own potentialities. College students' 
potentials have been classified and investigated in various 
areas including ethical, social, intellectual or cognitive, 
and other desirable individual characteristics. 'Cognitive 
development' has received more attention than others by 
scientists (Sanley, 1987). They believe that the development 
of a cognitive system does not occur in a vacuum; but it 
needs appropriate program, environment and effort. 
In order to help students grow cognitively, they should 
be exposed to challenging academic situations; their ability 
to cope with these challenges should be appraised; and they 
should be supported when they become overwhelmed (Sanford, 
1980). This 'challenge and response' system is known as the 
best guideline for student development (Sanford, 1980). In 
developing such educational program, one needs to know what 
of program is the best for different types of people. 
other words, the differences which exist between students 
them to perceive and respond to the same problematic 
ituation differently (Pearlin & Schooler, 1978). A review 
literature showed that individual differences has not 
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been taken into account in developmental planning to the 
extent it should be. The present study followed the 
£hallenge and response principle, along with the concept of 
individual differences, to find coping strategies which help 
students to develop their cognitive system. In the first 
phase of the study the learning blocks, as challenging 
academic situations, were investigated. The second phase of 
the study addressed the students' responses, or coping stra-
tegies, in dealing with the learning blocks. The students' 
personality differences were taken into account through the 
application of the Keirseyan temperament theory. This theory 
which groups people into 4 different types was developed 
based on Jungian typology theory and has been extensively 
used in the educational settings. Consequently, the top 
learning blocks and coping strategies for each temperament 
type were identified. 
summary 
The Problem 
This study was designed to identify the major coping 
strategies which college students with different personality 
temperament use to deal with their learning blocks. 
The Objectives 
In this study, the following specific objectives were 
pursued: 
To identify the most important learning blocks or tasks 
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as perceived by the four different personality 
temperament groups. 
2. To find the relationship between each learning block 
and students' success in college education as measured 
by grade point average. 
3. To measure the relationship between each learning block 
and the students' educational status as indicated by 
their completed number of credit hours. 
4. To identify the most frequent coping or adaptation 
strategies used by each personality temperament group 
to deal with their learning blocks. 
5. To assess the relationship between coping strategies 
and the students grade point average. 
6. To measure the relationship between students coping 
strategy and their completed number of credit hours. 
7. To compare male and female students by their coping 
strategies. 
8. To find the relationship between students' age and 
their coping strategies. 
9. To identify those coping strategies which contribute to 
the students cognitive development through accommodation. 
~he Procedure 
The Ex Post Facto' research design was utilized to 
.•.... ~-~ .. tify the major learning blocks and coping strategies for 
temperament type. This study took place in 2 phases. 
,,! 
. 
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The first phase of the study focused on the learning blocks 
in the Fall, 1987. An instrument measuring learning blocks 
waS developed and administered and the required data was 
collected. The second phase of the study was designed to 
investigate the students' coping strategies. In this regard, 
the 'Coping strategy Inventory' was developed and 
administered in the Spring, 1988. The students' temperament 
types were obtained from the pool of MBTI results available 
at the Agricultural College, UN-L. 
The Instrumentation 
The MBTI as a valid and reliable instrument was 
utilized for identification of students' temperament types. 
In order to develop the instruments that measured learning 
blocks and coping strategies, the 'behavioral - analytic 
assessment model' suggested by Goldfried and D'Zurilla 
(1969) was followed. The model consisted of five stages as 
described in chapter III. An instrument which measured 
learning blocks countained 15 items was developed and its 
validity confirmed. The Coping Strategy Inventory (CSI) with 
the following properties was constructed: 1) its interitem 
reliability was 0.82., 2) it received the content and face 
validity from the experts, 3) its predictive validity was 
0.68, and 4) its items showed a distribution of different 
of cognitive development. 
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The Samples 
The population selected for this study consisted of all 
agricultural students enrolled in the 1987 - 1988 school 
year at UN-L. One hundred twenty seven subjects, from 3 
large classes, participated in the first phase of the study 
in the Fall, 1987. A total of 121 usable surveys were 
received. For the second phase of the study five large 
classes at the agricultural college, UNL were selected in 
the Spring, 1988. A total of 230 students responded to the 
CSI, and 222 of their responses were used in different data 
analysis. 
The Analysis 
The Statistical Package for the Social Science (SPSS-X) 
was used in all data analysis. Descriptive statistics, t-
test, Spearman-Brown correlation statistic, ANOVA with 
Fisher LSD Post Hoc Test, and Kruskal- Wallis one way ANOVA 
Were utilized for different data analyses. 
§ummary of the Findings 
1. The students who participated in the first phase of the 
study were: 49% SJs, 24% SPs, 15% NFs, and 12% NTs. The 
distribution of students' type in the second phase of 
study was: 43% SJs, 29% SPs, 15% NFs, and 13% NTs. 
2. One temperament type significantly differed from other 
type(s) with respect to 9 learning blocks. The top 
learning blocks for each type were reported, also. 
In 
! 
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3. Six learning blocks showed significant correlation with 
GPA. 
4. No significant relationship was found between students' 
responses to the learning blocks and their completed 
credit hours. 
5. One temperament type significantly differed from other 
type(s) with respect to 30 coping strategies of the 
CSI. 
6. Students' GPA had a significant relationship with 27 
coping strategies. Students with higher GPA applied 20 
coping strategies significantly more than students with 
lower GPA. While, students with lower GPA utilized only 
7 coping strategies significantly more than students 
with higher GPA. 
7. There was a significant relationship between students' 
responses toward only 4 coping strategies and their 
completed credit hours. 
8. Male and female students showed significantly different 
responses in utilizing 16 coping strategies. 
9. The students' age was significantly correlated with 
only six coping strategies. 
10. It was showed that the CSI had items from the lowest to 
the highest level of contribution to students cognitive 
development. 
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Conclusions 
Based on the findings, the following conclusions with 
respect to each null hypothesis outlined in Chapter III are 
made. 
Null Hypothesis One 
There are no significant differences among four 
temperament types for the most important learning 
blocks of each group. 
The statistical analysis testing the first null 
hypothesis revealed that one temperament type differed 
significantly from other type(s) with respect to certain 
learning blocks. It is possible to conclude that what is a 
learning difficulty for one type may not be a serious 
problem for others. For example, it was significantly more 
serious for NFs than other types -to remember facts'. This 
finding supported what Pearlin and Schooler (1978) found. 
They studied "the structure of coping" in social role areas 
(i.e., marriage, occupation ... ) and concluded that what was 
perceived as a serious problem for one individual might be 
regarded very common and ordinary for others. Although they 
recognized the individual differences with respect to prob-
lems, they did not group the people based on their common 
acteristics. The following discussion explains the issue 
generalizing the learning problems of a group of students 
their personality differences be ignored. 
Fifteen learning blocks rated by all students in this 
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study, regardless of their temperament types, were ranked 
and reported in a general list. The top serious learning 
blocks for each temperament types were presented in 4 
specific lists, one for each type. A comparison of the 
general and specific lists of learning blocks revealed that 
the generalization of learning blocks reduces the population 
validity of the outcomes (Borg & Gall, 1983, P639). In 
another words, ignoring the differences that exist between 
subgroups will cause serious errors. For example, as Table 5 
shows, the first serious learning block for SJs was to deal 
with questions with no clear-cut answer. While, the rank 
order of this item (from Table 4) was 15 or the least 
important learning block rated by all subjects. Or, the 
number one learning block for all subjects was "to forget 
academic activities which were not required but they 
interested in doing them." This item was not in the top 
learning blocks rated by SJs, and others also did not 
this item as their first serious learning block. 
finding supports the importance of taking into account 
individual differences, in terms of personality type, in 
tional research, instruction and program planning. 
The most serious learning blocks for each type are 
ssed briefly in this section. Four of the top learning 
for SJs were related to processing abstract concepts 
ing with questions which have no clear-cut answer, 
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handling questions requiring comparison of different 
concepts, looking for reasons behind the facts, and drawing 
conclusions}. Since SJs seek to know realities and concrete 
actualities, it is difficult for them to work with 
abstractions or theoretical principles. Another difficulty 
for SJs was to communicate effectively. It might be due to 
the fact that they are mostly task oriented and have not 
developed the required skills for social activities. 
The first serious learning block for SPs was to 
implement good study habits. Mastering study habits needs 
"practice". Since, SPs do not like preparation and they live 
in the "here and now", it is difficult for them to practice 
and consequently they do not develop their study skills. 
Asking questions or drawing conclusions were the other two 
problems for SPs, because they are not interested in 
theoretical concepts. Since SPs like to be free it was 
difficult for them to attend classes regularly. SPs also 
responded that it was difficult for them to forget those 
academic activities which were not required but they were 
interested in doing them; this might be due to the fact that 
SPs hunger for action and they need active involvement. So, 
if they are not provided some opportunity to do some 
academic activities, based on their own interest, they will 
be happy and can not tolerate such a situation for a 
time. 
: " 
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The NFs' first and third problems were to remember 
facts and to deal with courses with overwhelming details. It 
might be due to the fact that these students are conceptual-
global learners and dislike details. Since they hunger for 
self-actualization, it was also difficult for them to forget 
those academic activities which were not required but they 
were interested in doing them. The NFs tend to use quick 
hunches in dealing with learning tasks. Because of this 
characteristic they were not patient enough to concentrate 
on one task and to develop their study skills such as 
repetition and drill (their fourth and fifth learning 
blocks). 
It was difficult for NTs to cope with courses in which 
they were not interested. NTs like to have a logicial reason 
for any action; when they do not see any interest in 
something they feel that they are wasting their time and it 
should not be so. They tend to be independant learne~s, so 
it is difficult for them to attend classes regularly. Golay 
(1982) stated that NT needs "ample opportunity to 
eXperiment, to find answers to his questions and to develop 
eXplanations for those things that capture his interest." 
That is one reason why they felt bored for not having that 
oPPortunity in this study (their third learning block). 
ince NTs think they know better than others, they have not 
required skills to use other sources (especially 
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human resources) in solving their problems. So, when they do 
not understand something (their fourth learning block) they 
do not like to ask for help from other students, for 
example. Since, NTs like to learn by creative thinking, they 
are reluctant to work on concrete information (their fifth 
learning block). 
Null Hypothesis Two 
There is no significant relationship between learning 
blocks and students' success as measured by their grade 
point average. 
The results of data analysis showed that six learning 
blocks had negative significant relationships with students' 
GPA. There was not a positive significant relationship 
between learning blocks and GPA. These findings imply that 
as students' GPA decreases students feel more difficulty in 
their learning activities. Although this research study did 
not detect any cause and effect relationship, the results 
suggested that students with lower GPA faced serious 
learning blocks more than students with higher GPA. Their 
top learning blocks were: implementing good study habits, 
managing their time for different learning activities, 
communicating effectively, setting a reasonable self-
expectation, coping with courses which they were not 
interested in, and handling questions requiring comparison 
of different concepts. 
Null Hypothesis Three 
There is no relationship between each learning block 
and the students' status based on their completed 
number of credit hours. 
This null hypothesis was accepted; this implies that 
all students, regardless of their years of college 
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education, responded to all items of learning blocks without 
any significant differences. Based on previous research, it 
was expected that students at lower grade level would 
respond to learning blocks significantly different from 
students at higher grade level. Kasworm (1980) compared 
younger and older undergraduate students and found that 
"younger undergraduates have had limited exposure to 
different models, formats and strategies of learning ... and 
they have not experienced a range of opportunities to 
develop self directing, proactive learning skills." The 
first year of college education, as a period of transition 
from high school to university, includes more problematic 
situations (D'Zurilla & Goldfried, 1973). Consequently and 
logically, it was expected to find some significant 
differences between freshmen and seniors, for example, based 
on their learning blocks. Several explanations may be 
pertinent to this case: 1) the sample size of freshmen was 
too small (n=10), and 2) this study did not address the 
drop outs who might have had different learning blocks and 
because of that could not survive. 
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~ull Hypothesis Four 
There are no significant differences among the four 
temperament types as indicated by their most important 
coping strategies. 
Based on the findings it was concluded that each 
temperament type differs from other type(s) with respect to 
the strategies they apply to overcome learning blocks. It 
was also concluded that there were some coping strategies 
which were preferred by 2 or more types (i.e., help-seeking 
was used by all types); or there were some coping strategies 
which were utilized by all the temperament types least(i.e., 
telling myself to not hesitate in solving problem). 
The coping strategies rated by all students in this 
study, regardless of their temperament types, were ranked. 
The top 10 coping strategies for each temperament types also 
were reported in separate tables. A comparison of these 
lists revealed that generalized coping strategies which 
ignores individual personality differences is not an 
accurate and dependable source. SJs, for example, rated 
study in the library to get rid of distractions', 'develop 
a plan to overcome the difficulties', and reduce their 
extracurricular activities' as their second, third and 
coping strategies respectively. While, when the 
of all types summed up it was shown that these 
were preferred least by all subjects. Pearlin and 
~nc)oler (1978) studied the structure of coping in social 
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areas and recognized the individual differences as one of 
the major influential factors in coping with problems. They 
stated that "we cannot completely understand coping without 
looking beyond the personality attributes of individuals to 
the specific responses to problems in different social 
roles." The results of this study showed clearly that the 
coping strategies which was preferred the most by NFs, for 
example, was used rarely by others. For instance, SP 
students drop the courses in which they were not interested; 
while this response was not seen among the top coping 
strategies of other types. 
The following is a brief discussion on the top coping 
strategies identified for each temperament type. A 
comparison of coping strategies used by SJs with the 
theoretical framework reveals that this type uses the 
following patterns in dealing with problems: cognitive 
planning, reinterpretation, rehearsing, overt coping 
strategies (action on activities, materials, and space), 
self-regulation, time management, and covert and overt help-
seeking. These are the characteristics of the actual-routine 
SJs who tend to plan, prepare and practice in their lives. 
The coping strategies used by SPs state that this type 
utilizes: avoidance confrontation (ignorance, attentional 
diversion, withdrawal, and passive acceptance); overt help-
seeking; circumvention; prioritizing; and self-
4 
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reinforcement. The actual-spontaneous SPs like to be free 
and live in here and now. These factors explain that SPs 
avoid confrontation when they face a severe learning block, 
or they try to postpone it because they want to enjoy the 
present moment. 
NF students tend to use the following coping patterns: 
self-reinforcement, rehearsing, cognitive planning, time 
management, passive acceptance, disposition, persistence, 
and overt help-seeking. Some of these factors can be 
explained in terms of the NFs' nature. Since, they search 
for "self" and "becoming" they should be persistence and 
plan for future. The only major contrast between what 
Kiersey and Bates (1985) described about this type and what 
was found in this study is in time management. Kiersey 
stated that NFs have difficulty placing limits on the amount 
of time they devote to their work. But this study showed 
that NFs make a calendar of responsibilities and due dates 
as their second coping strategy. Perhaps, the NFs in this 
study had experienced their own difficulty in managing their 
time and they wanted to express its importance. 
The coping patterns found from this study for NTs are 
consistent with their behavioral description. The results of 
this study implies that NTs use the following coping 
Patterns: self-observation, modeling, desensitization, self-
instruction, self-efficacy belief, prioritizing, passive 
4 
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acceptance, and help-seeking. The literature shows that NTs 
hunger for competence and they are the most self-critical of 
all the types. Golay (1982) stated that NTs have a 
"compulsion to improve and are hyper-alert to their 
shortcomings." so, they apply the above coping strategies to 
adapt themseleves to situations. 
Examination of individual and group's scores revealed 
also that all students, regardless of their GPA or number of 
credit hours, employ complex combinations of coping 
strategies to deal with learning blocks. 
Null Hypothesis Five 
There is no significant relationship between students' 
coping strategies and their grade point average. 
The data analysis indicated there were 27 coping 
strategies which had significant relationship with students' 
GPA; 20 items showed positive and 7 items negative 
correlation. Some researchers have accepted GPA as the best 
predictor of student success (Perri & Richards, 1977) or as 
a measure of academic adjustment (Baker & Siryk, 1984). This 
helps to interpret the results of this study and to make 
practical application of the outcomes in advising 
unsuccessful as well as successful students. Some of the 
COping strategies which had significant relationship with 
GPA can also be found in other research studies. For 
eXample, it was noted in this study that students with 
higher GPA tended to rely on themseleves or to talk with 
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their instructors when they needed help; while students with 
lower GPA showed lower self-efficacy belief and got help 
from friends or classmates. These findings supports the 
Haverkamp's (1980) conclusion that students with greatest 
need for counselling (or unsuccessful students) "were least 
likely to seek help from an institutional source." Checking 
the coping strategies which showed positive significant 
relationship with GPA with theoretical framework revealed 
that students with higher GPA tended to be more persistent 
and self-regulated, and used self-contracting, time 
management and cognitive planning as some of their patterns 
in dealing with problems. These conclusions support what 
Perri & Richard (1977) found. They studied naturally 
occuring methods of self-controlling poor study behaviors. 
Through observing and interviewing successful and 
unsuccessful students they found that 1) successful 
subjects reported using more techniques and doing so more 
frequently and consistently than unsuccessful subjects; 2) 
successful subjects used self-reward prcedures; 3) 
successful subjects used some form of self-monitoring 
some form of stimulus control. Heffernan & Richard 
981) also confirmed these findings. 
Another conclusion which can be made from the results 
this study is that students with higher GPA also confront 
learning blocks and they have to apply their own coping 
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strategies to deal with the blocks. It means that all 
students, regardless of their GPA, have problems and need to 
cope with them. Students with higher GPA might have, 
sometimes, more severe problems. Laycock (1984) studied the 
problem of gifted students and found that bright students 
may cope badly with the demands of college and "the greater 
their gifts, the worse their adjustment may be." 
Null Hypothesis six 
There is no signinficant relationship between students' 
coping strategies and their completed number of credit 
hours. 
This null hypothesis was tested and rejected in four 
cases. Students with higher credit hours, when they confront 
a learning block, 1) talk with instructor, 2) approach a 
solution systematically, 3) do not give up, and 4) apply 
repetition technique in dealing with learning blocks 
significantly more than what students with lower credit 
hours. 
These differences between students with higher credit 
hours and students with lower credit hours could be due to 
eXperience and maturation. As Baker, Siryk & McNeil (1985) 
. found, the freshman students showed lower academic 
scores than what was expected from them. Those 
who can not adjust will fail and consequently they 
leave college. Those students who have survived, by 
of their experience, would have more persistence and 
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know how to deal with problems more effectively. The 
effective strategies might be: to talk with instructor to 
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get his/her advice or know what are his/her expectations; to 
plan systemaically to overcome the problems; or to apply 
repetition technique on whatever is read or is taught. 
Null Hypothesis Seven 
There are no significant difference between male and 
female students as measured by their coping strategies. 
The findings showed that three coping strategies were 
preferred more by male than by female students; male 
students tended to ignore difficult learning task 
(ignorance), to study in the library (overt action on 
space), or to drop the courses in which they were not 
interested (withdrawal). One of these strategies 'ignorance' 
was among the criteria used by Pearlin and Schooler (1978) 
when they compared male and female's coping strategies. They 
found that women used selective ignoring significantly more 
than men for marriage, parental, household economic and 
occupational coping responses. This drastic difference 
between these research findings may be due to the different 
Context and social role of subjects who participated in the 
two studies. 
Female students tended to be, for example, more 
persistent and to use more time management, planning, and 
lp seeking strategies than male students. This clear 
:1 
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imbalance between male and female students in using coping 
strategies might be due to the fact that each sex has its 
own potentialities and social role expectations. Other 
possibilities are that women may be more cautious, and young 
male students are not adequately equipped with effective 
strategies through their social system. 
Null Hypothesis Eight 
There is no significant relationship between students' 
age and their coping strategies. 
Although the range of students' age was not so wide, 
the data analysis indicated that 6 coping strategies had 
significant relationship with age. As the students got older 
they tended to talk with instructors on a one-to-one basis 
(r = +0.33) and became more reluctant to get help from 
friends and classmates (r = -0.14). Younger students, mostly 
freshmen, come to college environment lacking many of the 
basic learning skills necessary for academic survival 
(Grites, 1982; Mucowski, 1984). They are more vulnerable to 
other people's appraisals which makes these younger students 
highly "susceptible to the influence of his fellow students; 
their approval or disapproval can make or break his self-
Confidence" (Sanford, 1965). So, the new educational 
environment makes the freshmen feel more instable of 
their self-esteem (Sanford, 1967) and consequently they will 
seek help from the closest, comfortable and more influential 
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sources, which are their friends and classmates. As they get 
older, they will improve their self-confidence attitude; and 
they are less under peer pressure which consequently helps 
them to change their help-seeking sources. 
Another possibility is that older students are more 
task oriented than younger students; and by virtue of their 
college experience they will try those strategies which help 
them to reach their goal easier. 
The Research Question 
What is the relative position of each coping strategy 
in the hierarchy of contribution to cognitive 
development? 
The items of the CSI had been selected from the 
students responses. Students explained how they deal with 
their learning problems, and their natural responses covered 
a wide range of developmental stages of cognitive system. 
This inference was made based upon the score value that each 
coping strategy received in terms of sum of the ratings. It 
is possible to conclude that the CSI has items from the 
lowest to highest degree of contribution to students 
cognitive development. This happened because of the sample 
of subjects with a relatively good distribution of students' 
sexes, age groups, grade levels, and personality types. 
When the coping strategies with the lowest contribution 
to cognitive development were checked with the theoretical 
framework, it was revealed that most of these strategies are 
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located under the "avoidance" category. On the other hand,. 
the coping strategies with the highest contribution to 
cognitive development are under "covert coping strategies" 
such as cognitive planning, self-observation or self-
instruction. 
~ General Conclusions 
An overview of the findings revealed the following 
general conclusions: 
1. Students choose and employ a variety of coping 
strategies not only based upon their personality trait, 
but also based on the options available to them and the 
conditions with which they are faced. Monat & Lazarus 
(1985) also concluded the same concept. The findings 
pertinent to age, sex, GPA, and credit hours proved 
that other factors, rather than personality type, are 
also influential in employment of coping strategy. 
2. Some coping strategies may be considered undesirable 
(i.e., ignorance, withdrawal, .•. ), while they both have 
positive and negative consequences. Sometimes it is 
wise and more appropriate to ignore, for example, a 
learning block than wasting time and energy to overcome 
that block which finally may not be worth it. Conseque-
ntly, the interpretation of individual or group's coping 
strategy should be done with caution. A student may 
utilize a specific coping strategy which might have the 
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least value, as measured in terms of its contribution 
to cognitive development. This student's choice may be 
the best under the condition he/she has had to respond. 
3. Each temperament type had its own preferences in 
selecting and utilizing various coping strategies which 
should not be disparaged by others who have other 
choices. 
4. As students grow they develop their coping strategies 
and they should not be lab led and restricted to some 
specific coping strategies. 
Recommendations 
Recomendations for Practical Application 
Based upon the findings and conclusions of the research 
study, the following recommendations are made: 
1. The nature of human being is complex; he acts or reacts 
through a complicated process which several factors 
simultaneously are involved. The following have been 
recognized as major factors influencing how people 
perceive and react toward a specific situation: their 
nature (here, their temperament type and gender), the 
environment (here, the learning blocks and options 
available to them), and developmental factors (i.e., 
age, credit hours, previous training and experience). It 
is cautioned that the findings of one part of this 
research study should not be used independently from 
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other pertinent factors. 
2. College instructors should revise their courses and 
teaching styles each semester based on the 
characteristics of their new students. (i.e., 
temperament type, age, grade level, sex ... ). For 
example, the instructor should avoid giving assignments 
which require too much remembering to NF students, 
while he/she should provide these students with a 
chance to accomplish those academic projects which they 
are interested in. 
3. The administrators of the Agricultural College should 
utilize the results of this study in developing and 
improving the programs which assist students to adjust 
themselves to the academic environment. For instance, 
the peer counselling program can be more helpful to 
younger students with lower credit hours, while 
institutional sources (instructors) can assist students 
with higher grade level. 
4. Most counselling programs have been designed to help 
students who need more help or so called at high risk 
students'. The findings of this study revealed that 
each individual student, regardless of his/her GPA or 
age, has his/her own learning blocks and coping 
strategies to deal with the blocks. So, the counselling 
programs should emphasize more on the individual 
differences and should consider, for example, low and 
high achiever students at the same time. 
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The following procedure is suggested to counsellors and 
advisors in assisting students: 
a. Identify students' personality or temperament 
types. 
b. Obtain students GPA, number of completed credit 
hours, age and sex. 
c. Determine the students' learning blocks by 
referring to the tables which present the learning 
blocks for each temperament types and GPA. 
d. Make sure that students agree on their learning 
blocks and they are aware of them. 
e. Help students in deciding firmly to overcome their 
own learning blocks. 
f. Choose the appropriate coping strategies from 
related tables for each temperament type. 
g. Compare these coping strategies with those that 
are reported for different age, GPA, sex and grade 
level groups. Select at least 6 coping strategies 
which are in agreement with above mentioned 
criteria. 
h. Check the selected coping strategies with the 
table which presents ranked coping strategies (for 
contribution to the students cognitive 
development) and choose 3 to 5 of the selected 
coping strategies which have higher level of 
contribution to cognitive development. 
i. Present the final list of coping strategies to 
students and ask them to employ more than one 
coping strategy and report their progress. 
Recommendations for Further Study 
This research study may have contributed to the body 
of knowledge, but there is still a great need to clarify 
other aspects of learning blocks and pertinent coping 
strategies. In this regard, the following recommendations 
for further study are provided: 
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1. The sample size of students participated in both lear-
ning block and coping strategy studies was small and did 
not allow the application of some statistical analyses, 
for example, to find interactions. There is a need to 
repeat this study with a larger sample size in future. 
2. The list of learning blocks included only fifteen items 
which seems small. By virture of the original list of 
learning blocks and those expressed by students (both 
are available at Appendices A through D) a new 
instrument with more items should be developed to 
measure students' learning blocks. 
3. This study did not address those students who could not 
survive and dropped out. Those students might have had 
, ' , 
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differenct learning blocks and coping strategies than 
those who survived. It is highly recommended to extend 
this study toward drop outs. 
4. An experimental design should be conducted to measure 
the effectiveness of each coping strategy. 
5. The paper-pencil (self-report) approach was applied in 
data collection in this study. Another study should be 
conducted, by utilizing natural observation and 
interview approaches, to reduce students' possible 
bias. 
6. A scoring system or scale for the Coping Strategy 
Inventory should be developed. This would help to 
communicate the results of CSI under different 
conditions. 
a 
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, 
Dear Dr. 
146 
Ootober 22, 1987 
We are oonduoting a study on students' learning st11ss in tbe 
Agrioultural College, UN-L. The first part of thi •• tudy 
deals with the aoademic diffioulties whioh freshman students 
oonfront. Your·.experienoe of teaohing these students would be 
very helpful to us by listing 2 _ 3 of those learning blooks 
whioh you have seen mostly from freshmen. Learning blook 
oould be any learning diffioulty whioh inhibits or slows the 
students' learning prooess. 
We would greatly appreoiate your oooperation. Please let us 
know if you need more information in this regard. 
H.I'!.sein Zamani 
~D--<""'<-' 
Ph D Student 
301 ag hall 
8in!!."rel~ I\,urs 
lCO<.{ 'oP.. J;,.M~ 
Roy 6". DUlon 
pk'of8880r 
· ;: 
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EXAMPLES OF LEARNING BLOCKB 
St.udent has tnJub 1 eo in: 
1. Hi:il.ndlinq qUl~stil1ns r-equirinq cCHnpar-ison o'f differemt c:anCE!pts 
2. Making inferences 
3. Organizil1g the information that he remembers 
4. Competing with his classmates 
5. Relating new ideas to similar ideas 
6. Stopping daydreaming during Iearnirlq activities 
7. Looking ,for" reasons behind the facts 
8. Toler-atinq enough tu work through practice excerc.i.ses or sample 
prob 1 E~ms 
9. Getting hilnsalf begin studing 
10. Decidinq on conflicts between the in"formation obt.odrH,::Ocl fro/ll 
dif·fs,ent sour-c.€! 
11. Knowinq what t,o do with the mat.erials he does not understand 
12. Concentrat.inq very well when he is studyinq or listf.~ning 
13. Asking quastions or assistance, or making mistakes 
14. Submitting paper or class project on time 
15. Managing (]r allocating his time on different learning activities 
16. Assessing his progress in learning activities 
17. Cnpinq with courses which is not. interest.ed in 
19. Accept.inq 
needs sCHnebody 
things 
more 
el £H~ 
responsibility to plan and work by hinlself; he 
(teachel") tell him BNactly what and how to de.l 
20. Under-st.anding basic concepts 
21. F'n;?parinq himself for BHam 
APPENDIX B 
Cover Letter,List of Learning Blocks, & 
Learning Styles By Temperaments 
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De~w Dr. Nov.. 4th, .t 1:/137 
1. We need to select 4 - 8 learning blocks from the attached list. 
What are those Ieiarninq blocks whi(:h seem to you i:,\G the m,,,jor 
pr"oblems in learning process for- fr"8Shmen? 
2. Please indicate fcu'" each If:?an1ing block one Dr mor-e tE"~mpel'"'ament 
type o·f learners who seem have that learning pr"oblem. 
?) li5it c)f E~ach temperament's ch.:wacteristics is attac:hed, too. 
Plr2ase v·wita SP, Sd, NT, 01'" NF in f-ront of each le~rning block. 
3. We wi 11 met~t tomDFTOw .- Nov. 5 th , at 1(l} in c:onfen3nce room. 
Thank you very much. 
Sincerely Yours 
HQssein Zaman! 
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20. Failul'"'e t.o sever ties with previC.l\.ls activit.iE's such as 4-H, 
far-rni.flQ activities or high school activities such as atheletics. 
I· 
LEARNING SlYLES BY TEHPERHENT 
152 
SP Learning style 
1. Hungers for action and freedom to act 
2. Chnracteri!:ltics - performer, player, adventurer, fun loving 
3. Usual c),Assroom does not fit unique IeaTnillg style 
4. Needs physical involvement, hands-an-experience 
5. Needs activity, competition 
6. Likes media presentatIons 
7. Rebels against close supervision - instructors are something to outwit 
8. Snrne clas.'noom routine leadR to absenteeism alld acting up 
9. Chooses mu~ic, drama, aTt, crafts, mechanics construction - anything active 
10. If not kept active may he disruptive 
11. Traditional Rehool technology of little appeal - drop out early 
12. Paper and pencil work dendly 
13. Homework is almost futile 
l~. If genuinely liked will be most cooperative arid liked by otller students 
SJ LEARNING STYLE 
1. Relates well to tnulitional clasr::room nutl the SJ teAcher 
.2. Values of teacher accepted - study habits, homework, teacher's directions 
3. L1.ke workbooks 
II. Need structure, learn best when lesson Is presented sequentially in increments 
5. Needs clear directions 
6. Does not thrive on long term independent projects 
7. Likes disctlssi.on less than NF's 
8. Responds best in writillg 
9. lJependabJlity di.ssolves when asked to speculAte, invent, improvise 
10. Ttlrives on stability 
NT LEARNING STYLE 
1. Nust know all they should know, list of shoulJ-knows is endless 
2. Independent learner, llkes to pursue insp.iratiofls 
3. nlY put off writing findillgs 
It. Nay not complete hOfnework 
5. Nay be a loner in class - only one NT per cl<lsS 
6. Intellectual NT's need help appreciating other qualities b(>side intelligence, 
I. E. social sldlls 
7. Oblivious to other's feelillgs 
8. N('ed~ help esttlhlishing priorities,espcci<llJ), recreation 
9. lias built-in-sel.f-doubting system, needs cotlRtnllt success experiences 
NF LEARNING STYLE 
1. h'ants to be ."Idlllself" liS we]] n~ "sollJl>body" 
2. Sarcasm or ridicule is Ufl\ ... !S(' llnd cru(d 
3. Thrives 011 recognition, caring, personal lIttentioll 
II. Needs personal feedback on papers 
5. Likes discussion method, role p]nying 
6. INrls may be Rhy, need encotlr<lgem('nt to Rocinli7.C 
7. Cooper<ltiotl rather than eompetition Rpeaks to NF 
8. Self competitive and willing to Rhar(> 
9. Enjoys subj('cts focusing Oil p('ople> 
10. 1.il':c8 dCm(\Cr.:ltlc cJ<lSS)"(loru 
11. Rf'spons:f.ve to teachers who nrc I'lcl':<'pl·,ing, verbalizE' rp('(lgrdtlon, individunliz€ 
instr-uctlon. 
.2 
a 
APPENDIX C 
Learning Blocks Measurement 
Dear UNL student, 154 
The Department of Agrioultural Eduoation oontinually studies the learning 
styles of students in order to make your oollege years eaeier and more 
meaningful. The present study 18 an attempt to determine the major learning 
problems whioh students faoe and how they deal with them. 
The enolosed survey was designed : 
1. To determine· those major learning blooks or problems whioh you had 1n your 
first year education at the oollege. 
2. To determine how you tried to deal with thoee learning blooks. 
Your response will be a great contribution to the improvement ot the 
teaohing / learning prooess at this oollege. PleBse take a few minutes and 
oomplete the enolosed 8urvey • 
........... " .............................. . 
HOW TO ANSWER, 
1. On the next page there is a list of 15 learning blooks whioh were 
reoognized 85 the most oommon problems in students' learning. Please read and 
then rate them as: 
"a" ONE OR" HORE OF THE HOSY CRITICAL OR SERIOUS PROBLEHS WHICH YOU HAD LAST 
YEAR; 
"b" ONE OR HORE OF THOSE LEARNING BLOCKS WHICH YOU HAD BUT NOT SERIOUSLY; AND 
"0" ONE OR HaRE OF THOSE LEARNING BLOCKS WHICH YOU ~HINK THEY WERE NOT 
PROBLEHS FOR YOU. 
Each learning block should reoeive only one of the ratings B, b, or o. 
2. On the third page, select 3 of the most important learning blocks, whioh 
you rated as "a". Then, write their order number from that list on the lines 
provided in the first column and respond to the rest of the table. 
Your response will be strictly confidential. Thank you for your assistanoe. 
Hossein Zamani 
Graduate Student 
301 Ag. Hall 
Sinoerely, 
Roy D. Dillon 
Professor 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please oomplete the information below, then proceed to page 2. 
Name 
-------------------. 
SS# 
Numb~r of credit hours you will have oompleted by the end of this semester __ 
I.our latest GPA • Age ____ _ 
HBfe"yoU taken Myers - Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI): Yes __ No __ If yes what 
is Your type 
L. 
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LIST OF LEARNING BLOCKS 
2 
please read this list Bnd rate them 8S following: 
"a" FOR THE HQID'. SERIOUS LBARNING PROBLEMS YOU HAD LAST YEAR; 
"b" FOR NORMAL LEARNING PROBLEMS; AND 
"0" FOR THOSE WHICH ARE HQI RELATED TO YOU. 
write your responses in the paranthesis in front of eaoh item. 
----------Rating li.2... 
It was diffioult for me 
1. To implement good study habit •• 
) 2. To a~k questions or assistanoe, 
3. To attend 01ass8s regularly. 
4. To handle Questions requiring oomparison of different oonoepts. 
( 5. To lOok for reasons behind the faots. 
) 6. To manage or allocate my time on different learning activities. 
) 7. To cope with oourses which I WBS not interested in. 
) 8. To remember facts • 
) 9. To forget those academic activltes which were not required but I 
WBS interested in doing them. 
10. To set a reasonable expectation from myself. 
) 11. To deal with coursee with overwhelming details. 
12. To oommunioate effeotively, either verbally or in the written 
form. 
13. To draw oonc1usions. If the answer was nct in the book, it became 
very diffiou1t for me to acoept it. 
1~. To deal with questions which have no olear-out anewer. 
15. To know what to do with the materials I did not understand. 
Please indicate other learning problem(s) which you had last year • 
.> 16. To 
) 17. To 
) 18. To 
! 
please 1) 
which you 
to eaoh of 
156 
3 
write In the first oolumn the number of the th~ learning blooks 
picked 8S your .!DQp.J:._ serious problems ("a" category). 2) resp.ond 
the 3 learning blooks In oolumns 2 and 3. 
2 3 
..,-;-___ -::=:-::-::~~ ___ _:77---;-_:__:__._;_;_--_r::::_:_7__;_:_:_-__:------
order number of HoW did you deal with What will you do about 
learning blook the problem last year? th!~ problem 1n future? 
-----------1--------------------
1. __ 
2. __ 
3. __ 
APPENDIX D 
New List of Learning Blocks 
Expressed By Students 
if 
THE NEW L.EARN I NG BL()C~'::S 
EXPHESSED BY STLJDENTB THf~fJU(3H THE F' I RST ["';UHVEY 
1. Working with the professors who do not tlave time to be 
contacted or who would not hG"1lp stud(;mt~;. 
2. VaqlJeness in lectures 
3. Lack of extra materials or referenc:es 
158 
4. UndE!,stand what. the pr"ofessor" actual 1 y wanti nq out. Q·f papE!r-S CW' 
assigned projects 
5. Working with the professors who do not have any sense of 
students' pr-oblem!;;; ()1~ social and c:ultLwal activities 
6. Handling the load of £1chool wor-k ; biOllanc:inq these works with 
coll€;:oge life 
7. O •• ling with huge classes whe •• it is na •• ly Impossible to get 
to know the instructor 
8. Setting goals 
9. Dealing with outside pressures; plarlning tile futlJre instead of 
studying 
1~. Handling strass situations; paper due, tests, grades ••• 
11. Comparing facts and theory 
12. Using math concepts 
1~::'. War-king simultanously on two or- more tasks; studying for two 
tests on the same day. 
14. Do not know heM to get back on the track when getting lost. 
15. Following concepts not clearly out.lined £~ither vel~bc .. \lly or 
written 
16. Understanding the instructors who can not. communicate cl[~arly 
17. Reading the text book assignment. 
18. Delying homework 
19. StlJdying after working; physically tired 
2~. Procrastination 
, 
, 
, 
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APPENDIX E 
Pool of Coping Strategies 
in Dealing with Learning Blocks 
CUP ING STfi(.\TEGIFCi 
~. Slept irlstead of qOirlq to tile class and stlJdyinq 
4. Duit e;.:tr'acurTir::l\l~J.l~ i,Ktivitif:05 
~; Golvp t,hEe pn1blefTl by myself 
6. Nothinq 
7. For-ced lTIysel'f to do it.; it is my job ~,o .T shOllid do it 
n. (3Di 11" t" the beachm-
9. Askinq from classmates 
10. Strllqqlirlq thr01JQh it 
11. Avoid taking cl •• s •• Which are not intera.tad in 
12. ~3tudy ot:hel~ 801_II~ces of irlformatiorl to qet: t.tle wlloIe pictllre 
1::::, Tr'yinq t.o mE!mDr-i.~~E' f;.:~r.:t,s 
14. Keepir'lq ifl mind i:hat tllose courses are ~art [Jf a valuabJe 
education 
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15. [levellJp an attiturle that all my class have somettlirlq to offer" me 
,16. ("~~kil'1q t.hf~ j,nst.f"\,,\(:trw· the br,;?!:it: way to lei::wn the CCll.lr"Se c:ont.f,:>nt 
17. I could rmt dr.",j with it 
18. Studyin~l lorlqer hOllrs 
19. l-r'ying to pick out the hiqhligtlts 
20. (~~:;kinl.1 hf:!Ip ff"nm fl"'iend!'.'j \t~ho Ilad this C:OUr"f::ie befClt"e 
21, Did not acrept tt'le f~r:t wlliet, cOllld not urldet"star1d its corlcept 
22. Settirlq priClrities of activities 
23. Rer:lllcinq activities 
2'1, 1 don' t. knCJ\t~ 
26. r~er)eat ; rGview mC)r8 ; rewrite 
ZI. F'OCt.1S on impcwt.ant pclints 
28. Mal~e it !simple ,For myself 
:;::f? f.'l an C"Ii ei,:H:l of tj, ml~~ 
:::,(1). (.)r·,;kinq t:,hf~ i,\I,lthot"'ities Dr' knC)wlE"qE~able per'sjon 
::::'1. (\ni,"\ly;::inq till:! !5it.(,latiClf1 
~. Looking 'For possihilities 
33. (]ettirln away fr"orn my ·fr"iends 
34. 60jr19 tn the library; to not be distr"acted 
35. I wi,II tell myself tl1at. I should be illter"8sted in ever"yt:hirlQ 
l-'"lhich de,,,.ls wit.h my E!cJucat.i.DTl 
36. TI-yil1q more ttl finll the answers 
~;'7" Cr"am beforf.~ tE',~tf;l 
:.~:B. Tr"'1i. 1'1(,1 t.o ~5t:.udy i:":lhead 
39. Doinq nly best 
40. SettirlCl neJ ex~)ectatiorl 
41. Tel(irlq mar-a writirlq COurses 
·W.? Tal::inq meWf:;) ~;pef·?c:h CCll.WSes 
-1:.:::, Tr'yinq to mi,;lke it interl':::>!5tinl,"J 
'l4. Th:tnkinq about my fu1:\JI'"'e need,~ and (:;:\r'ef?I'" 
4'5" F'r'E'p,U" i n~,l nClt.E-~ct\1'"·ds 
'1-6 .. Lon£;idE~r":i.f\q <',Ill pc)5~;ihlf.'~ .3.ns,wer·s, and a!.':;kinl;l tt'le i.n~"'>tn .. \ctnl'" t"Jhj c:h 
Clflio;> i S CClr" I'" ~,:,:>c t. 
47. F'r"epar'irlq tllR outlines 
48. Tryinq to krlow p80ple (frierlds or instructorl tlefore askirlq For 
t'Hlp 161 
49, Dluf'finq my way 
50. Setting qo~15 -!:or myself 
~,):!.. rr"yinq to impr'ovt,·! my ~>tudy h;::~bit:.~; 
'52. {HJoc;'Itinq fllOr"p, ti.me ,few thoSE-? t,.lsk \tlhich I h,"Vf'~ pl'"ob.l(2m 
:',';n. 
61..1. 
6,1 " 
() :.::~ . 
6::~:. 
64 .. 
6t:~ • 
6]. 
1:)0 .. 
69. 
-; ((1.. 
71. 
7':::'" 
7!~ ~ 
7~_"i • 
76. 
n. 
70. 
r7. 
(Hi:1. 
UI" 
B? 
E!.~~; • 
04. 
B~:;. 
H6. 
! Doking for eHcitenler'lt:. to keep irlterest:. in the class 
(~;,;ki.nq qt.lE!"~ti(]r15 ft·Dm tns;1:r"uc:tor outSi.dE.~ the c:l,OIf,;s 
Uni nq my bf,~st. 
rr-vinq to r';::'It..iClni0\.lizf::! Hlcwe eFfecti.vely ;;ilnd fiql.lr·'(.~ nut pr-oblems 
that: !1,,·\VI2 mC1l'"e th;,\n Of1f,-:! 50.1 ut:..i.on. 
nl:d vi nq on p'~,:p{~r-i enc.e; it i. 5 the best tf'!iH::heY' 
Lookinq +(JI~' lOClic: and 1",,\1::iClni?le fOI'" unint.Rr·(,~:c;t.8d -I:.,,:c\~.;!~.''; 
Motjv~te myself with SPA 
Fnl. 1 nl/~i. nq up the r-emi'l,y-ks by 1:1'11;:" te"u:tl(:;)r- e1. theY" i. n c 1. ~";,,,, 
c:li",cl,I,,,,,;,i.un or" p.l~:;e in priv.;~·t{", 
Drop tl,e cOllrse wtlich its illst,rLlctor is poor 
i"r·i'.lnS',ferTinq to anDt.hr::~r· :irH~t:.i.t.t.lt:ion; univer·sit.y 
f~irldinq something in the CCIJrSe which irlterests m~ ~rld trying to 
()O fn:)frl t.hel'"e 
~1~lte Rpplication (~f [leW krlcwlRdge; apply it to son1ett'lirlq I did 
undF:~I'"f:5tand 
Orqanizirlq t~le activities; making a calancJer of responsibilities; 
d\ll,~ time 
(,<11'"' i t i nq t.h i nqS', down t.o not f 01'"" qf.~t. what ~';houl d I do 
Tape rec[)r"ding the lecture 
Stnrtirlq 8arJy to stlJdy 
Motivating rnyself 
nf:':~adi nq the ~',U,nHn,,~1'"" i e!S i. rH;t.':':"cn:1 U'l('~ whol e hook 
"(,?<~,d f-~ac::h rd qht 
Heduce w<~tc:hinq TV 
Attack th8 [Jroblen1 sooner when it is first o'Fferod te' "10 
I)rillirlq myself over ttle task 
keep attending ~la5ses regularly 
Cominq to t.he cl.a!3r,:; with npen mind; me(,~tinq eli f-fE:l'''C-?Il't f.H:O'oplt'? ;01.n(j 
riiF'ferpnt thinos whict'l may not fit me 
Dc·?comi n(~ mew!':! i nv01 vl~!d wi th c:: 1 <'::\s~;e::~ 
Dr"Ofl tt,e (:Ollr-S8 that its instructor is forsiqn ar'ld ~an rlot talk 
c:l. E'al'" I v 
Gtudy hE'.'-for"f" tt)e .1 ab~; 
t'lnt:i,v,""t£~rI myspl-f by t.alki.ng to E~)-:cited ~;t.l\dents in thp c]as;;s 
~\51<irlq qirl'fr'iend/bayfriend far help 
I SD1'-t. t.hi,nqs~ out:. by myself 
RecilJCe class loa(j 
Shar'p ideas and ttl0lJght in class 
Lf2i'-'wninq tD ~;pe<1k up wh€m rc;Qmet!11.nQ f1ej.~ds t:lic~1~i.-fi.f2d 
Tr'yjrHl not to r"~C:H'lcent.'.r"at:.e ;;(") much on the books, but: <',\1so u~;e 
c.omll1on sense 
8/. 'rr'yinq to look at thirlQs from a broad ~)oint o'r view 
88. Trying to think logically about the matter and find ~ way around 
it 
13(:? L.~'!cll··n to a~,;k q\.,\ps-,t,ions in t.he cLC\~',s 
(j:~u1. Gointl bl,::'ycmd thl~ -fii\Ct.!;; 
91. f:lchedulinQ my c:l<,·\r;;s("",~~ IlltJr'E:! c:an,dully; not wit.h fcW"eiqrls 
9:::" Li::d:,!':!nilltl mCWE? car-efulJ.y 
9:~~;. Di",c) pJ j nf,~ mVS"'f~l r 
(74. Developirtq l~arninq skills 
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q;:;" Cho()si nC) tIH'~ :,~UbjE!C.tS whi ell I am st.r-on9 j n i:\nd not. .,"':udyi nq the 
ot,h(;:I~~:; 
96. I iking it. to slide WittlOIJt doirlg arlything 
97. Relate w~lat I lJnderstand to what I cll:) not 1,111der'stanlj 
(lEI. Ut:,urJy whilE.' it. is nE'E'ci!:;)d 
99. Vi5lJalizing the l:oflterlt 
101.:,. DC) not:. pr"cJcr"astinat.e 
1(iJ1. CDol,H.;.>r'i:\t:f·~ wit.h the in~:;tn,.lct.ar-~:; Dr ·U.'Js 
102. Talk to the irlstructor (In a one 1:0 oris t)~sis 
1~~. l-rying te) know what the teact,er wants 
11.:"14. Poinq th(2 shc:wtest t.hinCJ!;:' -fir"!::;t. thr:m cuncE>ntr-.:\t:.:i.nq on th€:~ ] nnqE'I" 
a~;~:d qnm(·~\Il1:.s 
105. Not sf(ip the classes 
106. Stlldyinq with a frienej 
107. Trying t:o filld my own IDsr"ning problems 
1013. BI'·oi:1dr.,minq Illy hOI .... izE!flS 
109. Ctlecltirlq Illy work by applying several ~lF'Oced\Are5 
ll((). Gettin!] thii! mCJE;t UI'"('l(?nt C1f;5ls1 qnrnent'O:. donf~ fir-'st 
111. [10 not t1esitat:e with ally rr"oblems 
ll:<~. nE~c:nVf::!r' a'ft-_E:'~r- v~Dl~k befor'e st.~u ... t.inq studyinq; f!mOI.H]1'l I'-f:!,~,;t few rnOI"f? 
st:tldY 
113. Prayed ,for gt~idance 
114. f;l Lt:.inC) in f,·r.:Jnt. Q·f t_he c:la~;;s to ,'educe di~:d:r-ac:t.ions 
11~). Tr'y:inq tl:) knfJ~';I mara in dept.h; wh.:;\t ]::; behind theso facts 
116. 'falk to T As more 
117. Takinq das,,,,,, .. it.h +e"",," P"ClP.\". 
liB. Uuit:. comp1..:.Il.ninl] 
119. Tryinq to learn t.he materials at the tinle tlley ar"e tatJutlt 
120. flo n(~t hesitate to confront a teacher tCl find out exactlv how he 
warlts ttlir1CJs done 
1:.~~1.. I .. Clwer··inq t.tH'~ t;;'I:-:pfzc:t.at.:i.on :it is not possihle to get A in alJ 
COUI'"SH!:, 
12.2. Doinq thf: fIl0!':?,t. ill\l1\f~dii,\tE~ tlClmf;!vJ[.wks fir~~t:. 
.12:::;. ·rr"yi.nq to philosophizE' t.h~~ m,ij,t(;:,II~i.al.~; 
124. i)t~velopin~:J thE? biClckqn:lund of the m;~tf2r'icLl~s c.lr)d pr-obl(.;!m:'.' 
125. Looking For {)ther r8S01JrCeS 
12b. E;t-.uri'li.nq wit:,h other" fr··i.ends; :it. hE.'Ip to 'find nut Dt.hf?r· points. 
127. 13o:i110 with the flow 
128. (;etting flalp from the others only whet' r realy can't solve ttl~ 
pl'"ob 1. f2m 
129. ra~;il,g the boring classes in summer 
130. Atteneji.nq (nore the cla~ise5 
APPENDIX F 
Theoretical Framework For Classification 
Coping strategies 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
OF 
COPING STRATEGIES 
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When students face a learning block (a problematic situation 
in academic area which hinders or slow their learning) they 
try to cope with the situation. coping covers a wide range 
of activities or attempts which help students to deal with 
learning blocks. Classification of coping strategies 
provides a theoretical framework that enhance understanding, 
interpreting, and communicating the students' behavior more 
formally and effectively. The following classification of 
coping strategies, dealing only with learning blocks, groups 
all coping strategies into 2 categories. Then, each category 
includes several subcategories. 
I. Avoidance Confrontation 
Avoidance confrontation refers to behaviors that terminate 
or remove the possibility of an unpleasant consequences 
without facing or dealing with learning blocks. Avoidance 
consists of the following subcategories: 
A. Ignorance. Not paying attention to the learning blocks. 
B. Passive Acceptance. Giving up any effort in dealing 
with learning blocks. 
C. Withdrawal. withdrawing from some course of action. 
D. Attentional Diversion. Diverting attention from 
learning block to positive external or 
internal events. 
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II. Confrontation Strategies 
Confrontation strategies refers to those behaviors or 
responses which help students to face and deal with learning 
blocks. There are two main categories: "covert", within-
organism coping strategies and "overt", action-oriented 
coping strategies: 
A. Covert Coping Strategies. The category of covert coping 
strategies that occur within the organism are not 
directly observable (Houston, 1987). The following 
groups of coping strategies are employed by 
students in dealing with their problems: 
1. Cognitive Planning. Cognitive planning involves 
mental formulations for dealing with learning 
blocks. 
2. Self-instruction. Student give himself/herself 
instructions to deal with learning blocks. 
3. Self-Efficacy Belief. Self-efficacy belief refers 
to students' beliefs about their own ability that 
they can perform what needs to be done to overcome 
the learning blocks. 
4. Covert Help-Seeking. Help-seeking refers to the 
attitude that outside help is required to overcome 
learning difficualties. 
5. Self-Observation. Students observe, monitor and 
evaluate their own belavior in dealing with 
learning blocks. 
6. Relaxation. Relaxation is the casting off of 
nervous tension; it is feeling of calmness. 
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7. Desensitization. Desensitization is an attempt to 
reduce negative sensitivity toward learning tasks. 
8. -Rehearsing. Rehearsing refers to thinking about all 
things that could happen in a problematic 
situation. 
9. Modeling. Modeling is observing and imitating 
someone else's performance in dealing with 
learning blocks. 
10. Self-Reinforcement. Self-reinforcement involves 
the self-administration of rewards, in symbolic or 
actual terms, contingent on performing a desired 
response. 
11. Reinterpretation. Reinterpretation is an attempt 
which helps to reduce negative feeling by 
reinterpreting learning blocks or one's coping 
capacities. 
12. Self-contracting. Self-contracting refers to the 
commitment that students make to deal with their 
learning blocks. 
13. Information-seeking. Students search their memories 
or think back to a similar situation in the past 
» 
to draw information as to how to cope with the 
present situation. 
14. Self-Regulation. It is managing one's own 
attention, memory and thoughts to deal with 
learning blocks. 
15. Prioritizing. Prioritizing is the rearrangement of 
activities that should be performed in dealing 
with learning blocks. 
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16. Persistence. Persistence is the attitude of 
refusing to give up when facing a learning block, 
but continuing working firmly to deal with that 
problem. 
B. Overt Coping Strategies. Overt coping strategies, or 
action-oriented coping responses, refer to those 
behaviors that can be directly observed. Students, by 
virtue of these strategies, try to modify (alter or 
eliminate) the physical or psychological situation in 
which learning blocks occur. This category of coping 
strategies includes the following groups: 
1. Information Seeking. Students try to search for 
necessary information from the environment 
(physical or social) that help planning and 
consequently dealing with learning blocks. 
2. Actions on Social Environment. These are the actions 
that are employed to modify the influence of other 
people upon learning blocks. The following 
subgroups are considered for this group of coping 
strategies: 
a. Disposition. Disposition or isolation refers to 
the behavior which students apply to set apart 
themselves from others when troubled. 
b. Overt Help-Seeking. Students may seek and ask 
assistance from a friend, teacher, or 
professional to deal with learning blocks. 
3. Actions on Physical Environment. These coping 
strategies are those action-oriented behaviors 
that serve to modify the physical environment in 
which learning blocks occur. One's body also is 
included as a feature of physical environment. The 
following subgroups are considered here: 
a. Actions on Space. Students try to change the 
place of learning activities. 
b. Time Management. By virtue of time management, 
students try to deal with learning blocks. 
c. Actions on Materials & Means. Students apply 
variety of materials, alternate tools and 
means, or modify them to deal with learning 
blocks. 
d. Influencinq upon Activities. Students try to 
modify, employ or adjust those activities that 
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help to deal with learning blocks. 
4. Circumvention the Learning Block. When something or 
someone is responsible for a learning block, a 
coping possibility is to go around or circumvent 
that learning block. Here, students actively 
decide the occurance of learning tasks in time or 
space to reduce the severity of learning blocks. 
5. Enhancing Coping Resources. This category involves 
enhancing one's capacities to cope with learning 
blocks. 
Zk 
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APPENDIX G 
Coping strategies Under Their 
Theoretical Framework 
A. Ignorance. 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
OF 
COPING STRATEGIES 
I. Avoidance-Confrontation 
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i.e.: When I am faced with a difficulty in my learning 
task, I try to forget the task. 
B. Passive Acceptance. 
i.e.: When I cannot solve my learning problems, I 
frankly confess that I cannot deal with them. 
Even when I cannot do anything about my learning 
activities, I prefer to not complain. 
C. withdrawal. 
i.e.: I tend to Postpone unpleasant or difficult 
learning tasks even if I could perform them 
immediately. 
I easly drop the courses which I am not 
interested in 
D. Attentional Diversion. 
i.e.: When a learning problem is bothering me, I try to 
do something pleasant to me such as sleeping or 
going to the movie. 
II. Confrontation Strategies 
A. Covert Coping Strategies. 
1. COgnitive Planning. 
i.e.: I usually plan to overcome the difficulties 
which arise in my learning activities. 
When I am faced with a difficult learning 
task, I try to approach its solution in a 
systematic way. 
2. Self-instruction. 
i.e.: I usually speak up in the classroom when I 
believe something needs to be clarified for 
me. 
3. Self-Efficacy Belief. 
i.e.: I rely on my own experiences and ability in 
----------------------............... _IIi, 
dealing with learning problems. 
4. Covert Help-Seeking. 
i.e.: I usually pray when I want to have my 
learning problems solved. 
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When I overcome a difficulty in my studies, I 
expect somebody else (instructor, parents or 
..• ) to praise my effort. 
I usually need outside help to get rid of 
difficult problems in my learning activities. 
5. Self-Observation. 
i.e.: I usually observe and evaluate my own 
progress in overcoming the learning 
difficulties. 
6. Relaxation. 
i.e.: Whenever I have a difficult problem, I try to 
overcome it by getting more rest, exercising, 
or performing relaxation techniques. 
7. Desensitization. 
i.e.: I tell myself to not hesitate with any 
problem and this technique works well for me. 
I suggest to myself to not worry about 
others' reactions if I ask questions of 
instructors. 
Rehearsing. 
i.e.: I often define my own learning difficulties 
in clear terms. 
Modeling. 
i.e.: When I am faced with a difficult learning 
problem, I usually observe the successful 
students and try to get some hints and 
lessons from them. 
Self-Reinforcement. 
i.e.: I treat myself with something (candy, 
movie, ... ) whenever I overcome a difficult 
learning problem. 
I usually reinforce myself verbally for being 
able to deal with learning problems. 
Reinterpretation. 
-----------
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i.e.: When I have to do a boring learning activity, 
I motivate myself by thinking about the 
reward that I will receive once I am 
finished. (the reward might be a good grade 
or a better job in future •.• ). 
12. Self-Contracting. 
i.e.: I always set goals and expectations for 
myself in dealing with learning problems. 
13. Information-seeking. 
i.e.: When I have a learning problem, I try to get 
to know the people (instructor, peer 
students, ... ) who I want to ask questions or 
to go for help. 
14. Self-Regulation. 
i.e.: Studying on a regular basis has helped me to 
overcome the difficulties in my learning 
tasks. 
Skipping the class causes me learning 
problems, so I try to attend more classes 
regularly. 
15. Prioritizing. 
i.e.: I usually get the most urgent assignments 
done first. 
First of all I prefer to do the shortest 
things then start with the things which take 
me more time. 
16. Persistence. 
i.e.: When there is a difficult learning task, I do 
not give up; I drill myself over the material 
and work harder. 
I work through problems, read through notes 
or rewrite course material, as a repetition 
method to cope with learning problems. 
B. Overt Coping Strategies. 
1. Information Seeking. 
i.e.: When I have a learning problem, I try to get 
to know the people (instructor, peer 
students, ..• ) who I want to ask questions or 
d 
to go for help. 
2. Actions on Social Environment. 
a. Disposition. 
i.e.: I easily get away from friends when they 
distract (disturb) my concentration on a 
certain learning activity. 
b. Overt Help-Seeking. 
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i.e.: When I need help I talk to the instructor 
on a one-to-one basis (mostly out of the 
classroom). 
I prefer to talk to the teaching assistant 
rather than going directly to the 
instuctor. 
I feel more comfortable in getting help 
from friends or classmates than from 
instructor or TA. 
I try to work with one or more friends to 
overcome my learning problems. 
3. Actions on Physical Environment. 
a. Actions on Space. 
i.e.: I usually sit at a specific place in the 
classroom to be able to concentrate more. 
I usually go to the library to get rid of 
distracting factors. 
b. Time Management. 
i.e.: I usually make a calendar of responsibili-
ties and due dates to succeed in learning 
activities. 
Sometimes I see that the a scheduled time 
of learning activities causes me problems, 
so I try to change the time I study. 
I usually start as early as possible to 
study and work on my learning tasks. 
I allocate enough time to deal with 
difficult learning tasks. 
I always cram before tests. 
s. 
c. Actions on Materials & Means. 
i.e.: When a learning task is boring, I try to 
use a variety of resources or 
possibilities (books, journals, or human 
resources •.. ) 
d. Influencing upon Activities. 
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i.e.: When I am faced with a learning problem, I 
reduce my extracurricular activities. 
I usually try to keep myself physically in 
good shape to deal better with learning 
problems. 
Whenever I have a difficult problem, I try to 
overcome it by getting more rest, exercising, 
or performing relaxation techniques. 
4. Circumvention the Learning Block. 
i.e.: When I am faced with a bothering or difficult 
course, I try to take it in another time such 
as summer. 
I prefer small classes for difficult courses. 
5. Enhancing Coping Resources. 
i.e.: when I am faced with a learning difficulty, I 
try to improve my study habits, for example, 
by listening more carefully or visualizing 
the content or underlining. 
When I find a solution for a learning 
problem, I use that solution over and over to 
master the behavior. 
APPENDIX H 
Face Validity Form for 
Coping Strategy Inventory 
i 
"i-nM 
Dear Validation Reviewer: 
The attached instrument is designed 
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March 5, 1988 
to measure students' coping 
strategy. It is necessary to be surB that Bach item a) describes a 
situation that could be experienced by a wide range of students, b) is 
comprehensible, and 0) t'oflects an effective use of coping strategy. 
Please, on the lellJ.i.J:L~ of the instrument, check OK for items which 
seem meet these criteria; NR for items Wllich Need Revision; and DE for 
those items which should be Deleted. Your suggestions are truely 
welcomed. 
Thanks for your assistance. 
Sincerely Yours 
Jio!'lsein Zam",.n! 
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Uj~gQt1Qn - Indicate to what extent you really use each of the following 
techniques in dealing with your learning problems by circling 
N for Never (none of time), 
B for Rarely (25% of time), 
~ for Sometimes (50% of time), 
Q for Often (75% of time), and 
A for Always (100% of time). 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------_. H~~J.~H~~~§_Hg§QQn~§ N __ H __ ~ __ Q __ A 
A. When I am faced with a difficulty in my learning 
activities I prefer to 
OK NR DE 1. Talk to the Teaching Assistant rather than going 
direotly to the instructor. 
Suggestion: 
OK NR DE 2. Take small classes for difficult courses. 
Suggestion: 
OK NR DE 3. Dicipline myself to deal with those problems. 
Suggestion: 
OK NR DE 4. Rely on my own experiences and ability in dealing 
with those problems. 
Suggestion: 
OK NR DE 5. Get help from friends or classmates than from 
instructor or TA. 
Suggestion: 
OK NR DE 6. Not give up and drill myself over the material. 
Suggestion: 
OK NR DE 7. Set goals and expeotations for myself in dealing 
with learning problems. 
Suggestion: 
OK NR DE 8. Speak up 1n the classroom when I believe something 
needs to be clarified for me. 
Suggestion: 
OK NR DE 9. Start· as early as possible to study and wo!'k on my 
learning tasks. 
Suggestion: 
J 
OK Nfl DE 10.Get the most urgent assignments done first. Suggestion: 
OK Nfl DE 11.Work with one or more friends to overcome that 
problem. 
Suggestion: 
OK NR DE 12.Let it go without doing anything. 
Suggestion: 
OK Nfl DE 13.0et more rest, exeroise, Or perform relaxation 
techniques. 
Suggestion: 
OK Nfl DE 14.Study on a regular basis. 
Suggestion: 
B.When I confront a difficulty in my learning 
activities I try to 
OK NR DE 15.Allocate enough time to deal with that problem. 
Suggestion: 
OK NR DE 16.U88 a variety of resources or possibilities (books, 
journals, or human resourcea). 
Suggeation: 
OK NR DE 17.Suggest to myself to not worry about others' 
reactions if I ask questions of instructors. Suggestion: 
OK NR DE l8.Pray to have my problem solved. 
Suggestion: 
OK NR DE 19.Plan to overcome that difficulty. 
Suggestion: 
OK NR DE 20.D:~ipline myself. 
SUggestion: 
OK NR DE 21.Define my own learning difficulty in clear terms. SUggestion: 
OK NR DE 22.Forget that difficult learning task. Suggestion: 
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OK Nfl DE 23.Improve my study habits, rop example, by listening 
more carefully or visualizing the content, or 
underlining, 
Suggestion: 
OK Nfl DE 24.Tell myself to not hesitate with any problem and 
this technique works for me, 
Suggestion: 
OK Nfl DE 25.Get to know the people (instruotor, peer 
students, ••• ) who I want to ask questions or to go 
far help, 
Suggestion: 
OK NR DE 26.Approach its solution in a systematic way, 
Suggestion: 
OK NR DE 27.0bserve the successful students and get some hints 
and lessons from them. 
Suggestion: 
OK NR DE 28.Get more information to develop a sound background 
to deal with that problem (l.e., taking extra 
courS9S ••• ). 
Suggestion: 
OK NR DE 29.DO the shortest things first, then I start with the 
Suggestion: 
things which take me more time. 
OK NR DE 30.Make a calendar of responsibilities and due date to 
Suggestion: 
succeed in learning activities. 
OK NR DE 31.0bserve and evaluate my own progress in overcoming 
the learning difficulties. 
Suggestion: 
OK NR DE 32.Mot!vate myself by thinking about the reward that I 
receive once I am finished (the reward might be a 
good grade or a better job in future ••• ). 
Suggestion: 
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OK Nfl DE 33.Keep myself physically in good shape to deal better 
with learning problems. Suggestion: 
OK NR DE 34.Talk to the instructor on a one to one basis 
(mostly out of the classroom). Suggestion: 
C.When r see myself able to deal with my learning 
problems I prefer 
OK Nfl DE 35.Somebody else (instructor, parenta, ••• ) to praise 
my effort. 
Suggestion: 
OK Nfl DE 36.To treat myself with something (candy, movie, ••• ) Suggestion: 
OK NR DE 37.To reinforoe myself verbally. Suggestion: 
D. 
OK NR DE 38.I usually go to the library to get rid of 
distracting factors. 
Suggestion: 
OK NR DE 39.I usually need outside help to get rid of difficult 
problems in my learning activities. Suggestion: 
OK Nfl DE 40.Skipping the class causes me learning problems, ao 
I try to attend more classes regularly. Suggestion: 
OK Nfl DE 41.Even when I cannot do anything about my learning 
activities, I prefer to not complain. Suggestion: 
OK NR DE 42.r tend to postpone unpleasant or difficult learning 
tasks even if I could perform thorn immediately. SuggestIon: 
OK NR DE 43.Sometimea I see that the scheduled time of learning 
tasks is the SOurce of my prOblem, so I try to 
change the time. 
SuggestIon: 
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OK Nfl DE 44.1 easily drop the courses which I am not interested 
in. 
Suggestion: 
OK Nfl DE 45.When a learning problem is bothering me, I try to 
do something pleasant to me such as sleeping or 
going to the movies. 
Suggestion; 
OK Nfl DE 46.1 usually sit at a specific plaoe in the olassroom 
to be able to ooncentrate more. 
Suggestion: 
OK Nfl DE 47.When I cannot solve my learning problems, I £rankly 
confess that r cannot deal with them. 
Suggestion: 
OK Nfl DE 48.1 always cram before tests. 
Suggestion: 
OK Nfl DE 49.When I am faced with a boring or difficult course, 
r try to take it in another time such as summer. Suggestion: 
OK Nfl DE 50.1 easily get away from friends when they distraot 
(disturb) my concentration on a certain learning 
aotivity. 
Suggestion: 
OK NR DE 51.When I rind a solution ror a learning problem', I 
use that solution over and over to master the 
behavior. 
Suggestion: 
OK HR DE 52.! work through problems, read through notes or 
rewrite course material, as a repetition method to 
oape with learning problems. 
Suggestion: 
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APPENDIX I 
Coping Strategy Inventory 
Maroh 29, 1988 
Dear UN-L Student: 
The attaohed 8U~vey is part of a research project in the 
Agricultural Education Department. The primry purpose of the 
research Is to provide information to make your college years easier 
and more meaningful. As you may have experienced, college years may 
contain some n~gdgwjg_gjrrj~Y1~jg~_gr_!§Drn!Dg_nr9blem whioh Blow or 
even block students' learning. Examples of aOAdemic difficulties 
are: students don't know how to remember facta, how to deal with 
courses with overwhelming details; or students may hesitate to ask 
questions in the classroom. 
The present survey was designed to determine IlOW students deal 
or cope with such Bcndemic dlffioulties. A list of eorns of 
teohniques or strategies which students apply to overaome their 
academic difficulties are presented on the next pageo. Please read 
each item and indicate to what extent you use thnt teohnique in 
de~ling with your academic difficulties by oirollng N ~ NEVER, 
R = RARELY, S = SOMETIMES, 0 = OFTEN, and A = ALWAYS. 
We asure you that all responses to the survey will remain 
confidential; and we greatly appreoiate your oooperation. 
Sinoerely Yours 
Roy 0 Dillon 
Profes8or 
II. Zamani 
Ph. D. Candidate 
Please oomplete the information below, then proceed to page 2. Name_____________________________ SS, __________________ _ 
Number of credit hours you will have oompleted by the end of this 
semester ____ _ 
Your latest OPA _____ t Age ____ _ 
Have you taken Myers - Briggs Type Indicator test (HBTI) 
yes ____ ,No ____ ; If yes what is your type ________ • 
Thank you for your help. 
Please turn the sheet oyer to begin the questionnaire. 
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Page 2 
D1~~g~~gn~; Indioate to what extent you UBe eaoh of the following teohniques In 
dealing with your learning problems by oiroling 
A for Always (100% of time), 
Q for Often (75% of time), 
3 for Sometimes (50% of time), 
B for Rarely (25% of time), 
H for Never (0% of time) • 
Ex~m~l~: Whenever I am faaod with a learning difficulty, I try 
to disoipline myself ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• N (!) S 0 A 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------HH5H_l_AH_EA~En_HlIH_A_nlEEl~uLII_lH_MI_LEABHIHg_A~IljIIIE~ 
1_fBEEEB_I9~ _H __ B __ § __ Q __ A 
1. talk to the Teaohing Assistant rather than going direotly 
to the instruotor •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
2. enroll In small olasses for diffioult oourses ••••••••••••••• N R 8 0 A 
3. rely on my own experienoe and ability in dealing with the 
difficulty •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
~. get help from friends or classmates rather than from the 
instruotor or TA ............................................ N R S 0 A 
5. not to give up but to study even more ••••••••••••••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
6. set goals and expeotations for myself in dealing with 
learning diffioulties ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• N' R S 0 A 
7. speak up in the olassroom when something needs to be 
clarified ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••• N R S 0 A 
B. start as early as Possible to study and work on my learning 
tasks ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•••••••• N R S 0 A 
9. get the most urgent assignments done first •••••••••••.•.••• N R S 0 A 
10. work with one or more friends to overoome the diffioulty .•• N' R S 0 A 
11. let it go without doing anything •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " R S 0 A 
12. get more rest, exeroise, or perform relaxation teohniques ••• N R S 0 A 
13. study on a regular basis ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• N' R S 0 A 
14. that somebody (Instruotor, parents, ••• ) praise me for my 
efforts ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• N' R S 0 A 
15. to treat myself with something I like (candy. movie, ••• ) ••• N R S 0 A 
16. to reinforoe myself verbally (i.e. good job ••• ) ••••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
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Page 3 
DJEeotJ~n~_l_Indioate to what extent you use each of the following teohniques in 
dealing with your aoademic problems by oiroling A tor Alva 8 
o for Often 
S for somettmeTl 
' R for Riilre1Y 
N for NeVllr HH£H_l_AH_fAC£D_HlIH_A_DlfflCMLII_lH_HI_L£ABHlHD_AQI11111ES~ 
LlBI_lll' - 1 
17. set aside enough time to deal with the diffioulty ••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
18. use a variety of resouroes or possibilItIes (books, journals, 
or human r830ur088) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
19. tell myself to not worry about others' reactions to the 
question I ask the instruotor ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
20. pray to have my problem solved ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
21. develop a plan to overoome the dlffioulty ••••••••••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
22. reduoe my extraourrioular aotivities (sports, watohing TV.) N R S 0 A 
23. define exaotly what my learning diffioulty ie ••••••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
2~. ignore the diffioult learning task •••••••••••••••••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
25. improve my study habits, for example, by listening more 
carefully or visualizing the oontent, or underlining •••••••• N R S 0 A 
26. tell myself to not hesitate in solving my problem ••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
27. get to know the people (Instruotor, peer students, ••• ) of 
whom I want to 8ak questions or to go for help •••••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
28. approaoh a solution systematioally •••••••••••••••••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
29. observe Buooessful students to learn how they deal with their 
learning diffloulties ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
30. get more baokground information to deal with the problem 
(i.e., taking ~xtra ooursos ••• ) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
31. do the shortest things first, thon I start with the things 
whioh take me more time ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
32. make a oalendar of responsibilities and due dato to sucoeed 
in learning aotlvltles •••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••..••••• N R S 0 A 
33. observe and evaluate my own progress in overoomlng the 
learning diffloulties ••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
34. motivate myself by thinking about the reward that I reoeive 
onoe I am finished (good grade or a better job in future •• ).N R S 0 A 
35. keep myself in good physical shape to deal better with 
learning problems •••••••••••••• I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
36. talk with the instruotor on a one-to-one baais ••••.•••••••.• N R S 0 A 
Please turn the sheet over to complete the questions, 
.. 
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Page 4 
Direotion I Indioate to what extent you UBe eaoh of the following teohniques in 
deal!ng with your learning problems by cirol!ng 
· '" /"""j o for or en S for Sometimes R for Rarel 
N for Never ~~::::-~:~~~:~-~:-~~~-~~~~::~:~-:~:~::::~~~-------------------__ l_:.t __ l __ l __ 31. I study in the library to get rid of distraot!ons ••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
38. I need outside help to get rid of diffioult problems in my 
learning aotivities ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
39. Sklpp!ng 01as8 oaU88S me learning difficulties, 80 I try to 
attend olasses regularly •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
40. Even when I cannot do anything about my learning aatlvlties, 
I prefer to not oomplain •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
41. I tend to postpone unpleasant or difficult learning tasks 
even if I could perform them immediately •••••••••••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
42. Sometimes I see that the scheduled time of learning tasks Is 
the souroe of my prOblem, BO I try to ohange the time ••••••• N R S 0 A 
43. I drop the courses In whioh I am not interested ••••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
44. When a learning problem Is bothering me, I try to do 
something pleasant suoh as sleeping or going to the movies •• N R S 0 A 
45. I sit at a speoifio plaoe in the olassroom to be able to 
oonoentrate better··· ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
46. When I oannot solve my learning problema, I admit to myself 
that I oannot deal with the problems •••••••••••••••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
47. I oram before tests·· ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
~a. When r .m raoed with • boring or diffioult oourse, r try to take the oourse another time Buoh •• summer····· •••••••••••• N R 8 0 A 
~9. r eaa_ly get away from friends when they distraot my oonoentration on • oertain learning aotivity •••••••••••••••• N R 8 0 A 
50. When r find • solution for • learning problem, I us • that solution over and over to master the behavior ••••••••••••••• N R 8 0 A 
51. r work through problems, read through notes or rewrite 
course material, as a repetition method to oope with 
learning difficulties ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• N R S 0 A 
APPENDIX J 
The Form for Measuring Contribution of 
Coping strategies to Cognitive Development 
April 1~, 1988 
Doar Dr. 
I am conducting a study on oollege student's learning blocks 
~nd their coping strategies. I found ~9 major ooping 
strategies which students apply to deal with their learning 
blooks. At this stage of the research, I am trying to identify 
tho oontribution of eaoh coping strategy to the student's 
cognitive development. 
I would like you to rate the contribution of each item (of 
the attached list of Doping strategies) to studont's oognitive 
development. 
PloaBe use the following Bcale by ciroling: 
1 for Poor; 2 for Fall'; 3 for Good; ~ for Exoellent; and NA for 
Not Applicable ftems. 
I Would greatly appreoiate if you Bond me the completed 
survey in the attaohed solf-addressed envelope by April 20, 
1908. 
Sincerely, 
Hoasein Zaman! 
Ph D Student 
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P FOE NOT 
o A 0 X A 
o I 0 C r 
R R D E r 
Lint of Coping St.'otegic3 
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2 3 ~ NA 1. Whon I am fnced with a difficulty in my leArning tRek, I try 
to forget the ta3k. 
2 3 ~ NA 2. When a learning problem is bothol'ing me. I try to do 
something pleasant suoh AS sleeping or going to the movie8. 
2 3 ~ NA 3. Whorl I cannot solve my learning problema, I frankly oonfess 
that I OAnnot deal with them. 
2 3 4 NA 4. Even when I oAnnot do anything about my learning nctlvltlee, 
I prefor to not oomplain. 
2 3 q NA 5. I tend to postpone unpleR3ant 01' diffioult learning tasks 
even if I oould perform them Immediatoly. 
2 3 q NA 6. I usunlly plan to overoome tile difficulties whioh arise in 
my learning aotivlties. 
2 3 4 NA 7. I often define my own learniltg diffiotllties in olear terms. 
2 3 4 NA S. I always set goals and expeotations for myeelf in dealing 
with learning prOblema. 
2 3 4 NA 9. When I am faoed with a diffioult learning task, I try to 
approaoh its solution in a systematio way. 
2 3 4 NA 10. I usually make a oalendnr of responsibilities and due datee 
to suooeed in learning aotivities. 
2 3 4 NA 11. I usually start ns early aa possible to study and work on 
my learning tasks. 
2 3 4 NA 12. I usually allooate enough time to deal with diffloult 
learning tasks. 
2 3 ~ NA 
2 3 Ij NA 
2 3 Ij NA 
2 3 'I NA 
2 3 'I NA 
13. WIIDn I am faoed witll a leat'ning problem, r reduoe my 
externourricular aotivities. 
14. Studying on a regular basis IIAn holped me to overoome the 
difficulties in my learning tasks. 
15. Skipping tllO OIASS onuses me learning prohlems, so I try to 
attend more classes regularly. 
16. I always oram before tests. 
17. I usually get the most urgent assignments done first. 
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2 3 ~ NA lB. First of ell I prefor to do tllo shortest things then start 
with the things whioh take me more time. 
2 3 ~ NA 19. I u8ually obBorve nnd evaluate my own pI'ogress In 
overooming the learning diffioulties. 
2 3 ~ NA 20. 1 u8ua11y speak up in tllo olassroom when I believe 
something needs to be olarified for me. 
2 3 ~ NA 21. Whon I am facod with 8 Ienrni.lg difficulty, I try to 
Impt'ove my study habits, for example, by listening more 
carefully 01' visualizing the oontont or underlining ••• 
2 3 ~ NA 22. Whon I find n solution for a learning prOblem, I uso that 
80Iutlon over nnd over to master the bellBYior. 
2 3 4 NA 23. I work through problema, I'ead through not os or reHrite 
course material, 88 8 repotition matho(1 to cope with 
learning problem~. 
2 3 4 NA 24. I u9ually try to keep myself physioally in good shape to 
deal better with learning problem~. 
2 3 4 NA 25. Whenever I have a difficult problem, I try to overoome it 
by getting more rest, exeroising, or performing relaxation 
teohniquoo. 
2 3 4 NA 26. I tell myself to not hesitate with Any problem and this 
teohnique worko well for me. 
2 3 4 NA .27. I suggest to myself to not wOl'ry about othel'st reaotions it 
I ask quostions of instruotors. 
2 3 4 NA 28. When thero is a difficult learning task, I do not give up, 
I drill myself over tile material nnd work harder. 
2 3 4 NA 29. J rely on my own experienoes and ability In dealing with 
1081'ninS problems. 
2 3 4 NA 30. When I am faoed with a diffioult learning problem, I 
usually observe the suoo08sful students and try to get Bome 
hint a Bnd 10s60ns from tllem 
2 3 4 NA 31. Whon I have to do a boring lenrning actIVity, I motivate 
myself by tlllnking about tile rowRI'd that I will reoelve 
onco I am f1nished. (the rowar'd might be R good grade or a 
better job In futuro ••• ). 
2 3 ~ NA 32. 1 trent myself with eomothing (oandy, movie, ••• ) whenever 1 
ovoroome a difficult learning problem. 
2 3 ~ NA 33. I usually ,re1nfo"oe mysolf verbally for being able to deal 
with learning problems. 
2 3 q NA 34. I usually pray when I wanl to have my learning probleme 
solved. 
2 3 Q NA 35. When I aVOl'come a dlffioulty In my studios, I expeot 
~ Bomebody else (instruotor, pAI'onts or ••• ) to praise my 
offort. 
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2 3 4 NA 36. When I Ilave n learning problem, I try to got to know the 
people (tnutl'uolor, peer stlldellts, ••• ) who I wanl to 8~k 
questions or to go for help. 
2 3 4 NA 31. I usually need outside help to got rid of diffioult 
problema in my learning aotIvlties. 
2 3 4 NA 38. When I need help I talk to the instruotor' on a one to one 
basie (moetly out of tbe oissar·oom). 
2 3 4 NA 39. I prefer to talk to tho Teselling Assistant rather than 
going direotly to the instruotor. 
2 3 4 NA 40. I feel more oomfortable in getting help from friends or 
olassmates than from Instruotor or TA. 
2 3 ~ NA ~1. I tl'y to work witll one or more frionds to overoome my 
learning problema. 
2 3 4 NA ~2. J easily get away f,'om friends wilen they distraot (disturb) 
my oonoentration) on a oertain learning aotivity. 
2 3 ~ NA 43. Wilen r am faood with a boring or diffioult course, I try 
to take it in another time Buoh as summer. 
2 3 I, NA Iill • Sometimes I see that 
aotivities oauses me 
I study. 
the 8chedulcd timo of learning 
prob.l,ems, 80 I try to ohange the time 
2 3 4 NA 45. 1 usually sit at a specifio placo in the olassroom to be 
able to oonoentrate more. 
2 3 4 NA 46. 1 prefer small olasses for difficult courses. 
2 3 4 NA 47. I usually go to the library to gel; rid of distracting 
fsotors. 
2 3 4 NA 48. Wilen B learning task ie bOl'ing , I t.,y to uso a va,'iety of 
rosouroes or possibilities (books, Journals, or human 
rosoUI'OOS ••• ) 
2 3 ~ UA 49. I eBeily drop tho oourses whioll I am not interested In. 
APPENDIX K 
1. List of Learning Blocks Rated by 
Different Temperament Types 
2. ANOVA of Temperament Types' Scores 
for Each Learning Block 
,2~ .. , 
Appendix K-l 
List of Learning-Blocks-Rated-by-Different Temperament Types With 
Mean Ranks. N = 84. 
No. Learning Block 
1. Implement good study habits 
2. Ask questions or assistance 
3. Attend classes regularly 
4. Handle questions requiring 
comparison of different 
concepts 
5. Look for reasons behind the 
facts 
6. Allocate my time on different 
learning activities 
7. Cope with courses which I am 
not interested in 
8. Remember facts 
9. Forget those academic activities 
which were not required but I 
was interested in doing them 
10. Set a reasonable expectation 
from myself 
11. Deal with courses with over-
whilming details 
12. communicate effectively 
(Continued on Next Page) 
Mean Rank 
SJ SP NF NT 
n=41 n=20 n=13 n=10 
48 31 37 53 
43 34 47 54 
46 41 42 32 
39 42 51 47 
41 45 40 48 
43 43 40 42 
47 42 39 30 
48 43 26 41 
50 41 26 38 
45 42 38 42 
48 41 30 42 
39 44 45 49 
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Appendix K-l, Continued 
Mean Rank 
No. Learning Block 
SJ SP NF NT 
n=41 n=20 n=13 n=10 
13. Draw conclusions 42 39 44 51 
14. Deal with questions which 38 44 53 44 
have no clear-cut answer 
15. Know what to do with the 44 47 34 39 
materials I did not 
understand 
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Appendix K-2 
ANOVA of SJ, SP, NF, & NT Students' Scores for Each Learning 
Block. N ; 84. 
Learning Sources 
Block 
1. Implement good study habits. 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 
2. Ask questions or assistance. 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 
3. Attend classes regularly. 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 
4. Handle questions requiring 
comparison of different 
concepts. 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 
5. Look for reasons behind 
the facts. 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 
6. Allocate my time on dif-
ferent learning activities. 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 
(Continued on Next Page) 
df 
3 
80 
83 
3 
80 
83 
3 
80 
83 
3 
80 
83 
3 
80 
83 
3 
80 
83 
SS 
5.22 
36.35 
41.57 
3.71 
50.29 
54.00 
2.52 
29.04 
31.56 
1.38 
28.18 
29.56 
.45 
37.83 
38.28 
.13 
47.45 
47.58 
MS 
1. 74 
.45 
1.24 
.63 
.84 
.36 
.46 
.35 
.15 
.47 
.04 
.59 
F P 
3.83 .013 
1.97 .126 
2.32 .082 
1.31 .277 
.32 .811 
.07 .975 
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Appedix K-2, Continued 
Learning Sources df SS MS F P 
Block 
7. Cope with courses which 
I was not interested in. 
Between Groups 3 1. 81 .60 1. 79 .156 
Within Groups 80 27.00 .34 
Total 83 28.81 
8. Remember facts. 
Between Groups 3 4.23 1.41 3.69 .015 
Within Groups 80 30.58 .38 
Total 83 34.81 
9. Forget those academic acti-
vities which were not 
required but I was 
interested in doing them. 
Between Groups 3 5.89 1.96 4.76 .004 
Within Groups 80 33.00 .41 
Total 83 38.89 
10. Set a reasonable expectation 
from myself. 
Between Groups 3 .36 .12 .28 .840 
Within Groups 80 34.21 .43 
Total 83 34.57 
11. Deal with courses with 
overwhelming details. 
Between Groups 3 2.58 .86 2.02 .ll8 
Within Groups 80 34.12 .42 
Total 83 36.70 
12. Communicate effectively. 
Between Groups 3 1.18 .39 .91 .441 
Within Groups 80 34.63 .43 
Total 83 35.81 
(Continued on Next Page) 
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Appedix K-2, Continued 
Learning Sources df SS MS F P 
Block 
13. Draw conclusions. 
Between Groups 3 .67 .22 .50 .685 
Within Groups 80 36.03 .45 
Total 83 36.70 
14. Deal with questions which 
have no clear-cut answer. 
Between Groups 3 1.89 .63 1.59 .198 
Within Groups 80 31.68 .40 
Total 83 33.57 
15. Know what to do wiht the 
materials I did not under-
stand. 
Between Groups 3 1.13 .38 .85 .471 
Within Groups 80 35.57 .45 
Total 83 36.70 
Note. DF ; Degree of Freedom, SS ; Sum of Square, MS ; Mean 
Square, F ; F-Value, P ; Probability. 
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L 
Appendix L 
Correlation of Learning Blocks With GPA. N = 117. 
No. Learning Block 
1. Implement good study habits 
2. Ask questions or assistance 
3. Attend classes regularly 
4. Handle questions requiring 
comparison of different 
concepts 
5. Look for reasons behind the 
facts 
6. Allocate my time on different 
learning activities 
7. Cope with courses which I am 
not interested in 
8. Remember facts 
9. Forget those academic activities 
which were not required but I 
was interested in doing them 
10. Set a reasonable expectation 
from myself 
11. Deal with courses with over-
whilming details 
12. Communicate effectively 
13. Draw conclusions 
(Continued on Next Page) 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
-.42 
-.12 
-.03 
-.19 
-.03 
-.34 
-.20 
-.16 
.08 
-.21 
-.09 
-.25 
- .15 
200 
Probability 
.000 
.217 
.782 
.042 
.723 
.000 
.028 
.080 
.392 
.021 
.344 
.008 
.117 
Appendix L, continued 
No. Learning Blocks 
14. Deal with questions which 
have no clear-cut answer 
15. Know what to do with the 
materials I did not 
understand 
Correlation 
coefficient 
-.06 
-.07 
201 
Probability 
.546 
.455 
APPENDIX M 
Correlation Between Learning Blocks 
and Number of Completed Credit Hours 
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Appendix M 
Spearman-Brown Correlation Coefficient for the Relationship Between 
Learning Blocks and Number of Completed Credit Hours. N = 107. 
No. Learning Block Correlation 
Coefficient 
Probability 
1. Implement good study habits 
2. Ask questions or assistance 
3. Attend classes regularly 
4. Handle questions requiring 
comparison of different 
concepts 
5. Look for reasons behind the 
facts 
6. Allocate my time on different 
learning activities 
7. Cope with courses which I am 
not interested in 
8. Remember facts 
9. Forget those academic activities 
which were not required but I 
was interested in doing them 
10. Set a reasonable expectation 
from myself 
11. Deal with courses with over-
whilming details 
12. Communicate effectively 
(Continued on Next Page) 
.03 .758 
.12 .226 
-.10 .310 
.10 .298 
.10 .311 
-.10 .320 
-.15 .134 
-.04 .636 
-.03 .797 
-.03 .759 
-.04 .668 
.03 .778 
.J. 
Appendix M, continued 
No. Learning Block 
13. Draw conclusions 
14. Deal with questions which 
have no clear-cut answer 
15. Know what to do with the 
materials I did not 
understand 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
.02 
.02 
.05 
204 
Probability 
.878 
.818 
.649 
APPENDIX N 
1. The Mean Rank of Coping Strategies Rated by Each 
Temperament Type 
2. ANOVA of Temperament Types' Scores for Each 
coping strategies 
i 
.~ 
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Appendix N-l 
The Mean Rank of Coping Strategies Rated by Each Temperament Types. 
N = 117. 
No. Coping Strategy 
1. Talk to the Teaching Assistant rather 
than going directly to the instructor 
2. Enroll in small classes for difficult 
courses 
3. Rely on my own experience and 
ability in dealing with the 
difficulty 
4. Get help from friends or classmates 
rather than from the instructor or 
TA 
5. Not give up but to study even more 
6. Set goals and expectations for 
myself in dealing with learning 
difficulties 
7. Speak up in the classroom when 
something needs to be clarified 
8. Start as early as possible to study 
and work on my learning tasks 
9. Get the most urgent assignments done 
first 
10. Work with one or more friends to 
overcome the difficulty 
(Continued on Next Page) 
SJ 
n=50 
61 
61 
57 
57 
60 
63 
59 
64 
60 
63 
Mean Rank 
SP 
n=34 
50 
60 
56 
68 
50 
51 
58 
50 
57 
58 
NF 
n=18 
69 
52 
65 
57 
69 
61 
54 
68 
53 
55 
NT 
n=15 
60 
59 
65 
49 
61 
60 
68 
54 
67 
51 
Appendix N-1, continued 
NO. Coping Strategy 
11. Get more rest, exercise, or perform 
relaxation techniques 
12. Study on a regular basis 
13. That somebody (instructor, 
parents, ... ) praise me for my 
efforts 
14. To treat myself with something I 
like (candy, movie, ... ) 
15. To reinforce myself verbally (i.e. 
good job •.• ) 
16. Set aside enough time to deal with 
the difficulty 
17. Use a variety of resources or 
possibilities (books, journals, or 
human resources) 
18. Tell myself to not worry about 
others' reactions to the question I 
ask the instructor 
19. Pray to have my problem solved 
20. Develop a plan to overcome the 
difficulty 
21. Reduce my extracurricular activities 
22. Define exactly what my learning 
difficulty is 
(Continued on Next Page) 
SJ 
n=50 
60 
63 
60 
52 
60 
63 
64 
56 
61 
66 
65 
65 
Mean Rank 
SP 
n=34 
58 
51 
55 
61 
50 
54 
57 
59 
53 
52 
55 
44 
NF 
n=18 
64 
63 
68 
77 
72 
63 
49 
58 
66 
56 
61 
76 
207 
NT 
n=15 
51 
56 
53 
56 
59 
50 
58 
69 
58 
52 
45 
54 
Appendix N-l, continued 
No. Coping Strategy 
23. Ignore the difficult learning task 
24. Improve my study habits, for 
example, by listening more carefully 
or visualizing the content, or 
underlining 
25. Tell myself to not hesitate in 
solving my problem 
26. Get to know the people (instructor, 
peer students, .•. ) of whom I want 
to ask questions or to go for help 
27. Approach a solution systematically 
28. Observe successful students to learn 
how they deal with their learning 
difficulties 
29. Do the shortest things first, then I 
start with the things which take me 
more time 
30. Make a calendar of responsibilities 
and due date to succeed in learning 
activities 
31. Observe and evaluate my own progress 
in overcoming the learning 
difficulties 
32. Motivate myself by thinking about 
the reward that I receive once I am 
finished (good grade or a better job 
in future ... ) 
(Continued on Next Page) 
SJ 
n=50 
53 
59 
63 
63 
61 
63 
53 
60 
60 
66 
Mean Rank 
SP 
n=34 
66 
57 
57 
49 
50 
45 
63 
50 
50 
43 
NF 
n=18 
60 
62 
60 
65 
72 
63 
60 
77 
65 
64 
208 
NT 
n=15 
59 
59 
47 
62 
58 
73 
67 
55 
70 
64 
Appendix N-1, continued 
No. Coping Strategy 
33. Keep myself in good physical shape 
to deal better with learning 
problems 
34. Talk with the instructor on a one-
to-one basis 
35. I study in the library to get rid of 
distractions 
36. I need outside help to get rid of 
difficult problems in my learning 
activities 
37. Skipping class causes difficulties, 
so I try to attend classes regularly 
38. Even when I cannot do anything 
about my learning activities, I 
prefer to not complain 
39. I tend to postpone unpleasant or 
difficult learning tasks even if I 
could perform them immediately 
40. Sometimes I see that the scheduled 
time of learning activities causes 
me problems, so I try to change the 
time I study 
41. I drop the courses in which I am not 
interested 
(Continued on Next Page) 
64 
64 
66 
64 
64 
62 
52 
60 
54 
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Mean Rank 
54 57 55 
46 64 66 
52 54 58 
52 58 60 
50 59 58 
53 48 77 
68 59 61 
59 64 48 
74 61 40 
Appendix N-1, continued 
No. Coping Strategy 
42. When a learning problem is bothering 
me, I try to do something pleasant 
such as sleeping or going to the 
movies 
43. I sit at specific place in the 
classroom to be able to concentrate 
better 
44. When I cannot solve my learning 
problems, I admit to myself that I 
cannot deal with the problems 
45. I cram before tests 
46. When I am faced with a boring or 
difficult course, I try to take the 
course another time such as summer 
47. I easily get away from friends when 
they distract my concentration on a 
certain learning activity 
48. When I find a solution for a learning 
problem, I use that solution over 
and over to master the behavior 
49. I work through problems. read 
through notes or rewrite course 
material, as a repetition method to 
cope with learning difficulties 
SJ 
n=50 
54 
58 
55 
59 
57 
56 
60 
62 
Mean Rank 
SP 
n=34 
67 
53 
61 
62 
65 
57 
52 
52 
NF 
n=18 
56 
73 
75 
44 
65 
70 
68 
67 
210 
NT 
n=15 
62 
58 
49 
67 
47 
63 
60 
55 
211 
Appendix N-2 
ANOVA of Temperament Types' Scores for Each Coping Strategies.N = 117. 
Learning Sources df SS MS F P 
Block 
1. Talk to the Teaching Assistant 
rather than going directly to 
the instructor. 
Between Groups 3 3.74 1.25 1. 67 .178 
Within Groups 113 84.38 .75 
Total 116 88.12 
2. Enroll in small classes for 
difficult courses. 
Between Groups 3 .48 .16 .15 .932 
Within Groups 113 123.38 1.09 
Total 116 123.86 
3. Rely on my own experience and 
ability in dealing with the 
difficul ty. 
Between Groups 3 .75 .25 .54 .658 
Within Groups 113 52.50 .46 
Total 116 53.25 
4. Get help from friends or 
classmates rather than from 
the instructor or TA. 
Between Groups 3 2.96 .99 1.38 .253 
Within Groups 113 80.95 .72 
Total 116 83.91 
5. Not give up but to study 
even more. 
Between Groups 3 2.08 .69 1. 01 .391 
Within Groups 112 76.84 .69 
Total 115 78.92 
(Continued on Next Page) 
Appendix N-2, Continued 
Learning 
Block 
Sources 
6. Set goals and expectations 
for myself in dealing with 
learning difficulties. 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 
7. Speak up in the classroom 
when something needs to be 
clarified. 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 
8. Start as early as possible to 
study and work on my learning 
tasks. 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 
9. Get the most urgent assignments 
done first. 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 
10. Work with one or more friends 
to overcome the difficulty. 
df 
3 
113 
116 
3 
113 
116 
3 
113 
116 
3 
113 
116 
Between Groups 3 
Within Groups 113 
Total 116 
11. Get more rest, exercise, or 
perform relaxation techniques. 
Between Groups 3 
Within Groups 113 
Total 116 
(Continued on Next Page) 
SS 
2.53 
110.39 
112.92 
1.68 
146.62 
148.30 
4.26 
83.04 
87.30 
1.36 
76.50 
77 .86 
1.82 
79.87 
81.69 
2.27 
132.03 
134.30 
MS 
.84 
.98 
.56 
1.30 
1.42 
.73 
.45 
.68 
.61 
.71 
.76 
1.17 
212 
F P 
.86 .462 
.43 .730 
1.93 .128 
.67 .571 
.86 .465 
.65 .585 
213 
Appendix N-2, Continued 
Learning Sources df SS MS F P 
Block 
12. Study on a regular basis. 
Between Groups 3 2.75 .92 .96 .416 
Within Groups 113 108.18 .96 
Total 116 110.93 
13. That somebody (instructor, 
parents, ••• ) praise me for 
my efforts. 
Between Groups 3 2.42 .81 .95 .417 
Within Groups 113 95.45 .84 
Total 116 97.87 
14. To treat myself with something 
I like (candy, movie, .•. ). 
Between Groups 3 7.67 2.56 2.40 .071 
Within Groups 113 120.29 1.06 
Total 116 127 . 96 
15. To reinforce myself verbally 
(i. e. good job ... ). 
Between Groups 3 5.46 1.82 1.92 .130 
Within Groups 113 107.12 .95 
Total 116 112.58 
16. Set aside enough time to deal 
with the difficulty. 
Between Groups 3 1.48 .49 .95 .419 
Within Groups 113 58.44 .517 
Total 116 59.92 
17. Use a variety of resources or 
possibilities (books,journals, 
or human resources). 
Between Groups 3 2.16 .72 1.06 .370 
Within Groups 113 76.98 .68 
Total 116 79.14 
(Continued on Next Page) 
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Appendix N-2, Continued 
Learning Sources df SS MS F P 
Block 
18. Tell myself to not worry about 
others' reactions to the ques-
tion I ask the instructor. 
Between Groups 3 2.06 .69 .59 .621 
Within Groups 113 130.73 1.16 
Total 116 132.79 
19. Pray to have my problem solved. 
Between Groups 3 2.91 .97 .69 .562 
Within Groups 113 159.62 1.41 
Total 116 162.53 
20. Develop a plan to overcome 
the difficulty. 
Between Groups 3 2.40 .80 1.47 .227 
Within Groups 112 61.14 .55 
Total 115 63.54 
21. Reduce my extracurricular 
activities. 
Between Groups 3 3.77 1.26 1.34 .265 
Within Groups 113 106.09 .94 
Total 116 109.86 
22. Define exactly what my 
learning difficulty is. 
Between Groups 3 10.79 3.60 4.60 .005 
Within Groups 113 88.36 
Total 116 99.15 
23. Ignore the difficult learning 
task. 
Between Groups 3 2.54 .85 1.05 .374 
Within Groups 112 90.49 
Total 115 93.03 
(Continued on Next Page) 
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Appendix N-2, Continued 
Learning Sources df SS MS F P 
Block 
24. Improve my study habits, for 
example, by listening more 
carefully or visualizing the 
content, or underlining. 
Between Groups 3 .40 .13 .22 .884 
Within Groups 113 68.80 .61 
Total 116 69.20 
25. Tell myself to not hesitate 
in solving my problem. 
Between Groups 3 1.51 .50 .70 .552 
Within Groups 112 80.37 
Total 115 81.88 
26. Get to know the people 
(instructor, peer students, 
•.. ) of whom I want to ask 
questions or to go for help. 
Between Groups 3 3.10 1.03 1. 39 .250 
Within Groups 113 84.09 .74 
Total 116 87.19 
27. Approach a solution 
systematically. 
Between Groups 3 4.09 1.36 2.05 .111 
Within Groups 113 75.14 .66 
Total 116 79.23 
28. Observe successful students 
to learn how they deal with 
their learning difficulties. 
Between Groups 3 8.77 2.92 3.30 .023 
Within Groups 113 100.15 .89 
Total 116 108.92 
(Continued on Next Page) 
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Appendix N-2, Continued 
Learning Sources df 55 M5 F P 
Block 
29. Do the shortest things first, 
then I start with the things 
which take me more time. 
Between Groups 3 3.22 1.07 1.06 .369 
Within Groups 113 114.47 1.01 
Total 116 117.69 
30. Make a calendar of responsi-
bilities and due date to suc-
ceed in learning activities. 
Between Groups 3 12.45 4.15 2.48 .064 
Within Groups 113 188.79 1.67 
Total 116 201.24 
31. Observe and evaluate my own 
progress in overcoming the 
learning difficulties. 
Between Groups 3 5.15 1.72 2.22 .089 
Within Groups 113 87.33 .77 
Total 116 92.48 
32. Motivate myself by thinking 
about the reward that I 
receive once I am finished 
(good grade or a better job 
in future ... ). 
Between Groups 3 11. 70 3.90 4.61 .004 
Within Groups 113 95.55 .85 
Total 116 107.25 
33. Keep myself in good physical 
shape to deal better with 
learning problems. 
Between Groups 3 1.67 .56 .62 .606 
Within Groups 113 101. 99 .90 
Total 116 103.66 
(Continued on Next Page) 
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Appendix N-2, Continued 
Learning Sources df SS MS F P 
Block 
34. Talk with the instructor on a 
one-to-one basis. 
Between Groups 3 8.45 2.82 2.69 .049 
Within Groups 113 118.08 1. 05 
Total 116 126.53 
35. I study in the library to get 
rid of distractions. 
Between Groups 3 5.97 1.99 1.39 .249 
Within Groups 113 161. 49 1.43 
Total 116 167.46 
36. I need outside help to get 
rid of difficult problems 
in my learning activities. 
Between Groups 3 1.48 .49 .84 .477 
Within Groups 113 66.44 .59 
Total 116 67.92 
37. Skipping class causes 
difficulties, so I try 
to attend classes regularly. 
Between Groups 3 5.04 1.68 1.63 .187 
Within Groups 112 115.67 1.03 
Total 115 120.71 
38. Even when I cannot do anything 
about my learning activities, 
I prefer to not complain. 
Between Groups 3 6.87 2.29 2.84 .041 
Within Groups 113 91.25 .81 
Total 116 98.12 
(Continued on Next Page) 
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Appendix N-2, Continued 
Learning Sources df SS MS F P 
Block 
39. I tend to postpone unpleasant 
or difficult learning tasks 
even if I could perform them 
immediately. 
Between Groups 3 4.75 1.58 2.22 .090 
Within Groups 113 80.50 .71 
Total 116 85.25 
40. Sometimes I see that the 
scheduled time of learning 
activities causes me problems, 
so I try to change the time I 
study. 
Between Groups 3 1.23 .41 .85 .470 
Within Groups 113 54.46 .48 
Total 116 55.69 
41. I drop the courses in which 
I am not interested. 
Between Groups 3 12.40 4.13 5.35 .002 
Within Groups 113 87.29 .77 
Total 116 99.69 
42. When a learning problem is 
bothering me, I try to do 
something pleasant such as 
sleeping or going to the movies. 
Between Groups 3 2.54 .85 1.04 .378 
Within Groups 113 92.04 .81 
Total 116 94.58 
43. I sit at specific place in the 
classroom to be able to concen-
trate better. 
Between Groups 3 5.06 1.69 1.41 .244 
Within Groups 113 135.25 1.20 
Total 116 140.21 
(Continued on Next Page) 
Appendix N-2, Continued 
Learning 
Block 
Sources df 
44. When I cannot solve my learning 
problems, I admit to myself that 
I cannot deal with the problems. 
Between Groups 3 
Within Groups 113 
Total 116 
45. I cram before tests. 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 
46. When I am faced with a boring 
or difficult course, I try to 
take the course another time 
such as summer. 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 
3 
112 
115 
3 
113 
116 
47. I easily get away from friends 
when they distract my concentra-
tion on a certain learning 
activity. 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 
48. When I find a solution for a 
learning problem, I use that 
solution over and over to 
master the behavior. 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 
(Continued on Next Page) 
3 
113 
116 
3 
113 
116 
SS 
7.24 
91.91 
99.15 
4.95 
110.80 
115.75 
3.21 
86.35 
89.56 
4.12 
123.74 
127.86 
1. 79 
65.29 
67.08 
MS 
2.41 
.81 
1.65 
.99 
1.07 
.76 
1.37 
1.10 
.60 
.58 
219 
F P 
2.97 .035 
1.67 .178 
1.40 .247 
1.26 .293 
1.03 .382 
.L 
Appendix N-2, Continued 
Learning 
Block 
Sources df 
49. I work through problems. read 
through notes or rewrite course 
material, as a repetition method 
to cope with learning difficulties. 
Between Groups 3 
Within Groups 113 
Total 116 
SS 
3.18 
129.61 
132.79 
MS 
1.06 
1.15 
Note. DF = Degree of Freedom, SS = Sum of square, MS = Mean 
Square, F = F-Value, P = Probability. 
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F P 
.92 .432 
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Appendix 0 
Correlation Coefficient of Coping Strategies with Students' GPA. 
N = 213. 
No. Coping Strategy 
1. Talk to the Teaching Assistant rather 
than going directly to the instructor 
2. 'Enroll in small classes for difficult 
courses 
3. Rely on my own experience and 
ability in dealing with the 
difficulty 
4. Get help from friends or classmates 
rather than from the instructor or 
TA 
5. Not give up but to study even more 
6. Set goals and expectations for 
myself in dealing with learning 
difficulties 
7. Speak up in the classroom when 
something needs to be clarified 
8. Start as early as possible to study 
and work on my learning tasks 
9. Get the most urgent assignments done 
first 
10. Work with one or more friends to 
overcome the difficulty 
11. Get more rest, exercise, or perform 
relaxation techniques 
(Continued on Next Page) 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
.04 
.01 
-.09 
-.27 
.43 
.23 
.13 
.23 
.06 
.00 
.04 
Probability 
.588 
.957 
.178 
.000 
.000 
.001 
.055 
.001 
.376 
.988 
.588 
Appendix 0, continued 
No. Coping Strategy 
12. Study on a regular basis 
13. That somebody (instructor, 
parents, ... ) praise me for my 
efforts 
14. To treat myself with something I 
like (candy, movie, •.. ) 
15. To reinforce myself verbally (i.e. 
good job •.. ) 
16. Set aside enough time to deal with 
the difficulty 
17. Use a variety of resources or 
possibilities (books, journals, or 
human resources) 
18. Tell myself to not worry about 
others' reactions to the question I 
ask the instructor 
19. Pray to have my problem solved 
20. Develop a plan to overcome the 
difficulty 
21. Reduce my extracurricular activities 
22. Define exactly what my learning 
difficulty is 
23. Ignore the difficult learning task 
(Continued on Next Page) 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
.24 
.02 
-.11 
.05 
.25 
.14 
.13 
.07 
.21 
.14 
.15 
-.26 
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Probability 
.000 
.792 
.119 
.444 
.001 
.041 
.067 
.329 
.002 
.038 
.026 
.000 
r 
Appendix 0, continued 
No. Coping Strategy 
24. Improve my study habits, for 
example, by listening more carefully 
or visualizing the content, or 
underlining 
25. Tell myself to not hesitate in 
solving my problem 
26. Get to know the people (instructor, 
peer students, ... ) of whom I want 
to ask questions or to go for help 
27. Approach a solution systematically 
28. Observe successful students to learn 
how they deal with their learning 
diff icul ties 
29. Do the shortest things first, then I 
start with the things which take me 
more time 
30. Make a calendar of responsibilities 
and due date to succeed in learning 
activities 
31. Observe and evaluate my own progress 
in overcoming the learning 
difficulties 
32. Motivate myself by thinking about 
the reward that I receive once I am 
finished (good grade or a better job 
in future .•. ) 
(Continued on Next Page) 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
.25 
.17 
.23 
.24 
.13 
-.03 
.27 
.25 
.05 
224 
Probability 
.000 
.014 
.001 
.000 
.065 
.657 
.000 
.000 
.478 
L 
Appendix 0, continued 
No. Coping Strategy 
33. Keep myself in good physical shape 
to deal better with learning 
problems 
34. Talk with the instructor on a ane-
to-one basis 
35. I study in the library to get rid of 
distractions 
36. I need outside help to get rid of 
difficult problems in my learning 
activities 
37. Skipping class causes difficulties, 
so I try to attend classes regularly 
38. Even when I cannot do anything 
about my learning activities, I 
prefer to not complain 
39. I tend to postpone unpleasant or 
difficult learning tasks even if I 
could perform them immediately 
40. Sometimes I see that the scheduled 
time of learning activities causes 
me problems, so I try to change the 
time I study 
41. I drop the courses in which I am not 
interested 
(Continued on Next Page) 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
.10 
.26 
.19 
-.23 
.20 
-.04 
-.27 
.00 
- .17 
225 
Probability 
.165 
.000 
.007 
.001 
.004 
.558 
.000 
.989 
.012 
i 
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Appendix 0, continued 
No. Coping Strategy 
42. When a learning problem is bothering 
me, I try to do something pleasant 
such as sleeping or going to the 
movies 
43. I sit at specific place in the 
classroom to be able to concentrate 
better 
44. When I cannot solve my learning 
problems, I admit to myself that I 
cannot deal with the problems 
45. I cram before tests 
46. When I am faced with a boring or 
difficult course, I try to take the 
course another time such as summer 
47. I easily get away from friends when 
they distract my concentration on a 
certain learning activity 
48. When I find a solution for a learning 
problem, I use that solution over 
and over to master the behavior 
49. I work through problems. read 
through notes or rewrite course 
material, as a repetition method to 
cope with learning difficulties 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
-.16 
.13 
-.17 
-.12 
-.01 
.13 
.20 
.18 
226 
Probability 
.022 
.060 
.013 
.078 
.946 
.059 
.003 
.010 
APPENDIX P 
The Spearman-Brown Correlation Coefficient 
for the Relationship Between Coping 
Strategies and the students' Number of 
Completed Credit Hours 
L 
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Appendix P 
Spearman-Brown Correlatin Coefficient for the Relationship Between 
Coping Strategies and Students' Number of Completed Credit Hours. 
N = 220. 
No. Coping Strategy Correlation 
Coefficient 
Probability 
1. Talk to the Teaching Assistant rather 
than going directly to the instructor 
2. Enroll in small classes for difficult 
courses 
3. Rely on my own experience and 
ability in dealing with the 
difficulty 
4. Get help from friends or classmates 
rather than from the instructor or 
TA 
5. Not give up but to study even more 
6. Set goals and expectations for 
myself in dealing with learning 
difficulties 
7. Speak up in the classroom when 
something needs to be clarified 
8. Start as early as possible to study 
and work on my learning tasks 
9. Get the most urgent assignments done 
first 
10. Work with one or more friends to 
overcome the difficulty 
(Continued on Next Page) 
.08 .222 
-.12 .086 
-.01 .918 
-.09 .175 
-.17 .014 
-.02 .753 
-.03 .706 
.05 .473 
.09 .210 
-.02 .755 
Appendix p. continued 
No. Coping Strategy 
11. Get more rest. exercise. or perform 
relaxation techniques 
12. Study on a regular basis 
13. That somebody (instructor. 
parents •.•. ) praise me for my 
efforts 
14. To treat myself with something I 
like (candy. movie •... ) 
15. To reinforce myself verbally (i.e. 
good job ..• ) 
16. Set aside enough time to deal with 
the difficulty 
17. Use a variety of resources or 
possibilities (books. journals. or 
human resources) 
18. Tell myself to not worry about 
others' reactions to the question 
ask the instructor 
19. Pray to have my problem solved 
20. Develop a plan to overcome the 
difficulty 
I 
21. Reduce my extracurricular activities 
22. Define exactly what my learning 
difficulty is 
23. Ignore the difficult learning task 
(Continued on Next Page) 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
-.06 
.10 
.01 
.13 
-.05 
.07 
.08 
-.04 
-.05 
.07 
.12 
.10 
-.08 
229 
Probability 
.367 
.151 
.964 
.055 
.484 
.343 
.218 
.607 
.497 
.305 
.076 
.146 
.226 
L 
Appendix P, continued 
No. Coping Strategy 
24. Improve my study habits, for 
example, by listening more carefully 
or visualizing the content, or 
underlining 
25. Tell myself to not hesitate in 
solving my problem 
26. Get to know the people (instructor, 
peer students, ..• ) of whom I want 
to ask questions or to go for help 
27. Approach a solution systematically 
28. Observe successful students to learn 
how they deal with their learning 
diff icul ties 
29. Do the shortest things first, then I 
start with the things which take me 
more time 
30. Make a calendar of responsibilities 
and due date to succeed in learning 
activities 
31. Observe and evaluate my own progress 
in overcoming the learning 
difficulties 
32. Motivate myself by thinking about 
the reward that I receive once I am 
finished (good grade or a better job 
in future ... ) 
(Continued on Next Page) 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
-.01 
.02 
.09 
.18 
.01 
-.04 
.12 
.04 
-.01 
230 
Probability 
.942 
.722 
.163 
.009 
.964 
.603 
.070 
.568 
.994 
I 
I 
I 
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Appendix P, continued 
No. Coping Strategy 
33. Keep myself in good physical shape 
to deal better with learning 
problems 
34. Talk with the instructor on a one-
to-one basis 
35. I study in the library to get rid of 
distractions 
36. I need outside help to get rid of 
difficult problems in my learning 
activities 
37. Skipping class causes difficulties, 
so I try to attend classes regularly 
3S. Even when I cannot do anything 
about my learning activities, I 
prefer to not complain 
39. I tend to postpone unpleasant or 
difficult learning tasks even if I 
could perform them immediately 
40. Sometimes I see that the scheduled 
time of learning activities causes 
me problems, so I try to change the 
time I study 
41. I drop the courses in which I am not 
interested 
(Continued on Next Page) 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
-.04 
.30 
-.01 
-.07 
.12 
-.OS 
.03 
.01 
-.07 
231 
Probability 
.576 
.000 
.S99 
.304 
.OS2 
.220 
.6S0 
.953 
.279 
Appendix P, continued 
No. Coping Strategy 
42. When a learning problem is bothering 
me, I try to do something pleasant 
such as sleeping or going to the 
movies 
43. I sit at specific place in the 
classroom to be able to concentrate 
better 
44. When I cannot solve my learning 
problems, I admit to myself that I 
cannot deal with the problems 
45. I cram before tests 
46. When I am faced with a boring or 
difficult course, I try to take the 
course another time such as summer 
47. I easily get away from friends when 
they distract my concentration on a 
certain learning activity 
48. When I find a solution for a learning 
problem, I use that solution over 
and over to master the behavior 
49. I work through problems. read 
through notes or rewrite course 
material, as a repetition method to 
cope with learning difficulties 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
-.02 
.09 
.02 
.01 
-.01 
.04 
.09 
.15 
232 
Probability 
.777 
.201 
.777 
.911 
.893 
.538 
.193 
.025 
L.. 
F 
APPENDIX Q 
Mean, Standard Deviations, and t-Values 
of Male and Female Students' Scores 
by Coping Strategies 
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Appendix Q 
Means, Standard Deviations, and t-Values of Male and Female Students' 
Scores by Coping Strategies. N = 217. 
No. Coping Strategy Sex Mean 
1. Talk to the Teaching Assistant M 
rather than going directly to F 
the instructor 
2. Enroll in small classes for M 
difficult courses F 
3. Rely on my own experience and 
ability in dealing with the 
difficulty 
M 
F 
4. Get help from friends or M 
classmates rather than from F 
the instructor or TA 
5. Not give up but to study even M 
more F 
6. Set goals and expectations for M 
myself in dealing with learning F 
difficulties 
7. Speak up in the classroom when M 
something needs to be clarified F 
8. Start as early as possible to 
study and work on my learning 
tasks 
M 
F 
9.Get the most urgent assignments M 
done first F 
10. Work with one or more friends M 
to overcome the difficulty F 
(Continued on Next Page) 
2.69 
2.80 
2.75 
3.09 
3.69 
3.71 
3.53 
3.52 
3.38 
3.79 
3.30 
3.52 
2.68 
2.86 
2.72 
2.93 
3.94 
4.07 
3.29 
3.34 
S.D 
.89 
.90 
1.01 
.91 
.75 
.67 
.87 
.76 
.75 
.91 
.98 
1.09 
1. 01 
1.05 
.86 
.79 
.86 
.93 
.86 
.86 
t-Value P 
-.71 .477 
-1.93 .055 
-.09 .930 
.06 .949 
-3.04 .003 
-1.34 .180 
-1.09 .277 
-1.51 .134 
-.81 .418 
-.39 .699 
Appendix Q, continued 
No. Coping Strategy Sex Mean 
11. Get more rest, exercise, or 
perform relaxation techniques 
12. Study on a regular basis 
13. That somebody (instructor, 
parents, •.. ) praise me for my 
efforts 
M 
F 
M 
F 
M 
F 
14. To treat myself with something M 
I like (candy, movie, ..• ) F 
15. To reinforce myself verbally M 
(i.e. good job ..• ) F 
16. Set aside enough time to deal M 
with the difficulty F 
17. Use a variety of resources or M 
possibilities (books, journals, F 
or human resources) 
18. Tell myself to not worry about M 
others' reactions to the ques- F 
tion I ask the instructor 
19. Pray to have my problem solved M 
F 
20. Develop a plan to overcome the M 
difficulty F 
21. Reduce my extracurricular M 
activities F 
22. Define exactly what my learning M 
difficulty is F 
(Continued on Next Page) 
2.95 
3.07 
3.35 
3.41 
2.97 
3.43 
2.90 
3.09 
2.90 
3.25 
3.37 
3.52 
2.99 
3.25 
2.87 
3.07 
2.75 
3.25 
3.32 
3.60 
2.98 
3.23 
3.01 
3.43 
S.D 
1.08 
.87 
.94 
.92 
1.02 
1.00 
1.11 
.94 
1.04 
1.06 
.76 
.73 
.84 
.97 
1. 01 
1.02 
1.12 
1.12 
.79 
.70 
.97 
1. 01 
.95 
.90 
235 
t-Value P 
-.68 .497 
-.36 .721 
-2.69 .008 
-1.04 .299 
-1.98 .049 
-1.20 .230 
-1. 79 .074 
-1.18 .239 
-2.67 .008 
-2.18 .031 
-1.48 .139 
-2.69 .008 
Appendix Q continued, 
No. Coping Strategy Sex Mean 
23. Ignore the difficult learning 
task 
M 
F 
24. Improve my study habits, for M 
example, by listening more care- F 
fully or visualizing the content, 
or underlining 
25. Tell myself to not hesitate in M 
solving my problem F 
26. Get to know the people (instru- M 
ctor, peer students, ..• ) of F 
whom I want to ask questions or 
to go for help 
27. Approach a solution systemati-
cally 
M 
F 
28. Observe successful students to M 
learn how they deal with their F 
learning difficulties 
29. Do the shortest things first, M 
then I start with the things F 
which take me more time 
2.30 
1.96 
3.61 
3.91 
3.28 
3.51 
3.46 
3.91 
3.45 
3.46 
2.96 
3.21 
3.21 
3.46 
30. Make a calendar of responsibi-
lities and due date to succeed 
in learning activities 
Mil 3.25 
F 4.34 
31. Observe and evaluate my own 
progress in overcoming the 
learning difficulties 
(Continued on Next Page) 
M 3.11 
F 3.39 
S.D 
.88 
.89 
.77 
.77 
.83 
.83 
.82 
.94 
.86 
.95 
1.00 
.90 
.98 
.88 
1.29 
.75 
.89 
.90 
236 
t-Value P 
2.34 .020 
-2.27 .024 
-1.66 .099 
-3.14 .002 
-.06 .949 
-1.48 .140 
-1.52 .131 
-5.39 .000 
-1.88 .062 
Appendix Q, continued 
No. Coping Strategy Sex Mean 
32. Motivate myself by thinking M 3.62 
3.96 about the reward that I receive F 
once I am finished (good grade 
or a better job in future •.. ) 
33. Keep myself in good physical M 3.37 
3.34 shape to deal better with F 
learning problems 
34. Talk with the instructor on a 
one-to-one basis 
35. I study in the library to get 
rid of distractions 
36. I need outside help to get 
rid of difficult problems in 
my learning activities 
37. Skipping class causes diffi-
culties, so I try to attend 
classes regularly 
38. Even when I cannot do anything 
about my learning activities, 
I prefer to not complain 
39. I tend to postpone unpleasant 
or difficult learning tasks 
even if I could perform them 
immediately 
40. Sometimes I see that the sche-
duled time of learning activi-
ties causes me problems, so I 
try to change the time I study 
(Continued on Next Page) 
M 3.02 
F 3.55 
M 2.82 
F 2.31 
M 2.91 
F 2.98 
M 4.22 
F 4.14 
M 3.48 
F 3.23 
M 
F 
M 
F 
3.34 
3.18 
3.13 
3.15 
S.D 
.92 
1.06 
.96 
.89 
.93 
1.17 
1.19 
.98 
.75 
.85 
.94 
1.05 
.92 
.89 
.88 
.72 
.67 
.75 
237 
t-Value P 
2.07 .040 
.19 .846 
-3.18 .002 
2.59 .010 
-.54 .592 
.52 .602 
1.62 .103 
1.11 .269 
-.22 .822 
238 
Appendix Q, continued 
No. Coping Strategy Sex Mean S.D t-Value P 
41. I drop the courses in which I M 2.23 .91 1. 97 .050 
am not interested F 1.93 .85 
42. When a learning problem is M 3.00 .88 1.23 .220 
bothering me, I try to do F 2.82 .84 
something pleasant such as 
sleeping or going to the 
movies 
43. I sit at specific place in M 3.33 1.11 -1. n .on 
the classroom to be able to F 3.66 1.08 
concentrate better 
44. When I cannot solve my 1 M 2.43 .89 -3.70 .000 I learning problems, I admit F 3.00 1.01 to myself that I cannot deal 
with the problems I 
45. I cram before tests M 3.86 1.01 .25 .799 
F 3.82 .90 
46. When I am faced with a boring M 1.90 .92 -1.26 .208 
or difficult course, I try to F 2.09 .88 
take the course another time 
such as stunmer 
47. I easily get away from friends M 3.01 .98 -.76 .450 
when they distract my concen- F 3.14 .96 
tration on a certain learning 
activity 
48. When I find a solution for a M 3.52 .75 .12 .908 
learning problem, I use that F 3.50 .70 
solution over and over to 
master the behavior 
(Continued on Next Page) 
Appendix Q, continued 
No. Coping Strategy Sex Mean 
49. I work through problems. read M 
through notes or rewrite course F 
material, as a repetition method 
to cope with learning difficulties 
3.32 
3.75 
S.D 
1.06 
.84 
t-Value 
-2.52 
239 
p 
.012 
Note. Scores were coded: 1=never,' 2=frequently, 3=sometimes, 4-often, 
and 5=always used the coping strategy. Sd= standard deviation. M=male, 
F=female. 
APPENDIX R 
Spearman-Brown Correlation Coefficients 
for Relationship Between coping 
strategies and Students' Age 
.. 
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Appendix R 
Spearman-Brown Correlation Coefficients for Relationship Between 
Coping Strategies and Students' Age. N = 221. 
No. Coping Strategy 
1. Talk to the Teaching Assistant rather 
than going directly to the instructor 
2. Enroll in small classes for difficult 
courses 
3. Rely on my own experience and 
ability in dealing with the 
difficulty 
4. Get help from friends or classmates 
rather than from the instructor or 
TA 
5. Not give up but to study even more 
6. Set goals and expectations for 
myself in dealing with learning 
difficulties 
7. Speak up in the classroom when 
something needs to be clarified 
8. Start as early as possible to study 
and work on my learning tasks 
9. Get the most urgent assignments done 
first 
10. Work with one or more friends to 
overcome the difficulty 
(Continued on Next Page) 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
.05 
-.04 
-.02 
-.14 
.13 
-.04 
-.03 
-.01 
.11 
-.08 
Probability 
.430 
.594 
.754 
.040 
.053 
.527 
.622 
.889 
.104 
.258 
Appendix R, continued 
No. Coping Strategy 
11. Get more rest, exercise, or perform 
relaxation techniques 
12. Study on a regular basis 
13. That somebody (instructor, 
parents, .•. ) praise me for my 
efforts 
14. To treat myself with something I 
like (candy, movie, .•. ) 
15. To reinforce myself verbally (i.e. 
good job ... ) 
16. Set aside enough time to deal with 
the difficulty 
17. Use a variety of resources or 
possibilities (books, journals, or 
human resources) 
18. Tell myself to not worry about 
others' reactions to the question I 
ask the instructor 
19. Pray to have my problem solved 
20. Develop a plan to overcome the 
difficulty 
21. Reduce my extracurricular activities 
22. Define exactly what my learning 
difficulty is 
23. Ignore the difficult learning task 
(Continued on Next Page) 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
-.01 
.07 
.02 
.04 
-.01 
.10 
.03 
-.06 
-.05 
.06 
.14 
.08 
-.12 
242 
Probability 
.850 
.312 
.825 
.586 
.911 
.158 
.651 
.402 
.475 
.344 
.033 
.237 
.082 
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Appendix R, continued 
No. Coping Strategy 
24. Improve my study habits, for 
example, by listening more carefully 
or visualizing the content, or 
underlining 
25. Tell myself to not hesitate in 
solving my problem 
26. Get to know the people (instructor, 
peer students, ... ) of whom I want 
to ask questions or to go for help 
27. Approach a solution systematically 
28. Observe successful students to learn 
how they deal with their learning 
difficulties 
29. Do the shortest things first, then I 
start with the things which take me 
more time 
30. Make a calendar of responsibilities 
and due date to succeed in learning 
activities 
31. Observe and evaluate my own progress 
in overcoming the learning 
difficulties 
32. Motivate myself by thinking about 
the reward that I receive once I am 
finished (good grade or a better job 
in future ••• ) 
(Continued on Next Page) 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
.08 
.01 
.08 
.17 
.01 
-.03 
.04 
.06 
.02 
243 
Probability 
.223 
.844 
.234 
.011 
.888 
.653 
.555 
.347 
.820 
! 
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Appendix R, continued 
No. Coping Strategy 
33. Keep myself in good physical shape 
to deal better with learning 
problems 
34. Talk with the instructor on a ane-
ta-one basis 
35. I study in the library to get rid of 
distractions 
36. I need outside help to get rid of 
difficult problems in my learning 
activities 
37. Skipping class causes difficulties, 
so I try to attend classes regularly 
38. Even when I cannot do anything 
about my learning activities, I 
prefer to not complain 
39. I tend to postpone unpleasant or 
difficult learning tasks even if I 
could perform them immediately 
40. Sometimes I see that the scheduled 
time of learning activities causes 
me problems, so I try to change the 
time I study 
41. I drop the courses in which I am not 
interested 
(Continued on Next Page) 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
-.02 
.33 
.04 
.07 
.20 
-.07 
.02 
-.03 
-.01 
244 
Probability 
.823 
.000 
.591 
.272 
.004 
.301 
.806 
.618 
.947 
Appendix R, continued 
No. Coping Strategy 
42. When a learning problem is bothering 
me, I try to do something pleasant 
such as sleeping or going to the 
movies 
43. I sit at specific place in the 
classroom to be able to concentrate 
better 
44. When I cannot solve my learning 
problems, I admit to myself that I 
cannot deal with the problems 
45. I Cram before tests 
46. When I am faced with a boring or 
difficult course, I try to take the 
course another time such as summer 
47. I easily get away from friends when 
they distract my concentration on a 
certain learning activity 
48. When I find a solution for a learning 
problem, I use that solution over 
and over to master the behavior 
49. I work through problems. read 
through notes or rewrite course 
material, as a repetition method to 
cope with learning difficulties 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
-.03 
.12 
-.04 
-.01 
.06 
.04 
.12 
.16 
245 
Probability 
.662 
.079 
.519 
.857 
.363 
.558 
.075 
.017 
L 
